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CLAIMS AGAINST THE -U.S. GOVERNMENT BY
THE NAVAHO INDIAN TRIBE

WEDNESDAY, NOV,E1HBER 2, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE LAW AND

GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met; pursuant to other business, at 3:45 pail..

room B-352, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Sam B. Hall, Jr.'ichairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present:. Representatives Hall, Mazzoii, Boucher, Kindness, and -Shaw.
Staff present: William P. Shattuck, counsel; Steve Douglass, as-sistant counsel; David Karmoi, associate counsel; and Florence

McCrady, legal assist. it.
Mr. HALL Our next cash is H.R. 3533, to confer jurisdiction onthe.U.S. Claims Court with respect to certain claim to the Navaho

Indian Tribe.
We are happy 40 have Mr. Bill Richardson with us; along withattorneys representing the Departmentof Justice, Mr. Anthony C.Liotta, Deputy Assistant Attorney Gena1,, Land and Natural Re-

sources Division; William Schaab, Claims Attorney for the Navaho
Indian Tribe; q.nd Guy Gorman, Thomas Boyd and Marshall Plum-
mer, representing the NavahoNation Claims Committee. I am sureI did not pronounce any of the names properly.

Mr. RICHARDSON. You got mine, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HALL. I have been with you all weekend in Beirut. I am glad

to see you again in civilian clot es. It is a lieasure to have you,
Bill. You are a very capable Meatier of this Congress. You jest con-tinue as you see fit.

TESTIMONY OF HON. BILL RICHARDSON, A U.S. REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Mi. RICHARDSON. Thank you v&y much, Mr. Chairman.
I have a very brief opening statement. I would just like to say I

am very grateful and I appreciate the opportunity to appear beforethe subcomMittee on behalf of a large segment of my population in
the State of New Mexico. I have the largest Indian district of anyMember of Congress.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman. i am here to testify today on a
bill I introduced, H.R. 3533, to require the U.S. Court of Claims to
'war a number of claims which were filed against the U.S. Govern-

ti)
i
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,

ment by the Navaho-Indian Tribe. The Senate Select Committee on
Indian Affairs held a hearing earlier today on a companion bill in-
troduced by Senator DeConcini.

Let me give you a little background, Mr. Chairman. In 1950, the
Navaho Trib_ filed eight separate claims against the Government
pursuant to the Indian Claims Corhmission Act of 1946. The claims
aileged the Government-improperly managed tribal resources and
failed to d6a1 fairly and honorably with the Navaho Tribe by not
providing the educational facilities and gervices required by law.

However, these claims have never been heard by a U.S. court on
their merits. They'have never been heard. in 1969, the claims, at-
torney for the tribe, tiaroici tt., filed an amended petition which
deleted several of the origin ly pleaded claims. The attorney con-
tract with Mr. Mott requir approval by the both the tribe and
the Secretary of the Interior for any "compromise settlenVent, 'or
other adjustment to the claims." Neither the tribe nor the Justice
Department have any record reflecting consultation with Or ap-
proval by the Interior Secretary and the tribe..-

Subseqtlent to this action )33.7 Mr. Mott, the. Indian Claims Com-
mission and he Trial Division of the Court of Claims held that the
Navahos cl ims should be heard by the court op their merits.
However, in 1979, the Court of Claims overturned the tWo earlier
decisions and held that the tribe was, bound by their attorney's
"voluntary dismissal'' of the claims 10 years previous]}

After nearly 30 years of litigation, a fair hearing on a group of
legitimate claims, which were timely filed'by- the Navaho Tribe has
been denied because of the un5uthorized and itresponsible actiori.of
one participant. The Indian Claims Act of 1946 was enacted to
insure that claims by the. Indians were given the opportunity to be
heard. It seems contrary to the purposes of this lim and to basic
principles of fairness and equity not to allow the Navaho's claims
to be judged on their merits.

The bill. I introduced, H.R. 3533, carries out the intent of the
jpdian Clainis Act by insuring that the lavaho's claims will have
the hearing contemplated by the act. This legislation does not
make any judgment on .these claims, but it will insure that the
Navaho Tribe will have the opportunity to be heard.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for lidding a hearing
today on this impottant legislation. I will be happy, with the assist-
ance of Mr. Schaab, to answer any questions any members of the
subcommittee may have.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I think the issue is one of fairness. This
piece of legislation makes no judgment whatever on the merits of
the claims it just allows the Navaho Nation to have a day in 'court.
I hope that this committee sees fit to support this legislation.
Thank you.

Mr. HALL. Thank,you very much, Mr. Richardson. Again, thank
you for being here today.

[The statement of Mr. Richardson follows:]

STATEM ENT 1101.4.001u. RieliAtipsoN

Mr Chairman. I want to express my great appreciation to you tiraid the members
of the subcommittey for hol this }bearing today on a bill I introduced. li.R. 3533.
To rtNuire thy U.S. Court of 'a0ms to hear a number oLslaims which were riled
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against the 11S Government by the ,Navaho Indiati Tribe. The Senate Select Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs held a hearing earlier today on a companion bill intro-
duced by Senator Dennis DeC.ancini.

In 1950..the Navaho Tribe filed eight separate claimsagainst the Government
pursuant to the Indian Claims CominissiOn Actiaf 1946. The claims alleged the Gov-
ernment improperiy managed tribal resotirces and, failed to deal fairly and honor-
ably with the Navaho:Tribe by not providing the educational facilities and servicesrequired by law.

4Howelier. these claims have never been heard by a U.S. court on their merits. In
1969. the claims attorney for the tribe. Harold Mott. filed an amended petition
which deleted seven of the.originally pleaded claims. The attorney contract with
Mr. Mott required approval by both the tribe and the Secretary of the Interior for
any "compromise settlement. or other adjustment of the claims. Neither the tribe
nor the 4ustice Department have-any record reflecting consultation with or approv-
al by the Interior Secretary and the tribe. Subsequent to this actipn by Mr. Mott,
the thaian Claims Commission and the trial'clivision of the Court of Claims held
that the Navaho's claims should be heard by the court on their merits. However, in
1979 the Court of Claims overturned these two earlier decisions and held that the
tribe was bound by their attornev's voluntary dismissal of the claims 10 years previ-
ously- g ..After nearly '30 years of litigation. a fair hearing on a group of legitimate claims
which were timely'filed by the Navaho Tribe has been denied because of the unau-thori'red and irresponsible actipn of one participant. The Indian Claims Act of 1946
was enacted to insAre that claims by-the Indians were given the'oPportunity to beheard. It seems contrary to the purposes of this law and to basic principles of fair-
nes.s and equity not to allow the Navaho's claims to be judged o4 their merits.

The bill I introduced, H.R. 353S,Tarries out he intent of the Indian Claims Act by
rig that the Navaho's claims will1hav the hearing contemplated by the act.This legislation does not make any judgment on these claims, but it will insure that

the Navaho Tribe will have the opportunity to be heard.
Again. Mr. Chairman, I want to.thank you for holding a hearing today on this

important legislation. I will be happy to answer any questions you or members of
TIN, suhcommittee may have. . A

Mr. HALL. Mr. Schaab, you may have some comment..

. TESTIMONY 01 WILLIANI 1,i3 SCHAA13, CLAIMS ATTORNEY FOR
, .

THE NAVAHO INDIAN TRI F.; CITY GORMAN, NAVAHO NATION
CLAIMS COMMITTEE; THOMAS BOYD, NAVAHO NATION CLAIMS
CIINIMITTEE; :YND MARSHALL PLUMMER, NAVAHO NATION
C-LAINIS COMNIITTEE, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL B. BARBER.
CdUNSEL,
Mr. SCHAAB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

--There are three.members of the claims committee of the Navaho
Tribal Council who testified this morning on the related bill in the
Senate. I believe that they would like to pres'ent-brief statements
that they have.

Mr. HALL. Let's let them come up to the table and slide the
microphone back and. forth between them.'

Please identify yourselves for the 'record.
Mr' GORMAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Guy',Gorman. I am the

senior member of the committee on tribal claims, appointed by the
advisory committee of the Navaho Tribal Council. I have been au-
thorized to present' this statement on behalf of "he Navaho,lation
by Chairman Peterson Zah and the claims comrhittee.

I would like at this time to introduce the other two members on
the claims committee. On my right is Mar. hall Plummer, a coun-
cilman from Coyote ,Canyon Chapter; and on my left is Thomas
Boyd, a councilman from Crystal, N. Mex., a council-man for that
chapter.
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Mr. SCHAAB. N'fore you. proceed, Mr. Chairman, will the state-
ments submitted by the Navaho representatives tje considered to be
part of the. record?

...,Mr. -HALL. They will be made a part of the record.
Mr. SeHAAb. So if you present a summary of your statement,

will be sufficient.
Mr. GORMAN. Thank you, Mr. Schaab. Mr. Chairman.; that WAS

going to be part of my next statement. Thank you, Mr. Schaab.
We, as members of the tribal council, have always been very con-

cerned abut this matter. I can assure yOu that tIlbe council was
never informed when the second claims attorney withdrew the
seven claims. case.

It is so important to the Navaho Nation, because one of the
claims is in education. During my growing up days, we have never
had an opportunity to get an education that maybe I should have.
Maybe today I would have been a lawye?, doctor or something.
However, the only English that I am using right now today is what
I picked up in the U.S. Army., where I didn't have any choice but to
talk English.

So, to us, we feel that these are some tW the things--
Mr. HALL. You are doing good. You just keep on. You are doing

fine.
Mr. GORMAN. The treaty of 1868 definitely states that there will

be a teacher for every 30 kinds in the classroom. This was a prom-
ise that is in the treaty. We still kind of hold to the Government
that this was never done.

Mr. Chairman, we are just requesting that we have a day in
court and also to have an honorable deed be carried by the U.S.
Governmerrt,

Thank you very much.
Mr. HAM.. Thank you, sir.
IThe statement of Mr. Gorman follows:]

4
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ULFONE THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMIUTTEE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE. LAW & GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

IIEAMING 014 BR 35y, NOVEMBER 2. 19N4

aTATERENTyN_HEBALr O NAVA40' NATION

Mi. Chalftnah:

my name is ;;uy German. T, am the :;enter Mefnber of the

(:oirimittee on 11.ba1 Clain3 appointed by the Advisory Committe of

theiTr t ha1 Counc.;I. I have bi-7en authorized to present this state-

iri,nt on bohalf of th:2 NivaQo Nation by Chairmn Petersen Zah and

Ccaitteg.

Naval ponlo ale aakin, Crwigros to 'correct the ailure

e mile' States, as lur- tral.tei...,.to.)rotect our r iyht to

ubt , I it; hearinq i our "lair and honorable dealing" claims

Vat were pr ly 111(.6 uncle' the ladian Claims Corttmission At

!Iloe Ulan YOrl agoip In 1,P, the Court or Claims held that

'sned by cln amendment tiled by our

athit,iey deflpttv the tact that the,Tribe and the

thel.e claims 4aa becradl.

*Lary tit the Intel tor 1).10 fiv.042/ -approved such action, as

,equ;red by the attorney':; contract.

Our principal 'fall and honoral)le dealings" claim was that

\ be. Gos,ein,iient to keop Its historic promises in our 1868

111--t to Navajo chiicirerl the opportunity for an education.

Nada)o realize:; the great mibtortune suffered by the Tribe

. f,,e 6-vcrnment xfocyed on its promise over 100 years ago.

1

wart only a low schools and they were overflowing,

Nava)o children didn't go to school

9
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LOT tower Navahos its my parents ;' generation had schools to

attend.

Lacking an education, we could only look to the Government as

our trustee to mana4 out resources, but the trustee made many

mistakes over the years. when Congress in 1946, for the first

time, gave the Navajos the right to bring these wrongs before the

Indian Claims Commission, we aid so. Maybe, we thought, some good

will come of these claims, and we will be able to educate our-

solves. In fact, we have allocated a good part of the first two

recoveries on these claims for scholarships and other educational

Unti:rtunateiy, those funds are far too small in comparison

to our needs, The great bulk of ...or people still live in poverty,

in the remote desert, without local schools and with nothing but

fouln dirt trails for busing to distant schools.

i ow it s that tle right to a full hearing granted us by

,:oh re!is ycar!1 ..to on the Government s failure to give us the

, ational bencitth of the 186S Treaty, and the hope for some

to help until past wrongs, have been taken away by new

Our "ta:t and honorable dealings" claims have been thrown

,It on oality in a way that neither Congress nor the Tribe

eve, intended.

In 1969, without Tribal approval or consent, the second

claims attorney for the Tribe filed an amended petition in one of

the rases (Docket No. 69) which deleted seven paragraphs, and

"withdrew" Claims 1 through 6 and Claim 8.
1 That action violated

Section 6 of the clatiuS attorney's contract,2 which required
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approval by both the Tribe and the secretary of the Interior for

any "compromise, settlement, or other ad)usiment of the claims."

Alghouyh the Secretary had required such a provision in the

attorney's contract for the Tribe's protection, 3 the Department

of Justice neither informed the Secretary of the claims attorney's

action nor advised to Commission that the Secretary had not

approved such action.

The claims attorney has advised the Committee 4 that he acted

under prnnure from the Department of Justice to 'consolidate" the

claims ginally pleaded in eight separate counts, and that he

did not intend to di miss any claim originally presented by the

petition. Since the attorney never advised the Tribe of his

"amendment" ot its Petition, the Tribe was unable to met for its

own protoction.

That situation was precisely the kidel callinq for the

Government, which did know of the attorney's action, to exercise

ICS OVCi unction under 25 U.S.C. S 81a. The Department of

have called the "withdrawal' of seven claims to the

attention ot the tribe and the Secretary of the Interior and

demanded their review and approval in accordance with the attor-
1

f.xhihit A, p. 57a.

Lxhi!,it A, p. %4..

Erhmit A, p. 56a. The Secretary acted under Congress' mandate
In U.S.C. 9 81a to supervise tribal attorney contracts.

4
i.xhinit B.

11
0



ney's contract. Instead, Justice let the matter lie dormant until

the claims attorney had been replaced; then it claimed his action

was a voluntary dismissal ot important claims that cannot now be

cunsidered on their merits.

In other cane ;, such as the overlapping land claim areas of

the iicarilla Apache Tribe and certain Pueblos,
5 the Justice

Department objected to an agreement between attorneys that reduced

the Jicarilla's claim rea because the Secretary had not given his

approval. The Justice Department itself agreed that the attor-

ney...is prohibited from making any adjustment of any claim pend-
0

on behalf ot the tribe without the approval of the CommiS-

Indian Alta The attorneys then obtained the

opptoval nt the Commissioner, and the Claims Commission-accepted
A

the agreement valid.
6 Althoug he Navajo Tribe'0 claims

.ittr,rney's conttict had a provision like the Jicarilla's, the same

r'aurion wat-, not im:;orved in the Naval() cases. Instead, the

nt at Ju;;tice took advantage of our attorney's

un.eithorized action for the Government's benefit.

In this hearing, the Department suggests that its failure to.

bal and ;ecretarial approval, of our attorney's "with-
,

draws]" of our ms should be excused because the Commission

held in the J,arilla case that tribal attorneys are free to

C,

Ekhi t D.
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comet t o!;" in a pleadtna without :r approval. Yet the

Oepartment did not treat our attorney's action as correcting a

pleading "mistake"; it pressed for a coat: decision that he had

deliberately dismissed our claims, In 1974, five yeArs after the

unauthorized amendment of the petition, after our third and pres-

ent claims attorney moved to amend the petition to restore to it

all of our claims, the Justice Department asked the Indian Claims

Commission to enter final judg ent dismissing the "withdrawn"

clai,r,s, The Commission denied that'request because the 1969

amendment had been approved by the Tribe or the Secretary, and

a new amendment wan allowed to restore all of the claims that had

led betore the deadline of August 13, 1951. The

Government thee moved to dismiss Claims 1 through 6 and Claim 8 on

the technical gioond that they were presented after the 1951

C,it,)1t date,

Aft,r transter of the casci to the Court of Claims, the Trial

tiled r11. opinion n 1978 upholding the Commission's approv-

a] the Trl!W',,, revised petition. But. the Justice Department

to the Court, and on June 13, 1979, the Court dismissed

thr,,Lin b and Claim H. The Court held that the attor-

ney's contract tribal and Secretarial approval only where

some payment was made to the Tribe. We think the Court's holding

isaesurth the trustee's approval must be given if claims are

settico for , sum of money, but no approval is needed if the

attorney gives up claims without any payment whatever. The U.S.

r'.ne Court retwied on February 19, 1980, to hear our eppeal.

-

13
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In this way, the Opartment of iLaice took edvantage of the

Covernment's failure to revie. cur attorney's unauthorized action

and, as our trw.t,,,, to protect the Tribe from loss of its

valuable claims. The Department flouted both the requirements of

2') S dl.t and our attorney's contract for its own benefit,

and only Congress can correct that error.

The present bill, HRK,33, will merely allow the Tribe to

obtain a heating on the dismissed claims in the case still pending

U.S, Claims Court. The claims were properly filed

efoie the 19 c)1 deadline. No withdrawal was aythorized, and they

t hay.. been dismissed. The Tribe is entitled to have

tileal con:,

Thu bill is carefully drawn to prevent the Tribe from obtzin-

.',1 e duut,l. :1,arlivi on claims now pending before the Court tinder

v. nth it accounting Claim, or on those that have been

!,:rn,u,d on titer irwritt-., In 1979, the Justice Department took

a motion to the Court for clarification

ud hy the Court once and for all on their merits.

al accounting" docket that none of the

(1 ,,1,1:,s,].d ould be considered in the remaining Seventh

I M.iy,I1HU the Court rejected the Government's argument,

illowinq all claims based on breach of the Government's fiduciary

to the Tribe to be heard under Claim 7 notwithstanding their

I-xhiLit A, 9a

-6-
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Inclusion in Claims 1 through But with respect to "Lair and

honorable dealing" claims under clause (5) of §2'of the Claims

Commission Act 125 U.S.C. S70al, the Court held: 8

"Fair and hohorable dealing" claims, not
involving the Government's management and use
of Navajo assets, do pot come at all under
claim 7.

Those claims were, therefore, finally dismissed by the 1969

Amended Petition and cannot be considered unless Congress passes

this uill.

The bill will allow the Navajo Tribe to obtain a he

before the U.S. Claims Court on its dismissed claims and thus

ca rry out the intent of the Indian Claims Commission Act. The

legislative history of that Act shows that Congress meant to have

tribal claims heard and decided on the merits, and that tribes

could recover whenever the facts showed that, in good conscience,

recovery was justified. Congress expected, as the Report of the

House 6immit Indian Affairs 1H.R. liep. No. 1466, 79th Cong.,

1st Sess.] sttlted:

..that an impartial determination of the
,I act will in many, ir not in most, cases
eliminate the need for further legal proceed
ings. by showing either that there is no basis
whatever for recovery on the part of a given
tribe or that such recovery, if indicated,
does not Ovolve any controverted legal
principles."

The comments of the Oepartment of Interior on the bill, printed in

Exhibit E, p. 8.
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the` douzx Itep3rt, otot.1 to th "lack of finality attending

3ismivAl ct a case by thy Court of Claims on technical legal

giuunds vithout consideration of the claims on its merits* and

ii,ggsted that authority to try "moral claims" as well as strictly

legal ,;t equitahlo claims overcome the defect in the

!.,r;:.sent - ;;esters Linde' which man the claims of the Indians are

precluded from a he. ing on the merits, on technical legal

groonds, even though the cis ms may be such as would challenge the

,:onscience at a court of equity. -.- The Department repeatedly

stressed tLy Cc i
n's "power to consider the merits of all

laims."
11 and to overcome technical legal

1,11. Tut- s' dismissal of the Navajo

.11111 and unnecessary interpretation of the claims

,u
this entirely wrong and contrary to the

01ent.- Of the Act. tie .isk prompt passage of HR:153ato correct

that ,Aior and prvent adding a new wrong to the deprivations

.11 sutterod our people.

I it .1:0

9, U.
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IN THE

rrinr Tout of ,t4E. litt- b etas
OCTOBER TERM, 1979

No.
. ,

THE NAVAJO TRIBE, I limier

V.

TILE UNITED STATE OF AMERICA, Respondent.

PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE
UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS

The Navajo Tribe petitions for a writ of certiorari
to review the Opinion oii the _United States Court of
Claims dated. June 13, 1979, and the Order entered on
petitioner's motion for chirifieation'of that Opinion.

s.

OPINIONS BELOW

This ease involves the arbitrary dismissal of valuable
claims against the United States in derogation of safe-
guards mandated by Congress foie the protection of
tribal etimants under the Indian welaims Commission
Act. The, Opinion of the Court of 'Claims (Appendix
A) is reported at 601 F.2d 536 (1979). The Order
(AI )endix- B) is unreported.
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JURLSDICTION

The Opinion- below was entered oil Junto 13, 1979.
Petitioner filed a motion fpr clarification of.the Opin-
ion on September 4:;1979, and on September 11, 1979,
the Chief Justice extended the time' for filing this
petition to November '10, 1979 (No. A-206). The Order
on the motion -for clarification was entered on Septem-
ber 28, 1979. :The' Court's jurisdiction is based upon
28 U.S.C._§ 1255(1)`.

QUESTIONS PRESENTED

1. Whei her the Court of Claims misconstrued its
jurisdiction under the' Indian. Claims Commission Act
to bar seven counts of an eight-count petition after
their unauthorized "withdrawal." by petitioner's claims
attorney in violation of his attorney's contract, which
required prior approval by the Tribe and the Secretary
of the Interior of any compromise, settlement or ad-
justment of a claim.

2. Whether the "withdrawal" of seven counts'of an
eight-count petition affects r jurisdiction over claims
stated by the remaining count, by barring all issues
that may also have been presented by the "withdrawn
claims."

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS AND
STATUTES INVOLVED

The provision of the United States Constitution in-
volved is the Fifth Amendment, which provides in
relevant part as follosys

"No person shall . . . be deprived of life liberty
or property, without due process of law; . . .
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-Corgress mandated .safeguards for tribal claimants
Under Section 15 [25 U.S.C. § 70n] of the Indian
Claims Conunission Act of August 13, 1946, c. 959,
'1).L., 79-726, 60 Stat. 1049, 1053, (the "Act "), which
reads as follows:

"§ 70n. Attorneys of claimants; selection, practice
and fees; Mtnrney General terepresent United
States; compromise of claims."
"Each such tribe, band, or other identifiable group
of Indians may retain to represent its interests in
die presentation of claims 'before the Commission
an attorney or attAgneys at,law, of its own selec-
tion, whose practice before the Commission shall
be regulated by its adopted procedure. The fees of
such attorney or attorneys for all services rendered
in prosecuting the claim in question, whether be-
fore the Commission or otherwise, shall, unless the
amount of such fees is .stipulated in the approved
.contract between the attorney or attorneys and the
claimant, be fixed by the Commission at such
amount as the Commission, in accordance with
standards obtaining for prosecuting similar eon-
vtingent claims in courts of law, finds to be adequate
compensation for services rendered and results ob-
tained,. conscdering the contingent nature of the
case, plus all reasonable expenses incurred in the

prosecution of the claim; but the amount so fixed
by the Commission, exclusive of reimbursements
for actual expenses, shall not exceed 10 per eentum
of the amount recovered. in any case. The attorney
or attorneys for an3h,such tribe, band, or group as
shall have been organized pursuant to section 476
of this title, shall be selected pursuant to the con-
stitution and by-laws of such tribe, band or group.
The emplcryment of attorneys for all other claim-
ants shall be subject to the provisions of sections
81, 82, 83 and 84 of this title.



"The Attorney General or his assistants shall
represent the United States in all claims presented
to the Commission, and shall have authority, with
the approval of the Commission, to compromise
any claim presented to the Commission. Any such
compromise shall be submitted by the Commission
to the Congress as part of its report as provided
in section 70t of this title in the same manner as
'final determinations of the Commission, and shall
he subject to the provisions of section 70u of this
title."

Petitioner is not organized under the Indian Reor-
ganization Act, 25 U.S.C. § 476; therefore, its contract
with its claims attorney is required.to be approved by
the Secretary of the Interior under 25 U.S.C. §§ 81 to
84. Section 81 provides in pertinent part:

"No agreeme shall be made by any person with
any tribe of Indians, . . . for the payment or de-
livery of any money or other thing of value . . .

in consideration of services for said Indians rela-
tive to their lands, or to any claims . . in any
way connected with or due from the United States,
unless such contract or agreement be executed and
approved as follows:
.First. Such agreement shall be in writing, and a
duplicate of it delivered to eaelf party.
Second. It Shall bear the approval of the Secretary
of the Interior and the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs indorsed upon it. . . ."

The Secretary required in the attorney contract that
any compromise, settlement, or other adjustment of
petitioner's claims be approved by his delegate and the
Tribe.
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STATIMENT OF THE CASE

Petitioner is by far the largest Indian tribe in the
nation, with a population of approximately 150,000 or
about one-fourth of the total American Indian popula-
tion, and a reservation of .13 million acres encompass-
ing lands in the states of Arizona, New Mexico and
Utah. The magnitude and complexity of the Tribe's
claims agaipst the United States, as well as of its
general legal problems, are commensurate with its
extraordinary size. The claims dismissed- by. the deci-
sion below have been appraised by petitioner's expert
witnesses well in excess of a hundred million dollars.

Petitioner timely filed its Petition under the Indian
Claims Commission At on July 11, 1950, as Docket
No. 69 (Appendix C)."The Petition contained eight
counts er "claims" consisting of 29 numbered pan.-
graphsplus a general prayer for relief in paragraph
30. Each count incorporated by reference, the factual
allegations of the preceding counts. Claims 1 through
6 and Claim 8 alleged specific breaches of treaties or
fiduciary obligations by the United States and sought
damages for the alleged breaches. Claim 7 alleged a
trust or guardian-ward relationship between the Gov-
ernment and the Navajo Tribe and demanded a com-
plete accounting of the Government's handling of tribal
property and money Which it held in trust. To the
extent that the accounting sought ha Claim 7 would
reveal breaches of treaty or fiduciary duties that were
specifically alleged in Claim, 1 through 6 and Claim 8,
Clain., 7 presented an alternative theory for relief, i.c
p suit for an accounting instead of an action for money
cIAinragcv.

Respefident never answered the Petition. On August
8, 10 and 11, 1951, petitioner timely filed petitions
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doeketed, respectively, as Nos. 229 (land claim), 299
and 353 (receipts accounting for certain resources),
which reiterated some of the allegations of the Petition

No. 69. Because of the magnitude and complexity of
the claims, petitioner's first claims counsel, Normal
Littell, entered a stipulation with the Government pro-
viding that prosecution of claims in Nos. 69, 299 and
353 would be deferred pending completion of the land
claim in No. 229.

In 1966, after lengthy litigation culminating in a
decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit upholding the Secretary's
supervisory power over tribal attorneys' contracts, Mr.
Littell was fired from his position as general counsel
for tip Tribe by the Secretary of the Interior. Udall
v. Litt(' 11, 366 F.2d 668 (D.C. Cir. 1966). Mr. Littell
resigned as claims attorney shortly thereafter, on
February 20, 1967. His successor, Harold Mott, also
was permitted to assume the dual role of petitioner's
general counsel and, by separate contract, claims coun-
sel. His claims contract was approved by the Secretary
of Interior on November 21, 1968. Section 6 of that
contract (Appendix D) required that:

" [a ] ny compromise, settlement or other adjust-
ment of a claim of the Tribe shall be subject to
the approval of the TRIBE and the SECRETARY [of
the Interior]." Appendix D at 5.

During the hiatus after respondent tired petitioner's
first claims attorney, but before it approved the sec-
ond, respiident tiled (on November 14, 1967) in No.
69 a "Motion to Require Petitioner to Set Out in
Sepa rately Numbered Petitions the Claims Pleaded in
the original Petition or, in the Alternative, to Dismiss



the Petition," A response to that motion was not filed
eeause petitioner had no attorney of record, and re-

spoudent then moved (on March 11, 1968) to dismiss
_the Petition for failure to prosecute. After approval
of his contract, petitioner's second claims attorney
responded (on December 13, 1968) to the latter motion,
requesting an extension of time to respond, to the
earlier motion. On December 23, 1968, the Commission
denied the motion to dismiss and gave petitioner nine
months "to amend the petition" in No. 69.

Oetober 1, 1969, petitioner's claims attorney filed
First. Amended Petition in No. 69 (Appendix E), as

follows:

"The petition is amended by deleting paragraphs
10, 16, 19, 21, 23, 25 and 29, thereby withdrawing
from CUI1Si&rati011 herein the first, second, third,
fourth, fifth, sixth and eighth claims."

The deleted paragraphs comprised particular allega-
thee: damage -s; none of the allegations of fact was
deleted. nor was the general prayer for relief at para-
graph 30. The withdrawal of "claims" was not ap-
proved by petitiomq: or by the Secretary of the Interior.
Rsirmytent filed its Answer to First Amended Petition
en November 4, 1969, but it did not seek entry of a
few! ju411),"111ellt dismissing the seven "withdrawn"

and the elairn were never actually dismissed
before the Opinion below.

01, July 25, 1973, the Commission consolidated No.
6 with Nos. '299 and because "plaintiff's allega-
tiei:s its Doeket Nos. 299 and 353 ele(-rly overlapped
those tiled in Docket No. 69." 31 Ind. Cl. Comm. 40,

G IldElit'S motion for rehearing (raising

.11 4 er p4rd44.,P. .411101..
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oth,:r issues), the Commission confirmed the consolida-
tion in its 1973 Opinion. 34 Ind. Cl. Comm. 431 (1974).

Petitioner's second, Maims attorney's contract ex-
pired on June 30, 1972, and after another hiatus its
third and present claims attorney entered his appear-
ance on September 21, 1973. 34 Ind. Cl. Comm. 432, 433.

Petitioner move, l on July 1, 1974, to amend the First
Amended Petition in ,No. 69 by restating the with-
drawn paragraphs of the first six claims. Respondent's
response to that motion on July 18 for the first time
asked for entry of final judgment dismissing the first
six and (4ighth claims. The Commission granted peti-
tioner's motion to "reformulate" the first six claims
iu No. 69 and denied respondent's motion for final
judgment. Opinion dated January 23, 1975, 35 Ind. Cl.
Comm. 305 (Appendix F). That opinion ordered that
the consolidated dockets be :,,eparatcd into two eeparate
dockets, the first denominated No. 69 (Claims 1

through 6 and Claim 8), and the s,econd Nos. 69, 299
and :353 (Acounting Claims), which included the sev-
enth claim in No. 69. Respondent's motion to certify
the Commission's action to the Court of Claims was de-

. I on July 9, 1975, 36 Ind. Cl. Comm. 215.

Respondent then filed (on June 3, 1976) a motion to
dismiss-or for more definite statement addressed to the
Second Amended Petition in No. 69 (Claims 1 through
6 and Claim 8), which remained undecided when the
docket was transferred to the Court of Claims pursu-
ant, to P.L. 94-465, 90 Stat. 1990 (1976) [providing for
termination of the Commission at September 30, 19781.
The Trial Judge to whom the matter was assigned held
in his Opinion of January 23, 1978. that the motion was
an untimely motion for rehearing but denied it on the
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merits insofar as it challenged the reformulation of
lainis 1 through 6. (The first 12 pages of the Trial

dge's Opinion are annexed as Appendix G.)

On review, the Court of Claims on.June 13, 1979, re-
jected the Trial Judge's Opinion and dismissed Claims

through 6 and Claim 8 (Appendix A). The, Court of
Claims held that the contractual requirement for Tri-
bal and Secretarial authorization of adjustments in
claims did not apply to the complete withdrawal of
claims, and that the unauthorized withdrawal of claims
which were never'actually dismissed nonetheless cre-
ated a jurisdictional bar to consideration of those
claims on their merits.

Questions raised during a conference with the Trial
Judge pertaining to proceedings in Dockets 69, 299 and
353 ( Accounting Claims, including Claim 7) led the
Trial Judge to advise petitioner to seek clarification of
the Court's Opinion of June 13, 1979. Accordingly, pe-
titioner asked the Court (on September 4, 1979) to
clarify whether issues presented by the allegations pre-
served in the seventh claim were affected by the dis-
missal of the first six clainiS.' By 'Order of September
28, 1979, the Court held that such dismissal "precluded
plaintiff from subsequently reasserting those claims"
as issues of the seventh claim.

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE WRIT

The Court of Claims below misconstrued its juris-
diction under the Indian Claims Commission Act, 25
U.S.C. § 70k, by dismissing before trial Claims 1
through 6 of the original Petition and thereafter con-

' Claim 8 was reformulated and is of no relevance in this
proceeding.

29
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striiing that dismissal as precluding adjudication of
issues in Claim 7 that were never dismissed by the
petitioner. The Court failed to give effect to explicit
safeguards in the Special Claims Contract between
petitioner and its attorney prescribed by the Secretary
of the Interior under 25 U.S.C. § 81 for the protection
of the Tribe. That failure violates the mandate of Sec-
tion 15 of the Indian Claims Commission Act for pro-
tection of tribal interests in the adjudication process.
The Court also ignored long-established precedents of
this Court and of the Circuit Courts requiring clear
authority before an attorney's dismissal of claims
against his client's interest can be given effect. More-
over, the Court erroneously construed the intent and'
effect. of the First Amended Petition, guillotining val-
uable tribal claims before trial when such a result was
not intended or approved by petitioner, thus depriving
petitioner of due process of law. Finally, the Court
reached beyond the matters raised by respondent's mo-
tion to dismiss Claims 1 through 6 and Claim 8 and
arbitrarily stripped from Claim 7 in a wholly separate
docket all issues that may be found within the first six,
claims. That action not only deprived petitioner of
due process of law in the accounting docket but creates
such uncertainty that orderly adjudication of its ac-
counting claims may become impossible. Each of these
reasons h discussed briefly below.

I. Jurisdiction Misconstrued; Special Claims Contract Ignored;
Conflict with Established Precedents.

In Meetion 15 of the Indian Claims Commission Act,
U.S.C. § 70n, Congress allowed each tribe to c oose

its claims attorney, but it carefully safeguarde the
tribe by requiring the Secretary of the Interior to



approve the attorney's contract under 25 U.S.C. § 81.
That 1871 statute was "intended to 'protect the Indians
from improVident and unconscionable contracts." In re
Sanborn, 148 U.S. 222, 227 (1893). As the note (by a
member of the Commis.sion's star) annexed to the Spe-
cial Clain's Contract states (Appendix D), the Secre-
tary rejected the first version of the contract and re-
quired certain amendments for the Tribe's protection.

Section 6 of the Special Claims Contract stated:

"6. Compromises and Settlements. Any compro-
mise, settlement or other adjustment of the claims
shall be subject to the approval of the TRIBE and
the SECRETARY."

The First Amended Petition did not have, the required
approva ls.

The Indian Claims Commission, upon the Tribe's
motion to reinstate the claims which its prior attorney
had purported to withdraw, found that he lacked au-
thority to withdraw the claims. It is also clear that the
United States, in its supervisory capacity over this at-
torney's contract, knew of hiA lack of authority. The
Commission stated, 35 Ind. Cl. Comm. 305, 307, fn. 2
(Appendix F)

1:

"The att6eney contract in effect with the Navajo
Tribe atihe time of the amended petition of 1969
required that any adjustment of plaintiff's claims
by plaintiff's attorneys would be subject to the ap-
proval of the tribe. The record does not indicate
that this requirement, which would presumably

applieable to an amendment withdrawing sev-
eral claims, was met."

The Commission, therefore, allowed the Claims to be
reinstated in the form of a Second Amended Petition.

91i



The Trial Judge also treated "voluntary withdrawal"
of previously pleaded claims as an adjustment of the
Tribe's claims requiring approval in accordance with
the contract [Appendix (11.

However, the Court of Claims construed.Seetion 6
of the Contract

16 as requiring tribal anti secretarial approval
only of compromises, settlements, and similar ad-
justments of claims, i.e., the termination of claims
in return for some consideration given in exchange
therefor. Paragraph 6 did not limit the attorney's
authority to withdraw certain claims, several .if
which probably were duplicative of those in other
dockets, for what he perceived to be sound tactical
or strategic reasonS. That was precisely the kind
of decision the attorney would have to make in car-
rying out his duty under paragraph 2 of the con-
tract 'to diligently prosecute the claims and to ex-
ert his best efforts to satisfactorily concrude them
within the term of this contract.' Indeed, an attor-
ney could not effectively conduct such a major In-
dian claims ease as this if he had to obtain the
prior approval of his client and the Secretary be-
fore he could take such action." [App. A; italics
added.]

That construction is absurd. There is no basis whatso-
ever for the Court's italicized speculation that the
claims were withdrawn because they were duplicated
in other dockets and their 'withdrawal in No. 69 would
achieve sonic advantage for the petitioner.

The Court's conclusion that the attorney had au-
thority to dismiss the petitioner's multi-million dollar
claims ignored long-established precedents of this
Court and of the Circuit Courts requiring clear evi-
dence of an attorney's authority to dismiss valuable

32
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claims against his client's interest. In Volker v. Par=
ker, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 436, 452-453 (1813), Chief Jus-
tice Marshall explained:

Has the attorney a right to make such a com-
promise

"Although an attorney at law, merely as such, has,
strictly speaking, no right to make a compromise;
yet a court would be disinclined to disturb one
which was not so unreasonable in itself as to be ex-
claimed against by all, and to create an impression
thst the judgment of the attorney has been im-
posed on, or not fairly exercised in the case. But
where the sacrifice is such as to leaVe it scarcely
possible that, with a full knowledge of every cir
cumstance, such a compromise could be fairly
made, there can be no hesitation in saying that the
compromise, being unauthorized and being there-
fore in itself void, ought .not to bind the injured
party. Though it may akstime the form of an award
or of a judgment at law, the injured party, if his
own conduct has been perfectly blameless, ought to
be relieved against it. This opinion is the more rea-
sonable because it is scarcely possible that, in such
a case, the opposite party can be ignorant of the
unfair advantage he is gaining." [Italics added]

See also United States v. Beebe, 180 U.S. 343 (1901) ;

Thomas v. Colorado Trust Deed Funds, Inc., 366 F.2d
136 ( 10th Cir. 1966).

That fundamental principle must be applied
greater care where an Indian tribe is involved a
attorney's contract expressly denies authority to dis-
miss claims without double approval. If the attorney's
withdrawal of claims was intended as a dismissal of the
claims with prejudice, the safeguards of paragraph 6
of the Special Claims Contract were clearly necessary.

29- 680 0-84 -3
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For such a broadscale dismissal deprived petitioner of
its right to a complete adjudication under the Oct, of
the valuable claims framed in its timely Petition.
There was no conteivable "tactical or strategic" reason
for such an action; an attorney who would finally aban-
don such -claims would be patently incompetent. Sec-
tion 6 was required by the Secretary precisely to pro-
tect petitioner from such an eventuality.

The Court's recognition that Section 6 required both
tribal and secretarial approval for a "termination of
claims in return for some consideration given in ex-,
change therefor" is shockingly inconsistent with its
conclusion that these valuable claims could be termi-
nated without such approval because the, Tribe received.
nothing in exchange. Had the Government paid a pep -
percorn for termination of these same claims, the at-
torney's consent would have been void without the re-
quired double approval. Cf. Pueblo of Santa Rosa v.
Fall, 273 U.S. 315, 320 (1927) ; Green v. Menominee
Tribe, 233 U.S. 558, 570-571 (1912). Surely, Congress'
insistence on basic safeguards of tribal interests in
claims litigation demands that the Contk-sict's require_
ments be met when valuable claims are abandoned,
without any consideration whatever.

When in 1968 the Court of Claims was confronted
with the results of incompetent representation of the
Sioux Tribe in a claims case, it took the extraordinary
,;tel, of vacating its 1956 affirmance of a Commission
decision against the Tribe after trial on the merits and
remanded to the Commission for reopening of proof.
Sioux Tribe v. U.S., 146 F.Supp. 229 (1956), vacated,
182 Ct. Cl. 912 (1968). How different was its'iiummary
disposition of these valuable Navajo claims, where
Section 15 of the Act and Section -6 of petitioner's Spe-

34
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cial Claims Contract required specific action to prevent
manifest injustice to the petiti er through the incom-
petence of its attorney.

If the Court of Claims wat right in viewing the with-
drawal as a voluntary dismissal of these claims, the
First Amended "IVition must be treatedas
unauthorized "adjustment" of the claims and of no
legal effect.

2. Misinterpretation of Amended Petition.

kThe First Amended Petition in No. 69 did not in
terms state that petitioner was voluntarily disniissing
sevetiltf the eight claims in its original Petition. That
effect was arbitrarily attributed to the amendment by
the Court of Claims; it is inconsistent with its lan-
guage and with its intention. The Court admitted that
the amendment was "not in form, a voluntary dis-
missal of the plaintiff's nonaccounting claims In Dock-
et No. 69." [Part III of Opinion ;' App. A.] However
the Court had no reason nor basis in the record'to con-
strue the language pf the amendmentdeleting the
specific paragraphs that characterized each "claim"
awl "withdrawing [those claims) from consideration
herein"as a voluntary dismissal of several causes of
notion. The Commission had correctly interpreted the
amendment according to its plain titrms:

se

it plaintiff's first amended petition, which pur-
portM to withdraw seven of plaintiff's claims, did
not delete the allegations of fact which were the
substance. of 'those claims. Moreover, plaintiff's
seventh claim, whi clearly remained after the
amended petition df 1969 was filed, stated that
plaintiff restates and reaffirms each and every al-
legation of faet''of the vriginal petition." 35 Ind.
Cl. Comm. 305, 307 (Appendix F).

35



The "claims" withdrawn were merely the generiiil alle-
gations of damages in the deleted paragraphs; the
causes of action defined by C. le factual allegatiOns of
the other paragraphs and the general payer for relief.
were intentionally left unaffected. The amendment was
thus intended to be a restructuringvf the Petitioli, not
a dismissal -of causes of action, in response to respqa1d-
ent's motion of NovAnber 14, 1967 that demanded
"separately numbered Petitions of the claims pleaded

the original Petition."

Moreover, a reorganization of the original pleading
was fully authorized by the Commission's Rules, whk,11--
did not require separate "petitions" for eireli"ciaitn."
Rule 7(a) stated:

SEC. 7. General rules of pleading.

(a) Pleading to be concise and direct; consist.
eney. (1) -Each averment of a pleading shell be
simple, concise and direct. No technical forms of
pleading or.rnotions are required. Averments in a
pleading to which no responsive pleading 15 re-
quired or permitted .shall be taken as denied or
avoided.

(2) A party may set forth two or more state-
ments of a claim or defense alternatively or hypo-
thetically, either in one count or defense or in sep-
arate counts or defenses. When two or more state-
ments are made in the alternative and one of
if made independently, would be sufficient, the
pleniviing is not made insufficient by the intiuffi-
cielley of one or more of the-alternativottatements.
A party may also state as many separate claims or
defenses as he has, regardless of consistency and
regardless of the nature of the grounds on 'which
they are based. All statements shall be made sub-
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,jest to the obligations set forth in Sec. 10(b) [re-
quiring the attorney to believe "good ground" sup-
ports the pleading]. [Italics added]

The First Amended Petition, submitted before answer
under Rule .13(a) (1.) which allowed the restructuring
of claims as a matter of course, combined eight sepa-
rate claims into one.

As long as the factual allegations of the Petition re-
mained, it was incorrect to construe the amendment as
a voluntary dismissal of any claims covered by those
allegations, by the damages paragraph 27) of the
seventh claim, and by the general prayer for relief in
paragraph 30. The Court's arbitrary refusal to con-
sidPr the }Atilt' language of the Petition remaining af-
ter the amendment is clear in footnote'3 to the Opinion
(App. A):

The plaintiff challenges. characterization of the
issue as jurisdictional. It arguesthat, since it with-
drew only the prayers for relief and not the claims
themselves, those. claims were "subsumed" under
the comprehensive prayer for relief of paragraph
:30 and under claim 7's incorporation of preceding
factual allegations. As noted above, however, then
withdrawn paragraphs were not merely prayers
for relief, and claim 7 ilicorporated only_general
recitations of fact. Moreover, the Commission rec-
ognized that the claims in question were with-
dra 11.0t subsumed in the 'surviving claim. Nav-
ajo Tribe r. United States,"31 Ind. Cl. Conun. 40,
41 (1973). [Italics added.]

The "general reciOions of fact" incorporated in
Claim 7 comprise the causes of action (i.e., the facts
entitling plaintiff to the relief sought in paragraph 30)
pleaded by the original timely Petition, and the Com-
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mission's, 1975 Opinion (quoted above) so held, reject-
ing its 1973 reference to "withdrawn" claims cited by
the ('o1111.

The word l'elaims" in the First Amended Petition is
ambiguous: It is not clear whether it refers merely to
the allegations of damages in the deleted paragraphs
or, more broadly, to all causes of action presented by
the preceding factual allegations. The Court arbitra-
rily seized upon the broader interpretation, contrary to
the long-established rule that Indian tribes must re-
ceive the benefit of any doubt on questions of intent or
in the interpritation of documents affecting their in-
terests. Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515,
552-55) (1832) ; United States v. Kagama, 118 U.S.
375, 383-384 (1886) ; Marlin v. Lava llen, 276 U.S. 58,
64 (1928) ; Seminole Nation v. United States, 316 U.S.
286, 297 (1942) ; McClanahan e. Arizona State Tax
Corn n 411 U.S. 164, 174-175 (1973) ; Menominee Tribe
r. United Statics, 391 U.S. 404 (1968). In Santa Rosa
Band v. Kings County, 532 F.2d 655, 660 (9th Cir.
1975). Coart said:

This principle is somewhat more than a canon
construction akin to a Latin maxim, easily in-

voked and as easily. disregarded. It is an interpre-
tative device, early framed by John Marshall's le-
gal consvienee for ensnring the discharge of the

obligations to the conquered Indian
tribes."

The principle was recognized by the Attorney General
in 34 Op. Atty. (yeti. 439, 444 (1925):

"From the beginning of its negotiations with the
Indians. the Governmeirt has adopted the policy of
giviiig then' the benefit of the doubt. as to questions
of fact. or the construction of treaties and statutes
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relating to their welfare. An illustration of this is
found in section 2126 of the Revised Statutes (Act
of June 30, 1834, 4 Stat. 733) [25 U.S.C. S 194],
which provides:

' hi all trials about the right of property in
which an Indian may be a party on one side, and
a white person on the other, the burden of proof
shall rest upon the white person, whenever the
Indian shall1make out a presumption of title in
himself from the fact of previous possession or
Vwnership.'

This practice of safeguarding the Indian has been
continuously adhered to. Treaties have been con-
sidered, not according to their technical meaning,
but in the sense in which they would be naturally
understood by the Indians."

That principle was mandated by Section 6 of Special
Claims Contract and Congress' establishment of pro-
teetion for tribal claimants under Section 15 of the Act
and 25 § 81. The Court of Claims' arbitrary re-
fusal to apply it amply justifies issuance of the writ.

3. Unitramantsd Emasculation of Eleventh Claim.

The Orde'r entered on petitioner's Motion for Clari-
fication (and footnote 3 of the Opinion) precludes
trial of any "claims" withdrawn in No. 69 unless they
weretpleaded in Nos. 229, 299, or 353. The unwi4Jadramy
seviiith claim in No. 69, which has been consolidated
with Nos. 299 and 353 since the Commission's Order of
July 25, 1973,, is thus stripped of a large portion of its
well-pleaded issues. The allegations of the Seventh
Claim, which were not deleted by the First Amended
Petition, include all of the factual allegations of the
first six claims, us the Commission held. Yet the Court
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of Claims held that the withdrawal of the first six
"claims" jurisdietionally bars their adjudication as
surviving elements of the seventh claifn. That unsup-
portable holding is wholly arbitrary and capricious.

The Commission's Rule 7 expressly permitted peti-
ler to plead multiple claims or counts in 'a single

petition. Under Rule 54(b) of the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure voluntary withdrawal or dismissal of
one or more multiple claims has no effect on the re-
maining claims. Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. Mackey, 351
U.S. 427, 431 (1956). The Commission's Rule 7 indi-
cated that those elementary principles of due process
were applicable in practice before the Commission, and
the Court of Claims was bound thereby.

Furthermore, the Court's ruling that allegations of
Ilaims 1 through 6 which overlap those of Claim 7 are

barred from Claim 7 was made in a docket separate
from the docket of Claim 7. The Court's ruling was
made in '` Docket No. 69 (Claims 1 through 6 and Claim
S)" as established by the Commission on January '23,
197 App. D, p. 310). The seventh claim was not part
of that docket but was separately consolidated by t
Commission on July 25, 1973, as "Nos. 69, 299 and 3
( Accounting Claims)." (The Commission's discretion
to consolidate or separate claims was confirmed in
(rilited States v. Ft. Sill Apache Tribe, 209 Ct. Cl. 433,
533 F.2d 531 Z1976)). In the Order of September 28; ,

the panel of judges in "Docket No. 69 (Claims 1:
through 6 and Claim 8)" ruled, in effect, that its June
13 Opinion would be res judieata As to claims or issues
pleaded in "Docket Nos. 69, 299 and 353 (Accounting
('laims)." Under established practice, the panel in the
Accounting Claims docket would decide whether res
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judicial, in fact constituted a defense to claims well-
pleaded therein. The September 28 Order apparently
deprives that paiel of its normal authority.

The Court's Order was thus a clear misapplication of
the principles of res judicata. Without doubt, res judi-
rata is a defense which must be pleaded in the case fol-
lowing the adjudication (here Docket Nos. 69, 299 and
353 ( Accounting Claims)), and the Court must deter-
mine whether the elements of that defense are in fact
present. One of those elements, prior adjudication of a
cause of action on the njerits, is obviously not present
with respect to the withdrawn claims. Therefore, the
doctrine of res judicata could not be raised as a bar to
adjudication of any of the withdrawn claims that had
been timely pleaded as elments of the seventh claim.
RESTATEMENT OF JUDGMENTS § 48 (1942). There is no
other doctrine under which such adjudication would be
barred, and the Court's erroneous ruling thus deprived
petitioner of due process of law.

Claim 7, embracing all factual allegations incorpo-
rated by reference and the prayer for relief in para-
graph 30, was timely presented, and none of the ele-
ments of that claim is barred by the limitation of § 12
of the Art, 25 U.S.C. § 70k. Since all factual allegations
of the first six claims are incorporated in Claim 7, all
causes of action based on those allegations were pre-
sented timely and remain justiciable. The Commis-
sion's discretionary allowance of an amendment of the
Petition to "reformulate" those causes of action with-

the liberal notice requirements of Snoqualmie Tribe
v. United States, 178 Ct. Cl, 570, 372 F.2d 951 (1967),
was clearly proper. The Court of Claims interpretation
of "claims" as including all factual predicates of the
first six claims is contrary to the terms of the First
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Amended Petition, which did not delete or withdraw
any factual allegations, and the Court's conclusion is
not supported by any other analysis or authority.
Therefore, the Court's Order barring adjudication as
an element of Claim 7 of any issue constituting a part
of the first six claims is wholly arbitrary.

Moreover, the Order creates immense procedural ob-
stacles to the prompt adjudication of Claim 7, which
has already been pending for 29 years. Respondent will
argue that each triable issue in Claim 7 is barred be-
cause it is one of the issues that might have been ad-
judivated under the first six claims. Already, respond-
ent has taken that position on a score of "accounting"
issues, and there ar 3 literally hundreds more. The ac-
counting claim will predictably be mired in such soph-
isty for years to come, again depriving petitioner of
its right to full and prompt disposition of its claims
under the Act.
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CONCLUSION

The writ should. issue in this case to uphold Con-
gress' mandate for protection of tribal claimants under
the Act, to make effective the provisions of the Special
Claims Contract requiring prior approval of any com-
promise, settlement, or adjustment of petitioner's
claims by its attorney, to expunge the Court of Claims'
misconstruction of its jurisdiction under the Act and
its refusal to follow established precedents of this
Court, to construe and apply the pleadings presenting
petitioner's claims in accordance with their plain lan-
guage, the Tribe's obvious intent to obtain prompt ad-
judication of all claims, and the principle of liberal in-
terpretation for the benefit of the tribe, and to correct
the arbitrar:, dismissal of claims by the Court of
Claims. There was manifest injustice below, which the
Navajo Tribe asks this Court to review and reverse.

Respectfully submitted,

RODEY, DICKABON, SLOAN, AKIN
& ROBB, P.A.

By _
WILLIAM C. SCHAAB
Post Office Box 1888
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103
Telephone: (505) 765-5900
Attorneys for Petitioner
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IPPENDLIC A

the niter ,*tatts court of calms

No. 69

(Decided June 13, 979)

'Hy NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS v. THE UNITED
STATES

William C. Schitiab, attorney of record for plaintiff.
Rodey. Dickason, Sloan, Akin & Robb, Paul D. Barber, and
Sarah W. Barlow, of counsel.

Dean K. Dunsmore, with whom was Assistant Attorney
General James W. Moorman. for defendant.

Before FRIEDMAN, Chief Judge, COWEN, Senior Judge,
and SMITH, Judge.

OPINION

FRIEDMAN, Chief Judge, delivered the opinion of the
court:

This case, byzantine complexity, has been transferred
from the :radian Claims Commission pursuant to Pub. L.
No. 94-465, 90 Stat. 1990 t1976), and is now before us on
the parties' requests for review of two rulings of Trial
Judge C. Murray Bernhardt. In those rulings the trial
judge resolved various contentions of the parties regarding
the interrelationship of claims pending in various Commis-
sion dockets and the status of certain claims in this case.

4 ti
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We find it unnecessary to resolve most of those contentions
since we conclude that the plaintiff voluntarily withdrew
all of the claims involved in this case lifter the applicable
limitations period had run, and that those claims therefore
are time barred. Accordingly, we dismiss, claims one
through six and claim eight of the petition.'

I.

The original petLtion in this case, filed with the Indian
Claims Commissionhi Jay 1950, as -Docket No 69,
contained eight claims. Each claim consisted of (1) a
general recitation of facts, and (2) a paragraph stating the
claim arising from those facts. The initial paragraph of
claims two through eight incorporated by reference the
general recitations of fact stated at the beginning of the
preceding claims. Paragraph 30 of the petition contained
the prayer for relief.

The first four claims and the sixth claim essentially
alleged II ) violation of the government's obligation, pursu-
ant to an 1848 treaty with Mexico and an 1850 treaty with
the plaintiff,"to protect the plaintiffsliroperty rights; (2)
inatidity of an 1868 treaty with the tribe on the grounds
of fraud and duress, unconscionable consideration, and
unilateral mistake; and (3) failure to provide educational
and other services pursuant to the 1868 treaty. The fifth
claim alleged that the government, by exploiting and
allowing others to exploit the natural resources if the tribe
without adequate consideration, violated its fiduciary duty
underc the 1868 treaty. The seventh claim, a general
accounting claim, has been consolidated with the account-
ing claims in Docket Nos. 299 and 353, and is not before us
here. The eighth claim alleged violation of a promise by
officers of the United States to return certain lands "to the

This ChAtillWill without prejudice to the plaintiff's aasertion of any of these
in other dockets involving the plaintiff if those claims in fact are present in

thot docket,. The dismissal of the claims in this caae because the plaintiff
volontaniy withdrew them would not support the contention that the dismissal is res

1 the merits of those claims

ass

4
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East" in return for the Navajos' service in the Apache
wars.

In August 1951, the plaintiff's claims attorney decided to
divide into four separate dockets the eight claims of the
original petition. The plaintiff filed a new petition in each
of three new dockets, and allowed the petition in this
docket (No. 69) to stand, without modification, as the
general pleading. The tribe presented a taking claim, based
upon facts originally set forth in Docket No. 69, in the
petition in Docket No. 229. A claim_ for mismanagement of
resources was presented in Docket No. 353 for oil and gas
resources, and in Docket No. 299 for other resources. Thus,
many of the claim' originally presented in the origin
docket (No. 69) overlapped with the claims asserted in the
subsequent dockets

Separation of the plaintiff's claims into four dockets did
not simplify or abbreviate the litigation of this case.
Although almost three decades have passed since the filing
of the original intition, the government has yet to file an
answer. Instead, in the words of Trial Judge Bernhardt,
there has been a "p?otracted seige of motions." In response
to a government request for greater specificity and 'a
Commission order to file an amended ipetition in Docket
No. 69 no later than September 30, 1969, plaintiff filed a
First Amended Petition on October 1, 1969. The entire
amended petition read as follows:

The petition is amended by deleting paragraphs 10, 16,
19, 21, 23, 25, and 29, thereby withdrawing from
consideration herein the first, second, third, fourth, fifth,
sixth, and eighth claims.

The government, on July 18, 1974, sought entry of final
judgment in its favor on those claims. The Commission, on
January 23, 1975, granted a motion by the plaintiff to
amend its petition in Docket No. 69 by "reformulating" the
first six claims. Navajo Tribe v. United States,'35 Ind. Cl.
Comm. 305, 315 (1975). The Commission denied a motion
for certification of that ruling to this court. Navajo Tribe v,
United States. 36 Ind. Cl. Comm. 215 (1975).
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On June 3, 1976, the goverrnnerit filed a motion
dismiss or for a more definite statement. The Commission
*ransferred the case in Docket No. 69 to this court without
ruling on the motion. On January 23, 1978, Trial Judge
Bernhardt ruled on the motion, and on May 2, 1978, he
issued an order on the tribe's motion for reconsideration of
his January 23 ruling. With respect to the Commission's
reinstatement of the dismissed claims after the limitations
period had run, the trial judge dbnied the government's
motion to dismiss the reinstated claims on the ground that
those claims related -back-ta-the original petition.

II.

The applicable statute of limitations in the Indian
Claims Commission Act, 25 U.S.C. § 70k, is a jurisdictional
limitation upon the 'authority of the Commission to
consider claims. United States v. Lower Sioux Indian
Community, 207 Ct. Cl. 492, 501, 519 F.2d 1378, 1382 (1975);
Snoqualmie Tribe v. United States, 178 Ct. Cl. 570, 586, 372
F.2d 951, 960 (1967). The provision, which defines the
extent of the government's waiver of sovereign immunity,
bars any claim not "presented' 9 the Commission on or
before August 13, 1951. In this ease, the original petition in
Docket No. 69 was timely row in July 1950, but the claims
In question were withdraWn in 1969. The second amended
petition, in effect reasserting the withdrawn claims, was
not filed until 1975.

The Commission allowed the plaintiff to reinstate
the withdrawn claims in 1975 on the ground that the

reformulated" claims were based upon and related back to
the general recitations of fact in the original petition which
were not withdrawn. 36 Ind. Cl. Cornri-.. at 307. Although
the 1969 amended petition "deleted" only the specific
paragraphs which stated the claims in some detail, and not
the general factual allegations preceding those paragraphs
upon which the claims were based, the deleted paragraphs
were the actual statements of the claimn. Indeed, the
plaintiff recognized in its 1969 amendment that by deleting

4 7
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those paragraphs it was "thereby withdrawing from consid-
eration herein the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth,
and eighth claims" (emphasis added).

The decision whether to dismiss all or part of a case lies
with the plaintiff (subject to any necessary authorizations
by the tribunal). In this case, for reasons not fully
explained in the record, the tribe's claims counsel chose to
withdraw the claims in question. Perhaps the attorney was
unable to comply with the Commission's order for greater
specificity, or sought to make the case more manageable by
simpl.ifying the claims and eliminating or reducing duplica-
tion.

Whatever his reasons, whether wise or ill-founded, the
decision to withdraw these particular claims was a tactical
decision similar to those attorneys constantly must make
in the conduct of litigation. The plaintiff is bound by the
actions of its attorney.

The plaintiff contends, however, that its attorney had
(Authority to withdraw those claims. It relies upon para-

graph 6 of the contract between it and the attorney, which
provided:

6. Compromises and Settlements. Any compromise,
settlement or other adjustment of the claims shall be
subject to the approval of the TRIBE and the SECRE-
TARY [OF TIE INTERIOnz

The Commission presumed that the word "adjustment"
covered the withdrawal of the claims, and noted that the
record did not indicate whether the tribe had approved the
withdrawal, 35 Ind. Cl. Comm. at 307, n. 2.

We construe this provision as requiring tribal and
secretarial approval only of compromises, settlements, and
similar adjustments of claims, i.e., the termination of
claims in return for some consideration given in exchange
therefor. Paragraph 6 did not limit the attorney's authority
to withdraw certain claims, several of which probably were
duplicative of those in other docIrts, for what he perceived

: Although the contract refers to Docket No 89 before the Commission. we assume
that was a typographical error, and the reference should have been to Docket No, 69
There is no Docket No 89 in this case



to be sound tactical or strategic reasons. That was precisely
the kind of decision the attorney would have to make in
carrying out his duty under paragraph 2 of the contract "to
diligently prosecute the claims and to exert his best efforts
to satisfactorily conclude them within the term of this
contract." Indeed, an attorney could not effectively conduct
such a major Indian claims case as this if he had to obtain
the prior approval of his client and the Secretary before he
could take such action`

Trial Judge-Bernhardt- uvheId the Commission's, reit},
statement of the withdrawn claims on the ground that the
second amended petition met-the liberal notice require-
ment applied in determining whether an amended petition
filed with the Commission after the limitations period \
related back to the original tirtiely petition. The trial judge
relied on United States v. Lower Sioux Indian Community
in Minn., 207 Ct. Cl. 492,- 9 F.2d 1378 (19751, United
States v. Northern Paiute Nation, 183 Ct. Cl. 321, 393 F.2d
786 11968), and Snoqualmie Tribe of Indians v. United
States, 178 Ct. Cl. 570, 372 F.2d 951 (1967). Those decisions
dealt with the question whether allegations in a timely
petition were sufficient to cover the claims asserted In an
otherwise untimely amendment. In the Snoqualmie case,
we held that the requirement of the statute of limitations,
that claims be "presented" within the limitations period,
"should be read liberally to permit an amended pleading to
relate back where there is sufficient notice." 178 Ct. Cl. at
588, 372 F.2d at 961.

That principle, however, has no application in a case in
which the plaintiff has withdrawn its original claims and
then seeks to reinstate them alter the limitations peKiod
has run. The question here is not, as in those cases, the
construction of the original petition; the issue before us is
the effectsbf the plaintiff's voluntary dismissal of its claims
in 1969.

The first amended petition was in effect, if not in form, a
voluntary dismissal of the plaintiff's nonaccounting claims

'29 O -- --- 4
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in Docket No/69. The amendment was filed pursuant to an
order of the Commission, and no further authorization or
action of the Commission was required. The Supreme Court
stated the applicable rule in Willard v. Wood: "[Wjhere
from any cause a plaintiff becomes nonsuit or the action
abates or is dismissed, and, during the pendency of the
action the limitation runs, the remedy is barred." 164 U.S.
502, 523 (1896) (emphasis added). In this case, the claims
were dismissed because the plaintiff chose to do so.
Following the dismissal, the situation stood as

; withdrawn claims had never been filed. A. B. Dick Co. v.
Marr. 197 F.2i1 498, 502 (2d Cir.). cert. denied, 344 U.S. 878,
rehearing denied, 344 U.S. 905 (1952); Morylond CaS. CO. v.
Luther, 4! F.2d 312 15th Cir. 1930). Fbr purposes of the
statute of limitations, the claims contained in the second
amended petition were "presented" for the first time in
1975, and the Commission lacked jurisdiction to hear
them."

Iv.

Before concluding this opinion, we advert to a problem
that exists in this case and probably in a number of other
cases that the Indiv,C,Laivas Commission recently has
transferred to this court. That is the subject of delay. All of
these cases were pending before the Commission for more
than a quarter of a century, and some of them still are a
long way from completion. The cases of which this docket is

one part involve a wide variety of claims by the Navajo,
Tribe. The government has not yet filed its answer in some
or all of the dockets. Unless drastic and effective steps are
taken to expedite the proceedings in these Indian Claims
Commission cases, they threaten to drag on indefinitely.

The plaintiff challenges charactertutirxt of the issue as fur ad,ctional It argues
that, since it withdrew only the prayers for relief and not the claims themselves,
thrum Ciii/M11 were -subsumed- under the comprehensive prayer for relief of

.7)panigrAph 'V and under claim l's incorporation of preceding factual allegations. As
noiod above, however. the withdrawn paragraphs were not merely prayers for relief,
and claim 7 incorporated only general recitations of fact. Moreover, the Commission
re-cognized that the claims in yuestion were withdrawn, not subsumed in the

NUI`Up Tnhr v (hilted States, 31 Ind CI Comm 4n. 41 09731
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The trial judges have an obligation to expedite these
cases, and to take all necessary steps to insure their speedy
determination. Many of the cases ate complicated and
difficult_ There is a need for innovative handling and
treatment, perhaps to devise new procedures that,will end
the delays that have plagued these cases for so many years.
We have faith in the ability of the trial judges to develop
such techniques. We expect the cases to be completed
within a reasonable time.

More specifically, we direct the trial judge in the Navajo
cases to file within 90 days. and after consultation with
counsel, a timetable setting forth firm time limits for the
proceedings in Docket Nos. 229, 299, a461 353. These time
limits should cover the filing of any fu*ier pleadings and
amendments thereto, the filing of all dispositive or
procedural motions, the completion of pretrial proceedings,
and the trial of the cases. We expect the other trial judges
to adopt similar timetables in cases tramferred from the
Commission,

CONCLUSION

Claims 1 through 6 and claim 8 in Docket No. 69 are
dismissed.
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APPENDIX B
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS

No, 69

THE NAVAJO 'MIRE OF INDIANS

v.

THE UNITED STATES

a

Before FRI6DmAxrchief Judge, CowF,N, Senior Judge,
and "Swum, Judge: '

Order

The plaintiff has filed a motion for clarification of our,
opinion of June 13, 1979, in which we dism=ims 1
through 6 and claim 8. In so doing, we sta "This
dismissal is without prejudice to the plaintiff's assertion
of any of these claims in other dockets involving the plain-
tiff if those claims in fact are. present in those dockets."
(Footnote 1). Plaintiff now asserts that in this footnote we
contemplated the possibility that the dismissed claims still
might be asserted as part of claim 7 in docket No. 69, a
general accounting claim that has been consolidated vith
the accounting cliims in docket Nos. 299 and 253, and
which therefore was not before us.

Plaintiff is mistaken. Footnote 1 was intended to make
clear that despite the dismissal of claims 1 through 6 and
claim 8, those claims could be asserted in the ether pending
dockets (Nos. 229, 299 and 353) if in fact they "are present
in those dockets." The determination whether the dismissed
claims are so present is a matter for the trial judge, Ob-
viously, we would not have dismissed claims 1 through 6 and
claim S in docket No. 69 if we had contemplated that all of
those claims could be fully pressed uncle; claim 7 in that
docket. To the contrary, we held that plaintiff's previous
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withdrawal of claims 1 through 6 and claim 8 in docket No.
69 precluded plaintiff from subsequently reasserting those
claims because at the time of reassertion the statute of limi-
tations had run on them. The plaintiff may pursue these
dismissed claims only if and to the extent they are also
part of the claims asserted in the dockets other than docket
No. 69.

BY TEE COURT

/8/ DANIEL M. FRIEDMAN
Daniel M. Friedman
Chief Judge

September 28, 1979

OT,
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BEFORE THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

No. ES

THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS
V.

THE I.INTFED STATES OF AMERICA

NORMAN M. LITTELL,

S. KING FUNRIEOUSZR,

RUFUS G. KING, Jet.,

Attorneys fbr Petitioner,

Office and P. 0. Address:
1422 F Street, N. W.,
Washington 4, D. C.
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INDEX TO t;LAIMS

First Claim: Navajo lands; Treaty of September 24, 18-50

Second Claim: Navajo lands; Treaty of August 12, 1868:
Alternative Claims 7

Third Claim: Agricultural lands; Damage to reservation
lands; Treaty of August 12, 1868 10

Fourth Claim: Education; schooN 14

Fifth Claim: Natural resources and tribal property 18

Sixth Claim: Miscellaneous facilities; Treaty of August
12, 1868 20

Seventh Claim: Tribal funds; fiduciary relationship 21

Eighth Claim: Agreement for service in Apache wars
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Appendix B: Treaty of August 12, 1868

25

29

This index is submitted for convenience only and is not a part of the
petition. The titles in the index, which also appear in parentheses at

the commencement of each claim, cannot by reason of their brevity
wholly or scieqdately represent the subject matter and are not to be

LO. strued as u part of the allegations for any purposes.



BEFORE THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

No.

THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS
v.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

PETITION
To the Honorable r,;;nmissioners of the

Indi.an Claims Commission:
Your petitioner, the Navajo Tribe of Indians, respectfully

represents and alleges as follows:

First Claim
(Navajo lands; Treaty of September 24, 1850)

1.

Petitioner is a tribal organization recognized by the Secre-
tary of the Interior as having authority to represent the
Navajo tribe, and authorized by Section 10 of the Act of Con-
gress approved August 13, 1946, Public Law 726, 79th Con-
gress, 2d Session (60 Stat. 1049), en act to create and estab-
lish an Indian Claims Commission, to preSent claims to the
said Commission for and on behalf of the petitioner and its
members, who live upon and about their reservation ir. the
States of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah and Colorado under the
jurisdiction of the United States as exercised by and through
the United States Department of the Interior.

2.
The claims herein set forth are presented pursuant to the

aforesaid Indian Claims Commission Act; jurisdiction to hear
and determine the said claims, and each of them, is conferred
on the Commission by Section 2 of the said Act.
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4.

None of the claims herein set forth has been the subject of
any action taken by Congress or by any department of the
government or in any judicial proceeding; none is included,
in whole or in part, in any suit pending in the Court of Claims
or in the Supreme Court of the United States, and none has
been filed in the Court of Claims under any legislation what-
soever.

4.

Pursuant to a contract executed July 17, 1947, and approved
by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on behalf of himself
and the Secretary of the Interior on :.ugust 8, 1947, petitioner
retained Norman M. Littell as general counsel and claims
attoi ney, together with associate attorneys S. King Funk-
houser and, by amendment duly executed and approved, Rufus
G. King, Jr. The claims herein set forth are accordingly pre-
sented by petitioner's attorneys, Norman M. Littell, S. King
Funkhouser and Rufus G. King. Jr.

5.

For centuries prior to the year 1864 petitioner and the
various tribes and bands amalgamated with it during this
period had occupied a section of the North American continent,
now part of the Aouthwestern United States, which was approx-
imately bounded southward and eastward by four mountains,
traditionally sacred to the Navajos and presently known as
Mount Taylor in New Mexico, the San Francisco Peaks in
Arizona, the La Plata Mountains in Colorado, and Mount Baldy
in Colorado, and to the north and west by the Dolores and
Colorado rivers. Most of this area, comprising approximately
45,000 square miles, was ich and fertile, a homeland where
petitioner enjoyed all the rights of a free and sovereign people,
governing itself, enjoying the fruits of industry and husbjandry
at a comparatively high level of aboriginal civilization, and
armed in the fashion of the times to defend itself and repel
aggressors.

5
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6.

Attempts were made to subjugate petitioner by representa-
tives of the Spanish Crown in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, and by representatives of the Mexican Government
after 1823, but petitioner's right, title, and interest in and to
petitioner's lands were fully protected and preserved pursuant
to Spanish and Mexican law. In 1846 the government of
Mexico renounced its sovereignty over this area in favor of
the respondent, and thereafter respondent's agents and citi-
zens invaded petitioner's homeland in ever-increasing numbers,
until a state of open hostility gradually developed. Before
mounting pressure, petitioner withdrew to the wilder areas

. now identified as the vicinity of Navajo Mountain, the Canyon
de Chelly, and the headwe.rs of the San Juan River. Military
expeditions were gent into these areas to attack petitioner;
retaliatory raids against the invader were organized and vig-
orously carried out. After two centuries of generally peaceful
contiguity with white men, during which petitioner's members
had acquired sheep and had gradually shifted from pueblo life
to a pastoral culture, the Navajo took to arms and emerged
as an important center of resistance in the path of the white
man, as represented by respondent's agents and citizens.

7.

Petitioner was at all times ready to make an honorable recon-
ciliation in so far as its members were apprised of and under-
stood the white man's ways. A treaty of peace was nego-
tiated and concluded between petitioner and respondent's
agents in November, 1846, but was not ratified by respondent's
Senate, or thereafter respected by respondent. A second treaty
was negotiated and concluded between petitioner and respond-
ent's agents on September 9, 1849, which said second treaty
was ratified by respondent's Senate on September 9, 1850, and
proclaimed by President Millard Fillmore on September 24,
1850 (9 Stat. 974). A true copy of said Treaty of 1850 is
attached hereto and made a part hereof as "Appendix A."
Article 1 thereof provides that petitioner shall be under the
jurisdiction and protection of the United States pursuant to

t- s
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the terms of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. Article II of
said Treaty of 1850 pledges "perpetual peace and friendship."
Article Ill provides that the laws of the territory of New
Mexico shall be applied and enforced in petitioner's country,
and that the same shall be annexed to and made a part of the
said territory, and Article VI provides that any person murder-
ing or robbing petitioner's members shall be made answerable
under laws of the United States. Article VIII provides that
respondent shall establish military and trading posts in peti-
tioner's country. Article IX provides:

"Relying confidently upon the justice and the liberality
of the aforesaid government (respondent), and anxious
to remove every possible cause that might dikturb their
peace and quiet, it is agreed by the aforesaid Navajoes
that the government of the United States .shall, at its
earliest convenience, designate, settle, and adjust their
territorial boundaries, and pass and execute in their terri-
tory such laws as may be deemed conducive to the pros-
perity and happiness of said Indians."

8.

loner was assured by a protocol bet -evi the Mexican
and the American governments and by the terms of the Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo, proclaimed by President.Polk on July 4,
1848, that titles to all kinds of property, personal and' real,
existing in the ceded territories, were those which were legiti-
mate titles under Mexican law, and that petitioner would be
protected in the free enjoyment of its liberty and property
by the respondent. Under Spanh law, prior to the attainment
of Mexican independence in 1841i, the rights of Indians to the
possession and the full amount of lands be them
was fully protected, and those who sought to seize Indian d
or despoil Indian property were severely punished. Afte
Mexico became independent of Spain in 1824, the rights of
Indians were confirmed, enlarged, and strengthened and they
were given equality of rights with other citizens and their
ownership of property was fully protected. By the aforesaid
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the respondent agreed to protect
and maintain the petitioner and its members in the full enjoy-

9
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ment of their liberty a-id property. By the aforesaid Treaty
of 1850, respondent assumed exclusive jurisdiction and pro-
tection of the petitioner and petitioner's property rights, but
respondent made no effort to abide by, carry out, or enforce
the aforesaid Treatyof 1850. On the contrary, petitioner was
induced to negotiate and conclude two subsequent treaties with
respondent's agents, one in 1855 and one in 1857, neither of
which was ratified by respondent's Senate, or thereafter re-
spected by respondent. The inconsistency, unreliability, and
faithlessness of respondent's agents, and the series of nego-.
tiations conducted by them in this period, caused the Navajo
rightfully to discredit and mistrust treaty to

9.

Respondent negligently and willfully departed from the
standards of fair and honorable dealings in its relations with
petitioner during the entire period from 1846 to 11368, in all said
relations and, without limitation, in confusing and deceiving
petitioner by negotiating various and inconsistent agreements
and treaties and by permitting divers persons to harass peti-.
tioner and drive petitioner from rich and valuable portiots
of its homelands9s more particularly described in paragi iph 5
above. Respondent failed, neglected, and refuseli to abid by,
and committed numerous breaches and violations of, the terms
of the aforesaid Treaty of 1850, although said treaty had been
duly ratified by the Senate and proclaimed by the President
of the United States.

10.

WHEREFORE, as its first clr.im, petitioner alleges:

(a) Respondent failed to accord to petitioner the right,
title, interest, benefits, and enjoyment of property conferred
on Indians by Spanish 1.nd Mexican law, pursuant to the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, as provided by the aforesaid
Treaty of 1850.

(b) Respondent failed to apply or enforce the laws of
the territory of New Mexico in petitioner's country, failed
to annex petitioner's country to the territory of New Mexico,

by



and failed to apply and enforce the laws of the United States
therein, and, on the contrary, res ndent maintained military
law until 1873 and intermittently t reafter, thereby subject-
ing petitioner's members to great su ring and hardship and
depriving them of the fruits and benefit to which they would
otherwige have been atitled as citizens' of the territory of
New Mexico, both prior to and after they accession of that
territory to statehood in 1912.

(c) Respondent failed to proieta petitioner's members
against being murdered and robbed, as specifically under-
taken in Article VI of the aforesaid Treaty of 1850, and, on the
contrary. respondent's agents tolerated, acquiesced in, and
sometimes led raids and expeditions into petitioner's country
for the purpose of murdering and robbing petitioner's members,

'said raidaand expeditions being conducted both by respondent's
armed forces and by unauthorized bands of territorial troops,
adventurers, Mexicans, and hostile Indians.

(d) Respondent failed to establish or maintain military
or trading posts-in peti*ner's country, as specifically under-
taken in Article VIII 5f aforesaid Treaty of 1850, thereby
depriving petitioner of the protection, order, and civilizing
c9ntacts which would have been afforded thereby, and aggra-
vating-the grievouS situation and events hereinafter get forth.

(e) Respondent failed to designate, settle, and adjust pe-
titioner' territorial boundaries, as specifically undertaken in
Article X of the aforesaid Treaty of 15150, in violation of
the ter of said treaty and of. the Treaty of Guadalupe
If iclal and thereby caused petitioner to be driven from and
deprived of its homelands to the great loss and damage of the
petitioner in that petitioner therebrlost appionmately 20,000
square miles of rich land which was rightfully the propert
of petitioner, and petitioner's people were therefore confined
to barren and unproductive lands where they have ever
since eked out a bare existence, all as more particularly
set forth hereinafter.
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Second Claim

( Navajo lands ; Treaty of August 12, 1868 : Alternative Claims)

11.

Petitioner restates and reaffirms each and every allegation
of paragraphs 1 through 9, and further respectfully represents
and alleges as folliiws:

In addition to those duties which respondent owed to the
petitioner and its members pursuant to treaty obligations,
respondent owed the duties of -a guardian towards its wards,
but as a result of respondent's failures, neglect, and breaches
of itsisaid duties toward petitioner and its members, arson,
murder, and pillage continued to be perpetrated against them,
and in retaliation by them, until, in 1863, full-scale warfare
was initiated by ndent's agents. In the spring of 1864,
after their crops h been ravaged and their dwellings fired,
petitioner's members were overwhelmed by armed forces of
the respondent. Many Navajos were killed, and the balance
were compelled to surrender. Thereafter, together with their
women and children and aged and infirm, they were mercilessly
herded and driven on foot in a southeasterly direction a dis-
tance of 300 miles from their homeland toFort Sumner, New
Mexico, where those who had survived this full-scale war and
the "Long March" were imprisoned under military guard.

12.
For a period of four years thereafter petitioner's members

were held by armed forces of the respondent in a state of im-
prisonment and involuntary servitude at Fort Sumner, crowded
into a small area, inadequately clothed, badly housed and fed,
ravaged by disease, and reduced by close confinement and
cQmplete di9ruption of all their normal and historic ways of
living to a destitute and desperate condition.

13.
Such was the condition of thi.imprisoned remnants of the

petitioner's people in the spring of 1868 when a treaty was
submitted by the respondent to the head men of the Navajos.



On June 1 the treaty was signed. None of the signers on
behalf of the petitioner was literate. No legal counsel was
appointed to advise the petitioner's' head men, and no legal

other disinterested advice/ was available to them. Only the
advice and assistance of the respondent's agents and eibitleees
and the interpretation of language by respondent's inter"preters
were available to petitioner. All of the signatures affixed by
and on behalf of petitioner were by mark only. Thus the
Treaty of 1868 was signed.

The said treaty was submitted to and ratified by the Senate
of the United States on July 25, 1868 (15 Stat. 667), and pro-
claimed by President Johnson on August 12, 1868. Annexed
hereto and made a part hereof as "Appendix B" is a true copy
of said Treaty of 1868.

15.

Article II of the aforesaid Treaty of August 12, 1868 (Ap-
pendix B), defined and limited the boundaries of the Navajo
reservation as follows:

"The United States agrees that the following district
of country, to wit : bounded on the north by the 37th degree
of north latitude, south by an east and west line passing
through the site of old Fort Defiance, in Canon Bonito,
east by the parallel of longitude which, if prolonged, south,
would pass through old Fort Lyon, or the Ojo-de-oso,
Bear Spring., and west by a parallel of longitude about
109° 30' west of Greenwich, provided it embraces the
outlet of the Canon-de-Chilly, which canon is to be all
included in this reservation, shall be, and the same is
hereby, set apart for the use and occuplation of the Navajo
tribe of Indians, and for such other friendly tribes or
individual Indians as from time to time they may be
willing, with the consent of the United States, to admit
among them; . . ."

The said territory thus defined in the Treaty of 1868 was
a meager and barren portion of petitioner's homeland and
of the rich and fertile area upon which petitioner and its
members had theretofore subsisted.
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From time to tir le, through divers laws and executive
erders, additional areas of land were transferred from the
public domain to the Navajos as additions to the aforesaid
reservation described in the Treaty of 1868, but such addi-
tions were frequently reduced, rescinded, or cancelled under
pressure from non-Indian settlers who desired said lands for
themselves. At no time has petitioner renounced its right, title,
and interest in and to the Jana described in paragraph 5 above,

and at no time have the additions or attempted additions to the
said reservation by the respondent been sufficient in area to
restore to the petitioner the aforesaid original homelands.

16.

WHEREFORE, a., its second claim, petitioner alleges in the
alternative as follows:

First Alternative
(a) That the Enid ri'reaty of 1868 and each and every provi-

sion thereof is invalid arid void on the grounds of fraud,
duress, unconscionable consideration and unilateral mistake;
that the lands described in paragraph 5 above were wrong-
fully seized and taken from petitioner by said fraud and
duress.

(b) Respondent at, all times material herein failed and
refused to restore to the petitioner the aforesaid lands wrong-
fully seized by others by and with the consent and wrongful
approval of the respondent, thereby depriving petitioner of ap-
proximately, 20,000 square miles of land as described in para-
graph 5 above, And respondent at all times material herein
failed and refused to pay just compensation to the petitioner
for the said lands, and in consequence there is due and owing
to petitioner a sum whi'h can only be determined after this
Corn-mission first finds and determines the boundary lines
fair value of the area thus wrongfully taken.

Second Alternative
The said Treaty of 1868 between the petitioner and the

respondent should be deemed to be revised in Bach and every

C4
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respect set forth hereinafter in the allegations of this and
succeeding paragraphs of this petition on the grounds of
fraud, duress and unconscionable consideration, mutual or
mistake in law and in fact, and particularly said treaty should
unilateral mistake in law and in fact, and particularly said
treaty should be deemed to be revised to include as reservation
lands all of that area designated in paragraph 5 above to which
petitioner was rightfully entitled pursuant to the Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo, the aforesaid Treaty of 1850, and by right
of aboriginal occupancy. In so far as the said treaty sought
to bind petitioner to accept the aforesaid reservation bourk-
daries ikatbe limits of its tribal land, it was riot accepted and
approved by petitioner's head men as their free and voluntary.,
acts lout was accepted only under threit, duress, and in the
presence of force. At all times since the emocutiont of said
treaty, the petitioner's mitibers have been wrongfully eg-
eluded and barred from, and prevented from returning
and have been uncompensated for the loss of, their true and'
rightful possession of the homeland of the Navajos.

Third Claim
reservation ands; Treaty of August 12, 1868)'

17.

Petitioner restates and reaffirms each and every allegation
of paragraphs 1 through 9 and 11 through 15, and further
respectfully represents and alleges as

Petitioner's members were at all times material h
uneducated and uninformed in regard to white man's
and, until the summer of 1947, were without legal counsul to
advise petitioner in respect to petitioner's legal riyhts. Peti-
tioner and etitioner's members have at all times been diligent
and faithful in complying with ttie terms of the Treaty of 1868
and in carrying out each and `every obligatithi required of
petitioner and petitioner's members without knowledge of the
true legal status of the said treaty as hereinabo4 alleged.

Should the Commidsion find pursuant to the first alternative
of the second claim (parag-aph 16 above) that the said Treaty

lvrrri ( ) -
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of 1868 is invalid on the grounds of duress, fraud, and mis-
take, as hereinabove alleged, then and- in that event the
ordinary standards of fair and honorable dealing between the
petitioner and the respondent, and the duties-and obligations
of the respondent as guardian ofpetitioner and of petitioner's
niembers, demanded that the respondent take all Steps neces-

sary in order to civiliteveducate, and establish the petitioner's
munbers in agricultural and other pursuits to the end that
they should become self-supporting, independent citizens, and
responsible members of peaceable communities, and petitioner
alleges that the minimum of such obligations of the respondent,
subject to qualifications and exceptions hereinafttr stated,
were indicated in the so-called Treaty of 1868, and that said
treaty be considered as specifying .in part the duties owing by
the resPomient to its wards. Standards of fair and honorable
dealing, and the duties of respondent as guardian, required
respondent to exercise the highest degree of care in all acts
and services in carrying out its said obligations and especially
in dealing with petitioner's property and funds. In the event
of such finding by the Commission, holding invalid the said
Treaty of 1868, then the allegations hereinafter stated in the
follow`ing paragraphs of this petition, in so far as they refer
to breaches and violations of the said Treaty of 1868 by the
respondent, are submitted as setting forth the failures,
breaches, and violations of said minimum of undertakings,
promises, and commitments by the respondent, as departures
from the standards of fair and honorable dealings in re-
spondent's relations to the petitioner, and as failures of re-
spondent in the performance of its duties as guardian for the
petitioner and petitioner's members.

Should the Commission sustain the second alternative of the
second claim and find that the said treaty is valid but that
claims should be allowed which would result if said treaty
were revised on the grounds of fraud, duress, unconscionable
consideration, mutual or unilateral mistake, whether in law
or in fact, or on any other grounds cognizable in a court of
yquity, then and in that event the allegations hereinafter set



forth in this petition are submitted as setting forth such
claims together with respondent's breaches and violations of
the said treaty, as departures from standards of fair and
honorable dealings in respondent's relations to petitioner, and
RA failures of respondent in the pr.rformance of its duties as
guardian for the petitioner and petitioner's members.

is.
itioner and petitioner's members have at all times been
nt and faithful in trying to comply with the terms of said

Treaty of 1868 to the best of their understanding and abilities,'
but respondent has failed and refused to.earry out its obliga-
tions thereunder.

The said Treaty of 1868 (Appendix B) provides in part:

"ARTICLE Vi. In order to insure the civilization of
the Indians entering into this treaty, the necessity of
education is admitted, especially of such of them as may
be settled on said agricultural parts of this reservation ...

"ARTICLE VII. When the head of a family shall have
select lands and received his certificate as above di-
rect and the agent shall be satisfied that he intends in
good faith to commence cultivating the soil for a living,
he shall be entitled to receive seeds and agricultural
implements for the first year, not exceeding in value one
hundred dollars, and for each succeeding year he shall
continue to farm, for a period of two years, he shall be
entitled to receive seeds and implements to the value of
twenty-five dollars."

Instead of complying with the provisions of the treaty and
endeavoring to assist and aid the petitioner and its members
in settling upon agricultural land, the surviving members of
petitioner's tribe were taken, again on foot, after the said
treaty was executed, some to Fort Wingate near Gallup, New
Mexico, and the rest to Fort Defiance, Arizona, where they
were held under conditions of severe hardship through the
winter of 1868-69 and through most of the year 1869. White
men had in the period of petitioner's captivity entered upon
and seized most of the rich lands theretofore owned and oc-



cupiedby Navajos, except for the inadequate and- relatively
barren area designated as their reservation.

Thereafter petitioner's members were released upon this
reservation. With the exception of a limitednumber of fami-
lies, particularly along the San Juan River, settlement in farm-
ing pursuits was then, and at all times since has been, im-
possible, all of which was known to respondertt at the time
when said treaty was signed, but was not known to petitioner.
Various seeds and basic agricultural implements in an amount
and of a value unknown, to your petitioner, were distributed
indiscriminately among petitioner's members, but it was not
possible for them to take full advantage of the terms of said
treaty provision becPuse the purported right of settlement on
specific lands for agricultural pursuits constituted a deception
and delusion inasmuch as the lands assigned within the afore-
said reservation, with the exception of a limited area, were
then, and at all times since then have been, too and and barren
for farming purposes. Respond et t failed and neglected to
advise petitioner's members as to t e import acid operation of
the provisions of Article VII of the said treaty, and although
lands suitable for farming were available to respondent
throughout petitioner's former homeland, and could and should
have been supplied to petitioner, respondent at all times failed
and refused to supply such lands, compelled petitioner's mem=
bers to subsist op herding sheep as aforesaid, and encifaKi.
the Navajos to build up their flocks to a point where -,ach,
family would have at least a thousand head of sheep.

As a direct result of said policies and practices of the
respondent, by the year 1937 the said reservation was over-
crowded, eroded, and irreparably damaged by overgrazing, and
petitioner had been led b, tie respondent down a blind avenue
affording no possibility for the petitioner's people to become
self-sutlicient in a productive economy. Respondent's failure
to supply agricultural land, an promised in the Treaty of 1868,
to relieve the grazing areas, and respondent's encouragement
of grazing as almost the exclusive economy of the Navajos
thus brought the petitioner to a state of poverty and destitution
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so that; ublic charity has been necessary over a period of years
to alleviate hardship and suffering.

19.

WHEREFORE, as a third claim petitioner alleges that
respondent has failed, neglected, and refused to abide by the
terms of the aforesaid Treaty of 1868, has broken the terms
thereof, has departed from standards of fair and honorable
dealing, and has violated its duties as guardian for the peti-
tioner, in the following respects:

(at 'Respondent at all times failed to provide agricultural
land for the heads of Navajo families, although said lands
were at all times available to the responoent for distribution
in accordance with the terms of the aforesaid treaty.

(b) T.,e reservation lands to which petitioner was confined
were damaged and injured by 'overgrazing to an irreparable
extent in many areas, and in other areas in such a manner and
to such an extent that only years of work and a very great
expenditure of funds beyond the means of the petitioner could
restore said lands and bring them back to their normal and
proper grazing capacity,' all to the petitioner's great loss and
damage.

Fourth Claim

(Education ; schools)

20.

Petitioner restates and reaffirms each and every allegation
of paragraphs 1 through 9, 11 through 15, and 17 and 18, and
further respectfully represents and alleges as follows:

Article I of the aforesaid Treaty of 1868 (Appendix B)
provides in part, "From this day forward all war between
the parties to this agreement shall forever cease. The govern-'
ITItTt. of the United States desires peace, and its honor is

e1,y pledged to keep it. The Indians desire peace, and they
pledge their honor to keep . . ." Article V provides

that heads of Navajo families may settle 641 160 acres of



selected lands, and Ingle members of the tribe may settle
on SO acres of such lands. Article VI provides as follows:

"In order to insure the civilization of the Indians enter-
y, into this treaty, the necessity of education is &d-
ined, especially of such of them as may be settled on

said agricultural parts of this reservation, and they there-
fore pledge themselves to compel their children, male
and female, bet ween the ages of six and sixteen years, to
attend school; and it is hereby made the duty of the agent
for said Indians to see that this stipulation is strictly
complied with; and the United States agrees that, for
every thirty children between said ages who can be in-
duced or compelled to attend school, a house shall be
provided, and a teacher competent to teach the elementary
branches of an English education shall be furnished, who
will reside among said Indians, and faithfully discharge
his or her duties as a teacher.

"Toe provisions of this article to continue for not less
than ten years."

On its part, the petitioner relinquished the most funda-
mental right of a free peoplethe right to protect and defend
itselfand in return it received respondent's pledge of peaie,
education, and assistance in adapting itself to the ways of the
white men. In forcing petitioner's members to abandon their
own way of life, respondent solemnly pledged its honor to teach
them the ways of Al.,erican civilization and to provide kluca-
tion so that they could espouse the only way of life left open
to them, namely, active participation in the new society being
built around them.

.carious efforts have been made by respondent from time
to time, and various sums of money have been authorized
and expended, to fulfill its obligations in educating petitioner's
members and preparing them to take a fitting place in the
culture and society of respondent, but such efforts have been
patently insufficient, ineffectual, and piecemeal, and at no time
have they been realistically related to the size of the Navajo
pop' a.tion. Respondent's expenditures have been inadequate,
wasteful, ill-advised, and poorly administered, and have not
fulfilled the pledges made by respondent in the said Treaty of
1868. Respondent at all times failed to supply the means
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of civilizing the Navajos; at the outset, in lieu of the school-
house and teacher promised for every 30 children, only one
schoolroom and the intermittent services of one teacher were
provided for the entire tribe. Seventy-eight years thereafter,
when the aforesaid Indian Claims Commission Act was en-
acted, petitioner's members, n 'umbering approximately 61,000,
were still living in an impoverished and exhausted land, in
squalor and abject poverty, without training in health prac-
tices, citizenship, or ways of economic development, afflicted
with the highest tuberculosis and infant mortality rates in
the United States, as well as high incidence of diarrhea, dysen-
tery, pneumonia, dental caries, trachoma, skin and venereal

seases. After years of neglect and disregard of its treaty
obligations by respondent., petitioner's members constitute a
submerged, isolated, and broken ^f .4horr approximP.tz-
ly sS per cent are illiterate and unable o speak the English
language, 66 per cent have no schooling whatever while the
median number of school years for the tribe is less than one
year, and no school facilities whatever ey!st for 16,000 out
of 21,000 children of school age. Adec. ate schoolhouses have
never been provided. Teachers hors never been engaged in

licient numbers. Responden'-'s agents and employees have
made no consistent efforts to induce or enable petitioner's
members to send their children to such inadequate schooling
facilities as were, in fact, made available, and such facilities
have from time to time been neglected, allowed to deteriorate
and become unfit for use, and closed or abandoned. More-
over, respondent, in its superior experience and with the wide
knowledge available to it, at all times knew that the facilities
provided would be and have been ineffectual to achieve the
end, viz., to give "the elementary branches of an English edu-
cation, contemplated and intended by the partiestaking

the wide dispersion of petitioner's community.
l'etiti ner could not induce its children to attend the schools
when there were no schools to attend, or when the schools
were too few and too remote from where petitioner's members
lived.



As a direct and proximate result of the said violations
of treaty obligations and of respondent's bungling, neglect,
and default, the great majority of petitioner's members live
in a state of suffering and uncomprehending bewilderment,
without self-reliance, set apart from, and powerless to par-
t 11.1pato on equal terms with, their fellow countrymen in the
agricultural and indu.trial life of the nation to which they
contributed so much in times of peace and in times of war.

21.

WHEREFORE, as a fourth claim petitioner alleges that re-
spondent has failed, neglected, and refused to abide by the
terms of the aforesaid Treaty of 1868, has broken the terms
thereof, has departed from standards of fair and honorable
dealing, and has violated its duties as guardian for the
petitioner, in the following respects:

(a) Respondent has by said conduct failed and neglected to
insure the civilization of petitioner and to maintain an honor-
able peace, in violation of the intent, spirit, and purpose of the
said Treaty of 1868, and in disregard of the express pledges,
promises, and affirmations made therein, and has thereby
caused and brought about the downfall of the petitioner from
independence, health, and self-sufficiency, to the grievous con-

nts and the abject circumstances related in paragraph 20
above.

(b) Respondent has continuously failed and neglected to
.rve and discharge the terms-of the said Articles I, V, and

VI of said Treaty of 1868, and each and every part thereof.
Respondent has thus continuously defaulted, at all times ma-
terial herein, in its obligation to provide school facilities and
teachers, the same being a continuous obligation, from the
date of the said Treaty of 1868 to the enactment of the afore-
mentioned Indian Claims Commission Act, the said default
constituting a breach of the Treaty of 1868 and operating to
pet' loss and damage.
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Fifth Claim
(Natural resources and tribal property)

22.
Petitioner restates and reaffirms each and every allegation

of paragraphs 1 through 9, 11 through 15, 17 and 18, and 20,
and further respectfully represents and alleges as follows:

Respondent has at all times since the captivity of petitioner
exercised complete dominion and control over petitioner's
tribal property, and has held and does now hold title to the
reservation lands in a.fiduciary capacity for the use and benefit
of petitioner. Article II of the aforesaid Treaty of 1868 (Ap-
pendix B) provides that the reservation of the Navajos was
or*inally "set apart for the use and occupation of the Navajo
tribe of Indians," and also:

. . . that no persons except those herein so authorized
to do, and except such officers, soldiers, agents, and em-
ployes of the government, or of the Indians, as may be
authorized to enter upon Indian reservations in discharge
of duties imposed by law, or the orders of the President,
shall '..ver be permitted to pass over, settle upon, or reside
in, the territory described in this article."

Notwithstanding the foregoing restrictions, respondent has
tolerated and allowed many persons in and upon the reserva-
tion and areas subsequently added thereto for various unau-
thorized purposes in derogation of petitioner's exclusive right
of occupancy and exclusive enjoyment of all natural resources
and earnings and benefits therefrom. Such unauthorized per-
sons have profited on resources of the reservation and have
exploited petitioner's members, pre-empted land rightful'y set
apart for use and occupation of petitioner's members, and
drawn many millions of dollars out of the weak economy of the
tribe, without payment of adequate compensation therefor,
all to petitioner's great prejudice and damage.

23.
WHEREFORE, as a fifth claim petitioner alleges that re-

spondent has failed, neglected, and refused to abide by the
ter ins of the aforesaid Treaty of 1868, has broken the terms
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thereof, has departe I from standards of fair and honorable
dealing, and has violated its duties as guardian for the peti-
tioner, in the following respects (enumerated without limita-
tion) :

(a) Respondent has tolerated and allowed certain persons
to remove oil and gas from lands set apart for the use of
petitioner and its members, and has sold such oil and gas to
divers persons for an inadequate consideration at less than the
true market value of said .oil and gas, all to petitioner's great
loss and damage.

(b) Respondent has mined coal for its own use, and toler-
ated and allowed certain persons to mine and remove coal from
lands set apart for :Ise use of petitioner and its members, and
to buy such coal for an inadequate consideration, all to peti-
tioner's great loss and damage.

(c) Respondent has removed timber for its own use, and
tolerated and allowed certain persons to remove timber from
lands set apart for the use of petitioner and its members, and
to buy such timber for an inadequate consideration at less
than e true market value thereof, all to petitioner's great
loss a damage.

(d) Respondent has mined and removed vanaditim ore
for its own use and tolerated and allowed certain persons to
mine and remove vanadium ore, containing valuable uranium
and other minerals, from lands set apart for the use of peti-
tioner and its members, and to buy such vanadium ore for an
inadequate consideration at less than the market value thereof,
all to petitioner's great loss and damage.

(e) Respondent has allowed and permitted certain persons
to enter upon and trans..ct business of various sorts on peti-
tioner's reservation without payment of compensation to peti-
tioner, and has permitted certain persons to graze livestock
upon said lands, all to petitioner's great loss and damage.

(f) Respondent has granted and conveyed and allowed to
be granted and conveyed divers rights of way on and over

4
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petitioner's reservation lands without adequate compe on
and without compliance with the terms of the Treaty o
without payment of adequate compensation ther6for, all to
petitioner's great toss and damage.

Sixth Claim

iscellsineous facilities; Treaty of Aug. 12, 1868)

24.

Petitioner restates and reaffirms each And every allegation
of paragraphs 1 through 9, 11 through 15, 17 and 18, 20,
and 22, and further respectfully represents and alleges as
follows:

By Article III of the said Treaty of 1868 (Appendix B) the
respondent undertook and bound itself to cause to be built one
warehouse, one carpenter shop, one blacksmith shop, one
schoolhouse, and one chapel (besides a residence for one
!went). The said Article III-was a standard undertaking made
by respondent in negotiations with various Indian tribes and
groups subjugated and+placed on reservations during this
period. Facilities so limited might have been adequate to
provide service for, and instruction to, tribes and groups of
limited numbers and confined to small reservations, but said
facilities were patently inadequate for petitioner's members
who were widely dispersed over a, large territory. Even such
inadequate facilities were not properly furnished nor properly
equipped for several years after the execution of the said
treaty.

25.

WHEREFORE, as a sixth claim petitioner alleges that re-
spondent has failed, neglected, and refu to abide by thet
terms of the aforesaid Tre!.ty of 1868, has roken the terms
thereof, has departed from standards of fair and honorable
dealing, and has violated its duties as guardian for the peti-
tioner, in the following respects:

(a) Article III should have been revised on the grounds
of mutual mistake in that the provisions thereof were wholly

4
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inadequate to accomr lish the purpose mutually intended and
understood, and in that the provisions as i.et forth in said
treaty constituted a deception and an illusion of consideration
wholly misleading to petitioner. Said treaty should have pro-
vided for the construction of at least one warehouse, one
carpenter shop, one blacksmith shop and one chapel for each
1,000 Navajos, namely, for not less than 10 of each such
structures at various places over said reservation accessible
to the said Navajos.

(b) Respondent failed and neglected to discharge the obli-
gation imposed by the said Article III, revised or not revised,
the same constituting a breach of the Treaty of 1868, all
operating to petitioner's great lois ana damage.

Seventh Claim
(Tribal funds; fiduciary relatiOnship)

26.

Petitioner restates and reaffirms each and every allegation
of paragraphs 1 through 9, 11 through 16, 17 and 18, 20, 22,
and 24, and further respectfuli.- represents and alleges as
follows:

At all times since the respondent took jurisdiction over the
petitioner and asserted sovereignty over petitioner's homeland
from and after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo proclaimed
in 1846, petitioner's property and funds have been in the care,
custody, and jurisdiction of the respondent. Respondent has
at all times owed to the petitioner that high degree of fiduciary
duty and accountability commonly associated with the relation-
ship of guardian and ward as hereinabove alleged, but re-
spondent has never rendered to petitioner a true and complete
accounting for all transactions carriedut by the respondent,
its officers, agents, and employees, in receiving and disbursing
income and receipts from petitioner's property held in trust
by the respondent and in expending tribal funds, and there
were many instances of improper or wrongful use or expendi-
ture of such funds by the reap:Indent for other than tribal
purposes.
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27.

WIIEKEFORE, as a seventh claim petitioner alleges that
respondent has failed, neglected, and refused to abide by the
terms of the aforesaid Treaty of 1868, has broken the terms
thereof, has departed prom standards of fair and honorable
dealing, and has violated its duties as guardian for the peti-

tioner, in the following respects:

(a) Respondent has through its agents and officers so man-
aged petitioner's tribal funds and assets that the said tribal
funds and assets have been wasted and dissipated, all to
petitioner's great loss and damage.

(b) The President of the United States has from timaftto
time designated lands, and the Congress of the United States
has from time to time appropriated funds, for the use and
benefit of petitioner's members. Various goods, revenues,
earnings, and payments have come into the possession of
respondent's agents and employees as trustees for petitioner's
members. Lespondent has failed and neglected to account:"
adequately or correctly to petitioner for such receipts, alloca-
tions, disbursals, and disposal of such aforesaid lands, funds,
goPds, revenues, earnings, and payments, the same being in
the posseAion and control of respondent.

(c) No general accounting has ever been submitted to peti-
tioner by the respondent setting forth all of the transactions
and items for which tribal funds, or receipts and disbursements
for tribal lands and properties, have been expended by re-
spondent. Various instances of misappropriations and mis-
management on the part of respondent's agents and em-
ployees, and by other persons acting with the knowledge of

I and in collusion with the said agents and employees, have oc-
curred from time to time in amounts presently unknown and
which can only be revealed by a general accounting, all to thP
great damage 0.nd loss of the petitioner.
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Eighth Claim
(Agreement for service in Apache wars)

28.

Petitioner restates and reaffirms each and every allegation
of paragraphs 3 through 9, 31 through 15,17 and 3K, 20, 22, 24,
and 26, and further respectfully represents and alleges as
follows:

During the year 1886 the respondent, being engaged in war
against the Apache Tribe of Indians, solicited members of
petitioner's tribe to serve as scouts, reservee, and in other sup-
porting capacities with its armed forces. Petitioner's chiefs
and head men agreed with respondent's military officers to
provide guides and scouts to serve as aforesaid upon condition
that respondent return to petitioner its homelands "to the
East," which phrase meant, and was understood by all parties
to inean, the lands described in paragraph 5 above. Re-
spondent's officers, purporting to act for and bind respondent,
accepted this condition, and petitioner's members risked their
lives and rendered extensive and valued services to respondent
in said wars in reliance on said promises.

29.

WHEREFORE, as its eighth claim petitioner alleges that re-
spondent has refused and failed to return petitioner's home-
lands, or to compensate petitioner for their value, thereby
violating the said promise and agreement of 1886 which peti-
tioner's members had faithfully and diligently acted upon.

30.

The foregoing averments and claims summarize a long rec-
ord of wrongful acts and omissions on the part of respondent,
hitherto unredressed.

WHEREFORE, your petitioner requests a full accounting
from the United States of America, and prays judgment in
favor of the Navajo Tribe of Indians against the United States
of AmeriCa in an amount to be determined by the fair value
of the lands wrongfully taken ,tn petitioner, plus fair and
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honorable rectikeation of, and compensahkn for, the various
brekbes, defections, wrongs, departures f?om standards of
fair and honorable dealings, and violations of the duties of
respnrident as guardian, all as enumerated and described here-
in, less counterclaims andoiTsets, if any, together with interest
from the respective dates due, at rates to be determined by
law, and for the costs of this action, together with such other,
further, and general relief as to the Commission may seem
just and warranted.*

NORMAN M. LITTELL,

S. KING FUNKHOUSER,

Rums G. KING, JR.,
Attorneys for Plaintiff,

1422 F Street, N. W.,
Washington 4, D. C.
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APPENDIX A

TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS

(Ratified by the Senate SepteMber 9, 1850;
Proclaimed by the President September 24, 1850)

The following acknowledgements, declarations, and stipul 1-
tions, have been duly considered, and are now solemnly adopwd
and proclaimed by the undersigned: that is to say, John M.
Washington, Governor of New Mexico, and Lieutenant-Colonel
commanding the troops of the United States in New Mexico,
and James S. Calhoun, Indian agent, residing at Santa Fe, in
New Mexico, represe:LLing the United States of America, and
Mariano Martinez, Head Chief, and Chapitone, second Chief,
on the part of the Navajo tribe of Indians.

I. The said Indians do hereby acknowledge that, by virtue
of a treaty entered into by the United States of America and
the United Mexican States, signed on the second day of
February, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and forty-
eight, at the city of Guadalupe Hidalgo, by N. P. Trist, of the
first part, and Luis G. Cuevas, Bernardo Couto, and Mgl Atria-
tain, of the second part, the said tribe was lawfully placed
under the exclusive jurisdiction and protection of the govern-
ment of the said United States, and that they are now, and
will forever remain, under the aforesaid jurisdiction and
protection.

II. That from and aftr the signing of this treaty, hostilities
between the contracing parties shall cease, and perpetual peace
and friendship shall exist ; the said tribe hereby solemnly cove-
nanting that they will not associate with, or give countenance
or aid to, any tribe or band of Indians, or other persons or
powers, who may be at any time at enmity with the people
of the said United States; that they will remain at peace, and
treat honestly and humanely all persons and powers at 'peace
with the said States; and all cases of aggression against said
Navajoes by citizens or others of the United States, or by

O
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other persons or powers in amity with the said States, shall
be referred to the government of said States for adjustment
and settlement.

III. Thelrovernment of the said States having the sole and
exclusive right of regulating the trade and ,intercourse with
the said Navajoes, it is agreed that the laws now in force
regulating the trade and intercourse, and for the preservation
of pew with the various tribes of Indians under the protec-
tiath and guardianship.oPthe aforesaid government, shall have
the same force and efficiency, and shall be as binding and as
obligatory upon the said Navajoes, and executed in the same
manner, as if said laws had been passed for their sole benefit
and protection; and to this end, and for all other useful pur-
poses, the government of New Mexico, as now organized, or
as it may be by the government of the United States, or by
the legally constituted authorities of the people of New Mexico,
is recognized and acknowledged by the said Navgetoea; and for
the due *enforcement of the aforesaid -laws, until the govern-
ment of the United States shall otherwise order, the territory
of the Navajoes is hereby annexed to New Mexico.

1V. The Navajo Indians hereby bind themselves to deliver
to the military authority of the United States in New Mexico,
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, as soon as he or they can be appre-

\ hended, the murderer or murderers of Micente Garcia, that
said fugitive or fugitives-from justice may be dealt with as
justice may decree.

V> All American and Mexican captives, and all stolen prop-
erty taken from Americans or Mexicans, or other persons or
powers in amity with the United States, shall be delivered by
the Navajo Indians to the aforesaid military authority at
Jernez, New Mexico, on or before the 9th day of October next
ensuing, that jukiee may be meted out to all whom it may
concern; and also all Indian captives and stolen property of
such tribe or tribes of Indians as shall enter into a similar
reciprocal treaty, shall, in like manner, and for the same pur-
poses, be turned over to an authorized officer or agent of the
said States by the aforesaid Navajoes.

2`.4 6`,4)
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VI. Should any citizen of the United States or other person
or persons subject to the laws of the United States, murder,
rob. or otherwise maltreat any Navajo Indian or Indians, he
or they shall be arrested and tried, and, upon conviction,'shall
be subjt;cted to all the penalties provided by law for the pro-
tection of the persons and property of the'people of, the said
States.

VII. The people of the United States of America shall have
free and safe passage through the territory bf the afOresaid
Indians, under such rules and regulations as may be adopted
by authority of the said States.

VIII. Ir. order to preserve tranquility, and to afford pro-
tectio7: all the peoples and interests of the contracting parties,
the government of the United States of America will establish
such military posts and agencies, and authorize such trading-
houses, at such time and in such places as the said government
may designate.

IX. Relying confidently upon the justice and the liberality
of the aforesaid government, and anxious to remove every
possible cause that might disturb their peace, and. quiet, it is
agreed by the aforesaid Navajoes that the government of the
United States shall, at its earliest convenience, designate,
settle, and adjust their territorial boundaries, and pass and
execute in their territory such laws as may be deemed condu-
cive to the prosperjy and happiness of said Indians.

X. For and in consideration of the faithful performance of
all the stipulations herein contained, by the said Navajo
Indians, the government of the United States will pant to
said Indians such donations, presents,' and implements, and
adopt such other liberal and humane measures, as said govern-
ment may deem meet an proper.

XI. This treaty shall be binding upon the contracting parties
from and after the signing of the same, subject only to such
modifications and amendments as may be adopted by the
government of the United States; and, finally, this `treaty is
t,i receive a liberal construction, at all timer, and in all placeS;
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to end that the said Navajo Indians shall not be held
resv .sible for the conduct of others, and that the govern-
m ..t of the United States shall so legislate and act as to
,-L-cure the permanent prosperity and happiness of said

Indians.

.7. faith. whereof, we, the undersigned, have signed this
treaty, and affixed thereunto our seals. in the valley of Chen le,'
this the ninth dad of September, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and forty-nine.

J. M. WASHIN;TON,
11:cvet Lieu.tertant-Colonel Commanding

JAMES S. CALIIOUN, iL.S.)
Indian Agent, residing at Santo Fe.
MARIANO MARTINEZ, his x mark, [L.S.]

Head Chief.
CB AFITONE, his x mark, IL.S.)

Seellud Chief.

J. L. COLLINS.
JAMES CONKLIN.
LoarNZO FORCE.

ANTONIO SANDOVAL, his x mark.
FRANCISCO JosTo, his x mark.

Governor of Jemez.
7Si 'ti

II. L. KENDRICK, Brevet Major, U.S.A.
J. N. WARD, Brevet. 1st Liut. 3d Wry.
JOHN PECK, Brevet Major U.S.A.

HAMMOND, Assistant Surg'n
IL L.. DonGE, Capt. cornd'g Eut. Hu's.
RICHAIW H. KERN,
J. 11. NONEZ.'4, Second Lieut. loci Artillery.
CYRus Ctota.
JoilN H. Dici(EasoN, Second Lieut. tat Art.
W. E. LOVE.
JO:IN G. JONES.
j. Ii. SIMPSON, First Lieut Corps Tap. Engrs.



APPENDIX B

TREATY WITH THE NAVAJO INDIANS.
June 1, 1868.

(Ratified July 25, 1868; Proclaimed August 12, 186g)
Articles of a treaty and agreement made and entered
into at Fort Sumner, New Mexicc on the first day of
June, one thousand eight hundret Ind sixty-eight, by
and between the United States, represented by its
commissioners, Lieutenant-General W. T. Sherman
and Colonel Samuel F. Tappan, of the one part, awl
the Navajo nation or tribe of Indians, represented by
their chiefs and headmen, duly authorized and em-powered to act for the whole people of said nation
or tribe, (the names of said chiefs and headmen being
hereto subscribed,) of the other part, witness:

ARTICLE I. From this day forward all war between the
parties to this agreement shall forever cease. The government
of the United States desires peace, and its honor is hereby
pledged to keep it. The Indians desire peace, and they now
pledge their honor to keep it.

If bad men among the whites, or among other people subject
to the authority of the United States, shall commit any wrong
upon the person or property of the Indians, the United States
will, upon proof made to the agent and forwarded to the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs at Washington city, proceed at
once to cause the offender to be arrested and punished accord-
ing to the laws of the United States, and also to reimburse the
injured persons for the loss sustained.

If bad men among the Indians shall commit a wrong or
depredation upon the person or property of any one, white,
black, or Indian, subject to the authority of the United States
and at peace therewith, the Navajo tribe agree that they will,
on proof made to their agent, and on notice by him, deliver
up the wrongdoer to the United States, to be tried and punished
according to its laws, and in case they wilfully refuse so to do,
the person injured shall be reimbursed for his loss from the
AM es or other moneys due or to become due to them under
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this treaty, or any others that may be made with the United
States. And the President may prescribe such rules and regu-
lations for ascertaining damages under this article as in his
judgment may be proper ; but no such damage shall be adjusted
and paid until examined and passed upon by thy Commissional'
of Indian Affairs, and Mb one sustaining loss whilst vidaiilig,
or because of his violating, the provisions of this treaty or the
laws of the United States, shall be reimbursed therefor.

ARTICLE II. The United States agrees that the following
district of country, to wit; bounded on the north by the 37th
degree of north latitude, south by an east and west line passing
through the site of old Fort Defiance, in Canon Bonito, east
by the parallel of longitude which, if prolonged south, would
pass through old Fort Lyon, or the Ojo-de-oso, Bear Spring,
and west by a parallel of longitude about 109° 30' west of
Greenwich, provided it embraces the outlet of the Canon-de-
Chilly, which canon is to be all included in this reservation,
shall be, and the same is hereby, set apart for the u.ie and
occupation of the Navajo tribe of Indians, and for such other
friendly tribes or individual Indiars as from time to time they
may be willing, with the consent of the United States, to admit
among them; and the United States agrees that no persons
except those herein 'so authorized to do, and except such offi-
cers, soldiers, agents, and employes of the government, or of
the Indians, as may be authorized to enter upon Indian reser-
vations in discharge of duties imposed by law, or the orders
of the President, shall ever be permitted to pass over, settle
upon, or reside in, the territory described in this article.

Awrici.}: III. The United States agrees to cause to be-built,
at some point within said reservation, where timber and water
may be convenient, the following buildings: a warehouse, to
cost not exceeding twenty-five hundred dollars; an agency
building for the residence of the agent, not to cost exceeding
three thousand dollars; a carpenter shop and blacksmith shop,
not to cost exceeding one thousand dollars each ; and a school-
house and chapel, so soon as a sufficient number of children
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.

can be induced to attend school, which shall not cost to exceed
five thousand dollara.

AIM( LE, IV, The United States agrees that the agent for
the Navajos shall make his home at the agency building; that
he shall reside among them, and shall keep an office open at
all times for the purpose of prompt and diligent inquiry into
such matters of complaint by or against the Indians as may
be presented for investigation, as also for the faithful discharge
of other duties enjoined by law. In all cases of depredation
on person or property he shall cause_ the evidence to be taken
in writing and forwarded, together with his finding, to the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, whose decision shall be bind-
ing on the parties to this treaty.

ARTICLE V. If any individual. belonging to said tribe, or
legally incorporated with it, being the head of a family, shall
desire to commence farming, he shall have the privilege to
select, in the presence and with the assistance of the agent
then in charge, a tract of land within said reservation, not
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres in extent, which tract,
when so selected, certified, and recorded in the "land book"
as herein described, shall cease to be held in common, but the
same may be occupied and held in the exclusive possession of
the person selecting it, and of his family, so long as he or they
may continue to cultivate it.

Any person over eighteen years of age, not being the head
of a family, may in like manner select, and cause to be certified
to him or her for purposes of cultivation, a quantity, of land,
not exceeding eighty acres in extent, and thereupon be entitled
to the exclusive possession of the sany, as above directed.

For each tract of land so selected a certificate containing
a description thereof, and the name of the person selecting it,
with a certificate endorsed thereon, that the same has been
recorded, shall he delivered to the party entitled to it by the
agent, after the same shall have been recorded by him in a
hook to he kept in his office, subject to inspection, hich said
book shall be known as the "Navajo Land Book."
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The President may at any time order a survey of the reser-
vation, and when so surveyed, Congress shall provide for pro-
tecting the rights of said settlers in their improvements, and
may fix the character of the title held by each.

The United States may pass such laws on the subject of
alienation and descent of property between the Indians and
their descendants as may be thought proper.

ARTICLE VI. In order to insure the civilization of the
Indians entering into this treaty, the necessity of education is
admitted, especially of such of them as may be settled on
said agricultural parts of this reservation, and tliey therefore
pledge themselves to compel their children, male and female,
between the ages of six and sixteen years, to attend school;
and it is hereby made the duty of the agent for said Indians
to see that this stipulation is strictly complied with; and the
United States agrees that, for every thirty children between
said ages who can be induced or compelled to attend school,
a house shall be provided, and a teacher competent to teach
the elementary branches of an English eduction shall be fur-
nished, who will reside among said Indians, and faithfully dis-
charge his or her duties SS a teacher.

The provisions of this article to continue for not less than
ten years.

ARTICLE VII, When the hea._ _A a family shall have selected
lands and received his certificate as above directed, and the
agent shall be satisfied that he intends in good faith to com-
mence cultivating the soil for a living, he shall be entitled to
receive seeds and agricultural implements for the first year,
not exceeding in value one hundred dollars, and for each suc-
ceeding year he shall continue to farm, for a period of two
years, he shall be entitled to receive seeds and implements to
the value of twenty-five dollars.

ARTICLE VIII. In lieu of all sums of money or other annui-
ties provided to be paid to the Indians herein named under any
treaty or treaties heretofore made, the United States agrees
to deliver at the agency house on the reservation herein named,
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on Vie first day of September of each year for ten years, the
following articles, to wit:

Such articles of clothing, goods or raw materials in lieu
thervuf, as the agent may make his estimate for, not exceeding
in value five dollars per Indianeach Indian being encouraged
to manufacture their own clothing, blankets, &c.; to be fur-
nished with no article which they can manufacture themselves.
And, in order that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs may be
able to estimate properly for the articles herein named, it
shall be the duty of the agent each year to forward to him
a full and exact census of the Indians, on which the estimate
from year to year can be based.

And in addition to the articles herein named, the sum of
ten dollars for each p-_i son entitled to the beneficial effects of
this treaty shall be annually appropriated for a period of ten
years. for each person who engages in farming or mechanical
pursuits, to be used by the Commissioner of Indian Ahairs
in the purchase of such articles as from time to time the condi-
tion and necessities of the Indians may indicate to be proper;
and if within the ten years at any time it shall appear that
the amount of money needed for clothing, under the article,
can be appropriated to better uses for the Indians named
herein, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs may change the
appropriation to other purposes, but in no event shall the
amount of this appropriation be withdrawn or discont'nueci
for the period named, provided they remain at peace. And
the President shall annually detail an officer of the army to
be present and attest the delivery of all the goods herein named
to the Indians, and he shall inspect and report on the quantity
and quality of the goods and the manner of their delivery.

ARTICLE IX. In consideration of the advantages and bene-
fits conferred by this treLy, and the many pledges of friend-
4hip by the United States, the tribes who are parties to this
agreement hereby stipulate that they will relinquish all right
to occupy any territory outside their reservation, as herein
defined, but retain the right to hunt on any unoccupied lands
contiguous to their reservation, so long as the large game may



range thereon in such =Alen; as to justify the ghase; and
they, the said Indians, further expressly agree:

1,4. That they will make no opposition to the construction
of railroads now being built or hereafter to be built across
the continent.

2nd. That they will not interfere with the peaceful con-
struction of any railroad not pissing over their reservation
as herein defined.

3rd. That they will not attack any persons at home or
travelling, nor molest or disturb any wagon trains, coaches,
mules or cattle belonging to the people of the United States,
or to persons friendly therewith.

4th. That they will never capture or ccrry off from the
settlements women or cifMren.

5th. They will never kill or scalp white men, nor attempt
to do them harm,

6th. They ',Ill not in future oppose the construction of rail-
roads, wagon roads, mail stations, or other works of utility
or neces ity which may be ordered or permitted by the laws
of the United States; but should such roads or other works
be constructed on the lands of their reservation, the govern-
ment will pay the tribe whatever amount of damage may be
assessed by three disinterested commissioners to be appointed
by the President for that purpose, one of said commissioners
to be a chief or head man of the tribe.

ith. They will make no opposition to the military posts or
roads now established, or that may be established, not in viola-
tion of treaties heretofore made or hereafter to be made with
any of the Indian tribes.

ARTICLE X. No future treaty for the cession of any por-
tion or part of the reservation herein described, which may
be held in common, shall be of any validity or force against
said Indians unless agreed to and executed by at least three
fourths of all the adult male Indians occupying or interested
in the same; and no cession by the tribe shall be understood

9



or construed in such manner as to deprive, without his consent.,
any individual member of the tribe of his rights to any tract
of-land selected by him as provided in article of this
treaty.

ARMEE XL The Navajos 1440 hereby agree that at any
time after the signiiig. of these presents they will proceed in
such manner as may be requirgd of them by the agent, or.by
the officer charged with their removal, to the reservation
herein provided for, the United States paying for their sub-
sistence en route, and providing a reasonable amount of trans-
portation for the sick and feeble.

ARTICLE XII. It is further agreed by and between the
parties to this agreement that the sum of one hundred and
fifty thousand dollars appropriated or to be appropriated shall
be disbursed as follows, subject to any conditions provided
in the law, to wit:

'1st. The actual cost of the removal of the tribe from the
Bosque Redondo reservation to the reservation, say fifty
thousand dollars.

2nd. The purchase of Mee t! thousand sheep and goats, at
a cost not to exceed thirty thoUsand dollars.

3rd. The purchase of five hundred beef cattle and a million
pounds of corn, to be collected and held at the military post
nearest the reservation, subject to the orders of the agent, for
the relief of the needy during the coming winter.

4th. The balance, if any, of the appropriation to be in-
vested for the xm.'ntenance of the Indians pending their re-
moval, in such manner as the agent who la with them may
determine.

5th. The removal of this tribe to be made under the supreme
control and direction of the military commander of the Terri-
tory of New Mexico, and when completed, the management
of the tribe to revert to the proper agent.

ARTICLE XIII. The tribe herein named, by their repre-
sentatives, parties o this treaty, agree to make the reserva-
tion herein described their permanent home, and they will
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not as a tribe make any permanent settlement elsewhere, re-
serving the right to hunt on the lands adjoining the said
reservation formerly called theirs, subject to the modifications
named in this treaty and the orders of the commander of the
department ih which said reservation may be for the time
being; and it is further agreed and understood by the parties
to this treaty, that if any Navajo Indian or Indians shall
leave the reservation herein described to settle elsewhere, he
or they shall forfeit all the rights, privileges, and annuities
conferred by the terms of this treaty ; and it is further agreed
by the parties to this treaty, that they will do all they can to
induce Indians now away from reservations set apart for the
exclusive use and occupation of the Indians, leading a nomadic
life, or engaged in war against the people of the United States,
to abandon such a life and settle permanently in one of the
territorial reservations set apart for the exclusive use and
occupation of the Indians.

In testimony of all which the said parties have hereunto,
on this the first day IA June, one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-eight, at Fort Sumner, in the Territory of New Mexico,
set their hands and seals.

W. T. SHERMAN,
Lt. Gen'l, Indian Peace Commissioner.

S. F. TAPPAN,
Indian Peace Commissioner.

BARBONCITO, Chief. his x mark.
ARMI30. his x mark.
DELGADO.

MANUELITO. his x mark.
LARGO. his x mark.
HERRERO. his x mark.
CHIQUETO. his x mark.
MUERIO DE HOMBRE. his x mark.
HOMBRO. his x mark.
NAREoNo. his x mark.
NARROW) SECUNDO. his x mark.
GANADO MUCHO. his x mark.
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COUNCIL.
RIQUO. his x mark.
JUAN MARTIN. his x mark.
SERGINTO. his x mark.
GRANDE. his x mark.
INOCITNITO. his x mark.
MUCHACHOS MUCHO. his x mark.
CHIQuEro SEGUNDO: his x mark.
CABELLO AMARILLO. his x mark.
FRANCISCO. his x mark.
TORIvio. his x mark.
DESDENDADO. his x mark.
JUAN. his x
GuERo his x mark.
GuGADORE. his x mark.
CABASON. his x mark.
BARRON SEGUNDO. his x mark.
CABARES COLORADOS. his x mark.

Attest :
GEO. W. G. GErry,,

Col. 37th Inf'y, Bt. Maj. Gen'l U. S. A.
dir B. S. RoBERTs,

Rt. Brg. Gen'l U. S. A., Lt. Col. 3d
J. COOPER MCKEE,

Bt. Lt. Col. Surgeon U. S. A

THEO. H. DODD,
U. S. Indian Ag't for Navajos.

ClIAS. MCCLURE,
Bt. Maj. and C. S. U. S. A.

JAMES F. WF.Fos,
Bt. Ma j. oad Asst. Surg, U. S. A.

J. C. SUTHERLAND,
Interpreter.

WILLIAM VAUX,

Chaplain, U. S. A.
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APPENDIX D

Special Claims Contract

Tins AGREEMENT, made the 1st day of July, 1968, at Win-
dow Rock, Arizona between Raymond Nakai, Chairman of
the Navajo Tribal Council, acting on behalf of the Navajo
Tribe of 1ndians (hereinafter designated as the TRIBE),
under authority vested in him by Resolution CAP-56-68 of
the Navajo Tribal Council adopted on April 24, 19GS, at-
tached to and made a part hereof, and Harold F, Mott,
Attorney at Law, of Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Win-
dow Rock, Arizona (hereinafter designated as the ATTOR-
N Y ) ,

Witnessed'

1. Eni , The Timm has certain claims pending be-
fore the' Int Claims Commission, identified as Docket
Numbers 229 (presently consolidated with Docket Nos. 196,
227, 266, 91, 31), 48, 22-D and 22-J), 299, 353 and 89 (herein-

. r referred to as "the claims"), which were filed by an
attorney frmerly retained by the Tam,: as claims counsel
who did not complete the work of their presentation and
disposition. The TRIBE, desirous that said claims la! dili-
gently prosecuted to judgmerd or other appropriate con-
elusion, hereby retains and employs the ATTORNEY for a
period of tour (4) years, commencing on July 1, 1968, to
advise and represent the TRIBE in connection with such
claims, pursuant to the' provisions of Section 2103 of the
Revised Statutes (Section Sl, Title 25, United States ('ode),
as amended. To.

2. Dutics of the ATTOILVEY. It shall he the duty of the
ATTORNEY to I y prosecute the claims and to exert
his hest efforts to satisfactorily conclude them within
tcrin of this contract. lie shall employ such other persons
as may ire= re'yuirecl to carry out his obligations hereunder,
prfiridt,d that the cost of secretarial services and the salary

)
t.
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of an attorney, h red with the approval of the TRIBE to

assist with the prosecution of the claims shall be deemed an
expense ineurred under Paragraph 4(A) of this contract..

:3. ( 'ompensation. In consideration for the successful pros-
ecutin and conclusion of the claims, the ATTORNEY shall
receive ten percent ;10%) of any and all SUMS recovered
for the benefit of the TRIBE. It is understood that said com-
pensation shall be wholly c-ntingent upon a recovery for
the benefit of the Taw: and shall he shared by the ATTORNEY

and other attorneys, if any, determined to be entitled to a
part thereof.

4. Eipcnscs.

A. The Arroam: Y shall be entitled to reimbursement of
the following expenses, the total of which shall be reim-
hursed to the TRIBE from any portion of a tribal. recovery
allocated to attorney fees: the cost of hiring an attorney,
wit h the approval of the TRIBE who shall devote such time
as shall he pecessary to secure the expeditious prosecution
awl conclusion of the claims within the period contemplated
hereuader, to he compensated at the rate of twenty-five
dollars ($5.00) per hour it' he shall expend less than six
hundred (tit}()) hours per year, and fifteen thousand dollars
($1.-XX)) per annum if lie shall work six hundred (6(X)) or
more hours per year ; cost of local secretarial service up to
six thousand dollars ($6.000) a year, it being understood
that any amounts paid for such service in excess of this
amount including salary or bonuses shall he paid in their
entirety liv ArroaNEv; three-fourths (3/4) cost of office not
to exceed three thousand dollars ($3,(XX1) expense to TRIBE

a year; and three-fourths (3/4) of all miscellaneous ex-
penses iiicluded in daily office maintenance including, but
not limited to supplies, postage, local telephone, stamps and
like expenses, the cost to the Taw not. to exceed five thou-
sand dollars ($5,(XX)) a year. Included in this figure shall
be firrnitiire not furnished by ATTORNEY. Such additional
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furniture equipment shall be furnished by TRIBE and
t shalt be in and remain in the TRIBE

calla bet.:0111e its exclusive property.

B. The ATTORNEY shall also be reimbursed for all neces-
sary and proper expenses incurred in connection with the
performance of his duties hereunder, including, but not lim-
ited to travel expenses (including mileage at the rate of ten
cents (100) per mile when privately-owned automobile is
used ), long distance telephone and telegraph tolls; taxi
fares, notary fees, costs of printing, reproducing and pur-
chasing documents, and cost of stenographic services in-
curred while in travel status, provided that the ATTOENEY
shall not be deemed to he in travel status when in or travel
ing between the claims office and 'Window Rock, Arizona.
Said expenses shall not be reimbursed to the TRIBE by the
ArroHN EV and shall not exceed the sum of twelve thousand
dollars ($12,00) per year, except for such additional
amounts as may be authorized by the TRIBE and approved
by the Secretary of the Interior or his authorized repre-
se;:tative (hereinafter designated as the SECRETARY).

('. The expenses enumerated herein with the exception
of the saiary of the secretary shall be reimbursed to the
AT-roaNry only upon presentation of itemized and verified
statements approved by the SECRETARY or his designee and
the Taint:, and accompanied by proper vouchers evidencing
the actual expenditure thereof, except for expenditures
where no vouchers are issued, such as tips, taxi cab fares,
nwals and like expenditures. The salary of the secretary
shall he paid out of the fund established for claims expenses
on IBM payroll cards.

I). Payment of expenses and compensation under this
contract shall he contingent upon the availability of tribal
funds or appropriation by the Congress of the United
States of tribal funds held to the credit of the TRIBE.
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rts. Within twelve (12) months of the date Qf this
co the ATTt/RXEY S4111 furnish a written report to the
TRIBE an 1 SECRETARY upon the status of the claims, setting
forth the amount and nature of each claim; the issues of
fact and law involved, an assessment of the work completed
and remaining to 1e,done, an estimate of the time that will
be required to secure final judgment or oilier appropriate
disposition, and a program-for its prosecution. Such report
shall be supplemented each six (6) months throughout the

,tem of this contract..

(3. Compromises and Settlements. Any compromise, set.-
or other adjustment of the qlairas shall be subiect

to the approval of the TRIBE and the SECRETARY.

.18signment,s'. No assignment of the obligations of this
contract, in whol. or in part, and rio assignment or- encum-
brance of any interest in the compensation to be paid herein
shall he made without the consent, previously obtained, of
the Tam.: and the SECRETARY; any such assignment or en-
cumbrance in violation of the provisions of this paragraph,
shall operate to terminate this contract. In the event of such
termination, no person having any interest in this, contract
or in the compensationprovided hereunder shall be entitled
to any comperi,ation whatsoever for servims rendered sub-
sequent to the (late of termination.



S. Termination. This contract may be terminated at any
time by either party upon ninety (q0) days' written notice
to the other party and the Six: Y. This contract may
also he terminated for cause by thy. ;CRETARY after a hear-
ing on reasonable notice. If the SECRETARY finds that the
interests of the TRIBE so require, he may suspend this con-
tract and the payment of all amounts due the ATTORNEY
hereunder, pending a hearing which shall be held without
unreasonable delay.

/s/ RAYMOND MAKA1
Raymond Makai
Chairman of the. Navajo Tribal Council

/s/ HAROLD E. MOTT
Harold E. Mott

Approved this 21st day of November 1968 pursuant to let-
ter dated November 15;1968, signed by Assistant Secretary
Ai:de rson.

/8/ GRAHAM HOLMES
Graham Holmes
Area Director

64.60 0-n4 - -7
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August 22, 1968

Memorandum to Contract Mee for Naval() Cues in Dockets
Numbered: 69. 229. 299, 353

From: Donald Hyde

Mr. Harold E. Mott, General Counsel for the Navajo Tribe-
of Indians, was elected Claims Attorney for the Navajo
Tribe by the Navajo Tribal Council on April 23, 1968 and a
contract of employment between Mr. Mott as such claims
attorney and the Navajo Tribe was executed by the parties
on June 6, 1968. This contract of employment, however, was
disipproved by the Department of the Intetrior. Au Assist-
ant Secretary of the Interior advised Mr Mott and the
Tribe, by letter, of certain amendments at Mr. Mott and
the Tribe could make that would make the contract accept-
able to the Department, so Mr. Lovell of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs advised the Commission today (by tele-
phone). Mr. Lovell thought it might be a matter of a few
weeks before the contract will be eventually approved (after
appropriate amendments are made in it).

DS



APPENDIX E

BEFORE THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

No. 69

THE NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS, Petitioner

v.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Defendant

t Mierscled Petition

To The Honorable Comintssioners
Of The Indian Claims Commission:

The petition is a5iended by deleting paragraph 10, 16,
19, 21, 23, 25 and 29, thereby withdrawing from considera-
tion herein the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and
eighth claims.

Respectfully submitted,

/8/ HAROLD 'E. MOTT
Harold E. Mott

First National Bank Bldg.East
Suite. 304
5301 Central Avenue, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871.08

(7/aims Attorney,
Navajo Tribe of Indians
Attorney of Record

99
k
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APPENDIX.

BEFORE THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

Docket Nos. 69, 299 and 353

THE NAVAJO TRIBE, Plaintiff

V.

THE UNITE.) STATES OF AMERICA, Defendant.

Decided: January 23, 1975

Appearances :

William C. Schaab, Attorney for the Plaintiff.

Dean K. Dunsmore, with whom was Assistant Attorney
General,
Wallace H. Johnson, Attorneys for Defendant.

Opinion of the Coin:plod=

Kuykendall, Chairman, delivered the opinion of the Com-
mission.

The Commission has before it plaintiff's motion of July
1, 1974, to amend the petitions in Dockets 69, 299 and 353,
defendant's response thereto, and plaintiff's reply to the
response. In addition, we have before us defendant's motion
for ,Onal judgment, and plaintiff's response. Since these
motions deal with related issues, they will be decided to-
gether.

Plaintiff originally asserted eight claims for relief in its
petition in Docket 69, which was filed on July 11, 1950. Each
claim contained allegations of certain facts and wrong-
doings, and each was followed by a paragraph stating plain-
tiff's legal conclusions arising from the preceding allega-
tions. Claims 1 through 6 and claim 8 pertain to various
treaties and agreements between the parties which were



concluded in the nineteenth century. Claim 7 is a request for
a general accounting.'

In an amended petition, filed October 1, 1969, plaintiff
deleted certain of the conclusory paragraphs of its original
petition, and stated that it was thereby withdrawing from
consideration claims 1 through 6 and claim 8 .,However, it
did not delete any of the allegationstf fact supporting the
claims.

Plaintiff's nioition to amend which is now before us was
filed following a change of counsel for plaintiff in Septem-
ber 1973. This motion i)roposes to reformulate the conclu-
sory paragraphs of claims 1 through 6, of the Qriginal peti-
tion and it seeks permission to amend the seventh claim
by adding thereto .a prayer for supplementation of defen-
dant's 1961 accounting report. Plaintiff also requests per-
mission to amend +he petitions in all three dockets by includ-
ing a request 'tat defendant's accounting report be extended
beyond August 13, 1946, as to wrongs occurring before that
date and continuing after it.

Plaintiffs Motion to Reformulate Calms 1 Through

Defendant contends that'aSa result of plaintiff's amended
petition of 1969, the ptoposed reformulated claims have
nuthing to which they can relate hack, and argues that as a
consequence plaintiff's motion to amend must be denied.
However, as we have observed' above, plaintiff's first
amended petition, which purported to withdraw seen of
plaintiff's claims,' did not delete the allegations of fact

' Since Dockets 299 and 353 also present accounting claims, and
defendant filed one accounting report for all three dockets, we
consolidated the dockets. 31 Ind. Cl. Comm. 40 (1973). For a

; history of the dockots see our discussion therein.

attorney 'contract in effect with the Navajo Tribe at the
time of the amended petition of 1969 required that any adjustment
of plaintiff's claims by plaintiff's attorneys would be subject to



which were the substance of those claims; Moreover, plabl-
tiff's .seventh claim, which clearly -remained after the
amended petition of 1969 was' filed, stated that plaintiff
"restates and reaffirms each and every allegation of fact"
'of the original petition.

Therefore, since plaintiff's proposed reformulated claims
are based on allegations of fact Which have never teen
withdrawn, we will grant plaintiff's motion of July 1, 1974,
to amend the petitions.

Defendant's Motion for Final Jndginont

Defendant's motion for dismissal of claims 1 through fa
and claim Sin Placket 69 is grounde-dOn plaintiff's pur-
portki withdrawal of these claims by the filing of its
amended petition in 1969. ,

The newly amended petition which we arepermitting to
be filed will supersede the 1969 amended petition which is
the petition to which defendant's motion is directed., For
this reason, as well as the reasons set forth above for grant-
ing plaintiff's instant motion to reformulate its claims, we
will deny defendant's motion for final judgment as to the
claims 1 through and Maim S.

Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Seventh Claim

This motion reqUests permission to amend the seventh
claim in Docket 69 by adding a prayer that further infor-
mation he supplied in the accounting report. Defendant's
response to plaintiff's niotiortdoes not address itself to this
issue.

,)'laintiff's motion is not in accord with the proper proce-
dure .in accounting cases.' See, e.g., Blackfeet and Gros

the approval of the tribe. The record doil not indicate that this
requirement, which would presumably be applicable to an amend-
ment withdrawing several claims, was met.

2

k
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to.

Venire Tribes v. United States, Dockets 279-C and 250-A,
32 Incl. 'Cl. Comm. 65 (1973), and cases4iteil there* Sioux
.Tribe v. United Moth, Docket 114 et al., 12 Ind. omm.
541 (1963)..After defendant has filed its accoun port,
amendments to plaintiff's petition are usually longer
necessary. Ft. Peck Indians v. United States, Docket 184,
34 Ind. Cl. Comm. 24, 55 ,(1974).

The appropriate piocedure is for plaintiff to file-amended
or supplemental exceptions to defendant's accounting re-
ports or to 'move for a supplemental accounting. See, .e.g.,
Sioux Tribe v. United States, Docket 119, 34 Ind. et Comm.
230 ( '497.4) (discussions of exceptions Nei. 3 am] No. 13) ;
Blackfeet and Gros .Ventre Tribes, supra, at 67. Plaintiff
has- already indicated its intention of filing supplemental
exceptions to the accounting. We therefore will deny plain-
tiff's motion. We further discuss below, the matter, of sup-
plemental accountings.

Plainfiffe Motion for Post-1948 Accouhting

plainti4 requests an amendment which would
contain a request for a supplemental accounting in all three
dockets from August 13, 1946, to date. As we have noted
above, such a motion is not now appropriate.

'-
Furthermore this question was raised by plaintiff pre-

-, viously herein, and has been discussed and disposed of by
the Commission. See 31 Ind. Cl. eionintlt 53. As we stated
there, the United States-will be ordered to Pupplement its
accounting beyond August 13, 1946, only after it has been
disclosed that defendant was guilty of pre-1946 wrong-
doings which continued after that date.

For the above reasons plaintiff's motion to amend the
petitions in all three dockets so that they include ,requests
for an accounting from August 13, 1946, to date will be
den I withopt prejudice.

1'.)3
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Future Proceeding.

Defendant has included in its response to plaintiff's mo-
tion a request that plaintiff be precluded from filing further
exceptions 'to the accoungng report. Defendant apparently
h.as in mind a motion filed by plaintiff on December 17, 1973,

. which requested six months to file supplemental exceptions.
None.have yet been filed.

Since present counsel for plaintiff, now has had adequate
time to become familiar with these dockets and the applica-
ble law, he should be able to act promptly. We will therefore
grant plaintiff until February 19, 1975, within which to file
any amended or supplemental exceptions to defendant's
accounting report.

Plaintiff's claims 1 through 6, and claim 8, in Docket 69
are not accounting matters and they therefore will be sep-
arated from the consolidated accounting claims in Dockets
69, 299 and 353.

JEROME K. KVYKENDALL
Jerome K. Kuykendall, Chairman

We concur:

/s/ .JOHN T. VANCE
John T. Vance, Commissioner

/s/ IticnAan W. YARBOROUGH
Richard W. Yarborough, Commissioner

/s/ MARGARET 11. Pixaex
Margaret H. fierce, Commissioner

/5/ BRANTLEY BLUE
Brantley Blue, Commissioner
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App Ern5rc G

IN THE UNITED ST'ATIA COURT OF CXJ

TRIAL DIVISION ..

No. 69

(Claims 1 through i and Claim 8)

(Liability Claim0

(Filed January 23,, 1978)

THE NAVAJO TRIBE tay INDIANS

v.

THE ITNI,T,IED STATES

Indians; relation back of petition amendments to
avoid statute of limitations bar; estoppel thrbugh
treaty violations by tribe; trespass of aboriginal
lands; fair and honorable dealings coverage--; spe-
cificity requirements for petition; fiduciary rela-
tionship; individual versus tribal claims; lack of
jurisdiction to invalidate treaty; jurisdiction to re-
vise treaty; educational breach of treaty; prior
adjudication as to mineral resources; facilities
breach of treaty ; Act restricted to monetary relief.

William C. Sehaab, attorney of record, for plaintiff. Rod-
ney, Dickason, Sloan, Akin & Robb, P.A., of comnsel.

Dean K. Dunmore, with whom was Assistant Attorney
(geneial Peter R. Taft, for defendant.
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Opinion on Motion to Mamba or few More Definite Statement

Bsaxiiniurr, Trial Fudge: All briefs on the defendant's
combined motion were filed with the Indian Claims Com-
mission anewere pending without rulirig when jurisdiction
of the case was transferred to the Court of Claims on De-
cember 29, 1976, 'pursuant to Pub. L. 94-465 (90 Stat. 1990).
Upon transfer to the court the case was assigned to the
trial division for initial action, and by it referred to the
above trial judge before whom the motion now awaits
ruling.

The dual purpose motion is addressed to the Second
Aniended Petition filed April 12, 1976. In the introduction
of its specific responses thereto, the plaintiff contends that
the defendant's motion is dilatory and proscribed by the
Commission's General Rules of Procedure (GRP) 6(c)
providing that "Demurrers, pleas, and exceptions 'for in-
sufficiency of a pleading shall not he used." The plaintiff
submits that the defendant should first file its answer to
the petition and thereafter test out matters of sufficiency
of pleadings by means of a motion for summary judgment.
In the discussion which follows the Rules of this court shall
control as it is the current forum, although in respects here
relevant our Rules, the GRP, and the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure (FRCP) are identical.

lq reply to the plaintiff's response the defendant con:
tends that G RP 6j,,), counterpart of our Rule 31(b) and
FRCP 7(e), is not applicable, and that the defendant's mo-
tion is not dilator).

Our Rule 31(1,), copied from FRCP 7(c), is not appli-
cable. FRCP 7(c) (and by analogy our Rule 31(b)), was
designed ,to abolish preexisting technical rules by which
certain defenses were formerly raised. Our Rule 38(b)
(paralleling FRCP 12(h) and (1RP 11(b)) permits certain
fqwiinerq.

The opinion and conclusion of law are submitted pursuant to
Rule 54(a). The necessary fact* are stated in the opinion.
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defenses to he made by motion tiled prior to the 111 ng of
an answer, including lack of jurisdiction over the subject
matter and failure to state a cause of action for which relief
can be granted. Our Rule 38(e), mirroring FRCP 12(e)
and (IRP Me), permits a' pleader to move for a more
definite statement of an ambiguous or vague antecedent
pleading so that a suitable response may be framed.

From the standpoint of the rules, therefore, the fact
thy no answer has yet been filed to plaintiff's Second
Amended Petition presents no technical bar to the filing of
defendant's motion, provided the motion itself is not dila-
tory, which the plaintiff maintains but the circumstances
negate. As originally filed in 1950 the petition contained
eight claims. By permission of the Commission no answer

-was filed due to the intervention of accounting procedures,
a protracted siege of motions, a deferred intention to file
an Amended Petition, and finally the filing on October 1,
1969, of a First Amended Petition which withdrew the
prayers for relief in all of the original eight claims except
the accounting claim. Defendant answered. the First
Amended Petition promptly on November 4, 1969. New
counsel .for plaintiff was permitted on January 23, 1975,
over ohjectionvf defendant, to file a Second Amended
Petition "reformulating" the previously withdrawn non-
accounting claims First through Sixth (35 Ind: Cl. Comm.
307 (1975)). The Second Amended Petition itself was not
filed until April 12, 1976, due to much intervening activity
in the case, including the defendant's motion of April 1,
1975, to the Commission far certification of this issue to
this court, which was denied by the Commission' order of
July 9, 1975. (36 Ind. Cl. Comm. 215 (19751.) Instead of
filing an answer to the Second Amended Petition the defen-
dant elected to file its present motion on .Tune 3, 1976.

The plaintiff alleges that the pending motion is defen-
dant's first effort to attack the legal sufficiency of non-
accounting claims First through Sixth, and the Eighth

1 0 7

la I
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Claim, which were made in the original petition and are
resurrected in the Second Amended Petition, after a 51,4
year absence, but the record shows otherwise. On July 9,
1963, the defendant challenged the sufficiency of the non-
accounting claims in a motion to sever or dismiss them but,
after plaintiff's motion for an extension of time to respond,
the. Commission on August 23, 1963, denied defendant's
motion without prejudice to its later refiling. The 27-year
voyage of the case from there to here has been protracted
but not quiescent. A glance at the voluminous docket en-
tries, and the mounting pile of pleadings does not indicate
that defendant has been dilatory in restating in its present
motion a challenge to legal sufficiency whose gist was raised
before but deferred.

Overview of Pleadings

At the opening of each of the seven claims following the
First Claim in the Second Amended Petition (hereafter
constantly termed the petition") the plaintiff formally re-
states and reaffirms by reference all of the allegations in
the paragraphs supporting each of the preceding claims,
but not of course the prayers for relief in those preceding
cla0s, with one exception. While each numbered claim in
the petition has at the top a parenthetical title ostensibly
denominating the scope of the particular claim (the titles
are summarized in a table of contents accompanying the
petition), in actuality there is much duplicatld over-
lapping of allegations in the successive claims. Some of the
claims pray for relief which infringes on the relief de-
Jimmied or available in docket 229 (still pending before the
Commission and involving alleged undercompensation for
aboriginal lands ceded by plaintiff to the United States
under the Treaty of 1868), or to be dealt with separately
in the accounting claims now before the court in dockets
299, ,353, and the Seventh Claim of docket 69. The extent
of overlap and duplication with docket 229 and with the
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separated accounting eluirns. (dockets 299, 353, and the
Seventh Claim of docket. 69) will he discussed in consider-
rig the 4Vent lant's unction to dismiss particular claims on

that ground.

The eight c amis in the petition collectively allege about
seven major causes of action involving alleged violations

plaintitrs 1S50 and 1865 treaties,' titie to aboriginal and
reservation lands under the 1550 Treaty and reservation
lands under the 1868 Tr,mity, coerced negotiation of 1568
Treaty, mistreatment of the Indians in violation of fair and
,honorable dealings and guardianship standards in various
ways (sanctioned. or encouraged trespassing by third par-
ties, denial of guarantees relating to education, health, and

r , removal, of minerals, agricultural assistance, breach
of treaty obligation to construct facilities, breach of alleged
agreement to return-homelands as compensation for scout
services rendered in 1886 War against the Apaches, damage
to agricultural and' grazing land), and the demand in the
Seventh Claim for accounting. The First through Sixth
Claims aro the vital claims to consi,ler at this time, since the
Seventh Claim relating to accounting is to be separately
considered with the accounting claims constituting dockets
299 and 353 (also before the court on transfer from the
('ommission); the Eighth Claim was purportedly dismissed

e Commission yet physically reappears in the latest
without. Commission permission being visibly re-

quested:. f lowever, some mention will he made of the Sev-

Treaty of September 9 1849, 9 Stat. 974, 2 Kappler 583,
tied September 24, 1850 (hereafter "Treaty of 1850"), Treaty

1868, 15 Stat. 667, 2 Kappler 1015, ratified July 25,
hereafter "Treaty of 1868").

In the cliseussion under Part XVIII of defendant's motion,
infra, which moves the dismissal of plaintiff's Eighth Claim, We

cuss in detail the confusing procedural posture of the Eighth
which survives in the petition due to the Commission's

gratuitous ruling (36 hid, Cl. Comm. 108 (1975)), despite the
plaintiff's apparent abiindonment.

1(19.
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enth and Eighth Claims in this opinion to the
-
extent they

are addressed by ti defendant's motion.

Some of the series of eighteen roman numeral Parts of
defendant's motion to dismiss present several separate
grounds for the dismissal of each or parts of each of the
eight claims in the petition. Thus, Port I of defendant's
motion seeks dismissal of all seven non-accounting claims
-for procedural reasons. Parts II through IV seek dismissal
or a more definite statement as to the First Claim. Parts V
through VII are addressed to the Second Claim, Parts VIII
and IX to the Third Claim, Parts X and XI to the Fourth
Claim, Parts XTI through XIV to the Fifth Claim, Parts
XV and XV1 to the Sixth Claim, Part XVII to the Seve.nth
Claim, and Part XVIII to the Eighth Claim. There are
collectively about eighteen grounds urged for dismissal,
but no useful purpose would be served by describing them
in general terms at this point since they will be explained
in detail as each Part of defendant's motion unfolds,

Part I

In Part I of its motion the defendant requests dismissal
of all but the Seventh Claim of plaintiff's petition because
the other claims were voluntarily withdrawn from the orig-
inal petition by the First Amended Petition and then, with
sanction of the Commission, by its /order of January 23,
1975 (35 Tud. Cl. Comm. 315), realleged in the latest peti-

n as previously noted, Defendant claims that they are
barred by the applicable statute of limitations, 25 U.S.C.
§ 70k, which requires such claims to be filed by August 13,
1951. To this extent the motion filed June 3, 1976, consti-
tutes, in effect, defendant's belated motion for reconsidera-
tion by the Commission of its order of January 23, 1975,
supra. The plaintiff responds that Gill' 33(a) precludes a
motion for rehearing filed beyond the 30 days allowed in
that rule. GRP 33(a) is directed to rehearing of the Com-
mission's "conclusions on its findings of fact", and thus does

110



not literally apply to a ruling on a question of law such as
propriety of permitting petition amendments to reallege
previously withdrawn claims that might otherwise be time-
barred. However, (III' 33(h) applies to rehearing on errors
of law, and it clearly makes defendant's motion untimely.

Despite that fact, we shall explore the grounds. The rea-
sons given by the Commission for permitting reinstatement
of the withdrawn claims were two: (1) the First Amended
Petition withdrew only the prayers for rAelief and left stand-
ing the factual averments supporting the withdrawn pray-
ers; (2) the Seventh Claim relating to accounting, which
was left undisturbed in the First Amended Petition, for-
mally restated and reaffirmed the allegations of fact in the
other claims in the original petition. Hence, ruled the Com-
mission, "since plaintiff's proposed reformulated claims
[in the latest petition] are based on allegations of fact
which have never been withdrawn, we will grant plaintiff's
motion of July 1, 1974, to amend the petition." This despite
the earlier recognition by the Commission that all non-
accounting claims First through Sixth, and the Eighth had
been withdrawn. 31 Lid. Cl. Comm. 40, 41 (1973).

At the request of the trial judge for clarification, the
parties have filed supplemental briefs as to Part I of De-
fendant's Motion to Dismiss, in which the circumstances of
the withdrawal and later reinstatement of the non-account-
ing claims are explored and authorities are cited to support
competing views as to the validity of the Commission's au-
thorization for the reinstatement of the withdrawn claims
by allowing the filing of the latest petition.

The following facts are stated by plaintiff: The resigna-
tion of plaintiff's original counsel (Mr. Littell) on February
20, 1967, was followed on November 14, 1967, by the filing of
defendant's motion to require plaintiff to break down the
original petition into separate petitions so as to provide
greater specificity in describing the claims or, in the alter-
native, to dismiss the petition. At that time plaintiff had no

111
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counsel and did not have new counsel to succeed Mr. Littell
until. on or about November 21, 1965, when Harold Mott,
Esquire, was engaged under contract as plaintiff's counsel.
In the meantime ciefeliclant filed on March 11,1968, a motion
to dismiss for failure to prosecute which, at the instance of
Mr. Mott, was denied by Commission order of December 23,
1965. Mr. Mott sought . 1. extension of time to respond to
defendant's motion of November 14, 1967, and was on De-
cember 23. 1968, given until September 30, 1969, to file an
amended petition, which was the request made by him in
his opposition to defendant's motion to dismiss for want of
prosecution.

For reasons which are not entirely clear, but allegedly
related to Mr, Mott's inability to obtain access to Mr. Lit-
tell's records, plus the pressure of time and dearth of
sources, instuad of making the claims of the original peti-
tion more specific by dividing them into separate petitions
as defendant had requested, or in some other fashion, Mr.
Mott on October 1, 1969, filed a First Amended Petition
which withdrew the prayers for relief in all non-accounting
claims First through Sixth, and the Eighth, in the original
petition. With this the defendant Allow ed its motion of
November 14, 1967, to lapse without action, as though moot,
which indeed it seemed to be at that juncture.

Neither the reason nor authorization for Mr. Mott's ac-
tion in withdrawing all non-accounting claims is explained
in the record. Speculatively, in part it may have been due
to Mr. Mott's realization that the major demands for relief
in docket 69 duplicated demands in docket 229. (Docket 229
has been retained by the Indian Claims Commission and is
in the concluding phases of determination.) According to
the Commission (35 Ind. Cl. Comm. 307 (1975)), the record
does not indicate whether Mr. Mott had met the require-
ment of his attorney contract with the tribe that any adjust-
ment of its claim by counsel (such as voluntary withdrawal
of previously pleaded claims) would he subject to tribal
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approval. The defendant had full notice of Mr. Mott's
contract with the tribe, and thus is charged with knowledge
of the extent or absence of his authority thereunder to with-
draw claims without tribal approval. From this the plain-
tiff contends that defendant is estopped from relying on
the acts of an agent (Mr. Mott) in withdrawing claims
without tribal approval when it (the defendant) knew that
the acts were beyond the scope of Mr. Mott's agency powers,
if in fact they were.

The defendant contends that the Commission erroneously
permitted the reassertion of the withdrawn claims by
plaintiff filing a Second Amended Petition long after the
claims had been barred by the statute of limitations expir-
ing August 13, 1951, per 25 U.S.C. § 70k. In its Supplemen-
tal Response the plaintiff relies on the recognized policy of
liberality in permitting amendments to petitions under the
Indians Claims Commission Act, citing United States v.
Lower Sioux Indian Community in Minn., 207 et, Cl. 492,
519 F. 2d 1378 (1975). There the court upheld the Commis-
sion in allowing an amendment adding to a petition claims
for the taking of land to a claim for a general accounting,
even after a stipulation of settlement as to all claims except
the accounting claim had been entered into. The court's
action was based upon GRP 13(c) which, consistent with
the statute, "requires the test of notice if circumvention of
a time limitation is to be permitted on the theory of rela-
tion hack. In fact ,the rule defines that notice, permitting
'relation hank', is present only if the amendment arose out
of the same 'conduct, transaction, or occurrence' as pre-
sented in the original pleadings." Id., at 503. The court felt
that the original petition provided the requisite notice of
the enlarged claim. See also Snoqualmie Tribe of Indians v.
United State., 178 Ct. Cl. 570, 372 F.,2d 951 (1967), United
States v. Northern Paiute Nation, 183 Ct. Cl. 321, 393 F. 2d
786 (1968), and United States v. Northern Paiute Nation,
2t)3 Ct4. Cl. 46S, 490 F. 2d 954 (1974). In the; Snoqualmie

113
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case the court held that the term "presented" in the limita-
tion statute, 25 U.S.C. § 70k, "should be read liberally to
permit an amended pleading to relate back where there is
sufficient notice." In the two Northern Paiute cases the
court allowed second and third amendments to the petition
to add additional land to the claim area and to demand
compensation for the removal of resources. If on the prin-
-ipal of relation back new party and a new cause of action
can he introduced in a Case by amendment after expiration
of the statutory period forekthe filing of claims, as in the
Snoqualmie and Poiutf, cases, there is less reason to deny
the revival of original claims that were previously dismissed
tinder the circumstances described in the present case. This

particularly true where, as here, certain of the realleged
claims may be intimately related to the subject matter of
extant claims for accounting still in process, and to some
extent to the claims in docket 229 pending before the Com-
mission, thus providing the requisite notice to meet the re-
lation hack principal in GRP 13(c). No real disadvantage
to the defendant can be seen in permitting the amendments
to survive for the reasons assigned in Part I of the motion.

I of the defendant's motion for dismissal is denied
on the merits, and not merely because it is untimely.
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APPENDIX E

Ilt:YORE VIE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

No. (9

K NAVAJO TROTS 0? raitiONer

v.

Tit': UNITED STATES or AMMIC.A9 Delgada's:

Tins Amondad Whoa

To Th Honorable Commissio
Of The Indian Claims Cantinas

The petition is amended by deleting paragraphs 10, 10,
19, 21, 2.3, 25 and 2$), thereby withdraWing from considers-
tion herein the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and
eighth chums.

lie peetfully submitted,

/14/ HAKIM) Ei MUTT
F.. Mott

First National Bank Bldg, Faxst
SIlite 304
5301 Central Avenue,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108

Claims Attorney,
Phivajo Tribe of hodiau
,Itiorowy of lteeord

1 1 5
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(

;.). &Tufts. Within twelve (12) 1 of the date of this
contract, the Arrou.i.:v shall furtrish at written report to the
'ano: and Sycni.:ASN' upon the status of the claims, setting
forth the amount and natureof each claim, 1,11(1 18.4111113 of

fact and law involved, an assessment of the work completed
and remaining to lie done, an estiinate of the time that will
be required to set IL/V 1111111 judgment or other appropriate
disposition, and a pograM for its proseeutiqn. Such report
shall be supplemented eneh six (iii) months throughout the..
term of this contract,

G. Compromises and Settlements. Any cozhpromise, set-
'lent or other adjustment of the claims shall be subject

o the approval of the TRIBE and the SECHRTARY.

7. Assignments. No assignment of the obligations of this
contract, in whole or in part, and no assignment or Cl1C11111-,
branec of any interest in the comisqmation to be paid herein
shlil be made without the consent, previously obtained, of
the Twin. and the SEc try.al ; anv such assignment or en-
cumbrance in %ola provisions of this intragraph,
shall operate to ter tract. 1n the event of such
terniinathin, no person .est in this contract
or' in the compensat 1rov ideal fret eatnder shall he entitled
to :an compensiAion whatsoever for services rendered sub-
Sclint'llt to the (hoe of termination.
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August 22, 1968

Memorandum to Contract Files fox Naval° Cues in Dockei
Numbered: O. 229. 24 353

From :' Donald klyde

Mr. Harold E. Mott, General Counsel for the avajo' Tribe
of Indians, was elected Claims Attorney for le Navajo
Tribe by the Navajo-Tribal Council-on April 2 1968 and a
contract of employment between Mr. Mott as such claims
attorney -and the Navajo Tribe was executed by the parties
on June 6, 1968. This contract of employment, however, was c
disapproved, by thoiDepartinent of the InterApr. AI Assilst-
ant ' stagy "he. Interior advised ittr.:14.9,tt and the
TfilA iy letter, of certain amendments that Mr\ Mott end
the Tri w 'could make that would make the contract accept-
able to the Departnipit, so Mr. Lovell of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs advised the Commission" ay (by tele-
phone). Mr:Lovell thoughtit might he a matter of a few
weeks before the contract will he eventually approved (after
appropriate amendments are made in it).

lot
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APPENDIX 3
IN TILE STATIII4 COURT OF *CLAIMS

THE NAVXJ0 TRIBE OF tNDIANS

v.

TIM UNITED ASTATili

Before FRIEDMAN, Chief Judge, COV/RN, Sesibr Judge
and ShLITH, ludyc.

Ordsr

plaintiff has filed a motion for clarification of our
aicaaa of June 197!), in which we dismissed claims 1
nigh 6 and claim S. in so.doing, we stated that "This'

dismissal is without prejudice 'to the plaintiff's assertion
of any of these claims in other dockets involving the plain-
tiff if those claims ill fact are present in those dockets."
( Vootnote I ). Plaintiff now asserts that in.tliis footnote-we
contemplated the possibility that the dismissed claims still
might lw asserted as part of claim ,7 in doCket,' No. 69, a
general au elnito Mutt has been consolidated with
the itecounting claims in 4100441, Nos. 19 and 2,53., and
which therefore was not before us.

Plaintiff is mistaken. Footnote 1 wets intended to make
ciyar that (It.:pite the dismissal of claims 1 through 6 and
claim 8, those claims could be asserted in the other pending
dockets ( Nos. .2211;299 and 351) if in fact they "are present
ill those dockets." The determination wheth©r the dismissed
claims ere so present is a matter for the trial judge. Ob-
viously, we would no have distribseoi claims 1 through 6 and
claim 8 in docket No. 69 if we had oontentplatNI that all of
those claims could be fully pressed under claim 7 in that
docket. To the contrary, we held that plaintiff's previous

1
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'zr.l'ORE THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION

THE JICARILLA APACHE TRIBE'OF )

THE JICARILLA APACHE INDIAN )

RESERVAlION, NEA ME11CO, )

)

Petitioner, ) Docket No. 22A

)

v. )

)

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )

)

Respondent. )

THE PUE
ET AL.,

OF SAN ruaatssc

Ptitionere

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Defendant.

IF E PUE3L0 OF SANTO DOMINGO,

Petitioner,

THE UNITED STATES CF AMERICA,

Ihrt andant.

LC OF SANTA CLARA,

Petitioner,

v.

THE UNITED SarES OF AMERICA,

Defendant.

Docket No. 354

Docket No. 355

)

)

)

) Docket No. 356

)

)

)

)

)
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THE PUEBLO OF TAOS, )

)

Petitioner, )

) Docket No. 357
v. )

)

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, )

)

Defendant. )

THE PUEBLO OF MEE,

di Petitioner,

T.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Defendant.

Docket No. 358

MOTION TO VACATE STTPDIATIONS
-FILED AR L, 1959

now the defendant, by its Assistant Attorney General,

and moves this Commission for an order vacating and striking from

the record in the shove-eetitled cases, the stipulations filed by

the petitioner in Docket No. 22A on Ms7 L, 1959. This melon is

made on the fallowing groundes

1. Said stipulations diminish the aboriginal claim of the

Jicarills Apaches as set forth in the amended petition on fills in

Docket No. 22A.

2. The petitioner in Docket No. 22A has presented evidence,

by expert testimony, which purports to show the exclusive use and
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-3-

occupancy by the Jioarilla Apaches of the areas which said stipu-

lations now purport to relinquish to other Indian claimants.

3. The said atipulationa, being an attempt to adjust a

claim alleged and purportedly proved by the Jicarilla Apaches

cannot be adjusted without the consent of the Commiesioner

Indian Affair, and the Jicarilla Apache Tribal Council.

4. That the petitioner, during the first hearing in this case,

specifically stated that it claimed the areas which it now seeks to

relinquis (Tr. 560).

In rt of this motion defendant at...otos:

1. That by his contract with the acorilla Apache Tribe of the

Jicarilla Apache Indian Reservation, New Mcmico, the attorney for

said tribe i> prohibited from making any adjustment of any claim

pending on behalf of the tribe without the approval of the Commissioner

of Indian Affairs.

2. That it appears that the stipulations filed on ".ay 1959

with the Commission arc an attempt to make an adjustment of the claim

of the Jicarilla Apache Tribe without the approval of the Commissioner

of Indian Affairs.

3. That such an attempt on the part of the attorney for the

Jtcarilla Apache Tribe is an act outside the scope of his employment

as more fully appears from his contract of employment on file with

the Commission.

1 3
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That nnither this ',ommi!sion nor any court has the power

to enlarge tt.e scope of the attorney's employment witho,tt the

ctnsont of the .;icarilla Apache Tribe and the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs.

the stipulations filed on May 4 purport to do

something wich the Jicarilla Apache attorney is expreisly, by his

contract, prohibited from doing without the consent of the

-ommaseicner cf Ind.! In Affairs and the Jicarilla Apache Tribe.

consent of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and

the lla ,pache -:ribe not having been given, t:e said stipu-

latIcnm are a nullity And should be expunged from the record in these

canes.

7. .%.t thv letter of the attorney the petitioner in

:,ccket t:--n.:mitting the said stipulations, states t.h.lt

maid sti2ulat:,-nn .;re based on the best eridunce available to the

respective including the Jicarilla Apache Tribe.

7h,st heretofore and during the week of Cecember 1, 1953, I

near-Ir.,,, 14;13 held cn the Jicarilla Apache claim and at such

ne..1%ng tr.e petit'n.er of the testimony of two expert witnesses,

7 rt 1. fhomas, torian, and r. Frank C. Hibben,

Mthropolcist-

in,,t both Mama:, and hi'aben testified that tt;e

oz: nd exulusive17 used the areas which the said

stipulatir,ns Zow -ttempt to relinquish to the claimants in Cookets
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Nos. 354, 355, 356, 357 and 353.

1C. That the attorney for the petitioner in Docket No. 22A

is repudiating the testimony of his own experts given at the

hearings of December 1-5, 1958 when he states that "* * * the

nest evidence available * * *" shows that his own experts

testimony is not to be relied upon.

11. That the action of the attorney for the petitioner in

Docket No. 22A, in repudiating the testimony of his own experts,

should certainly be carefully considered by'the Commission before

allowing stipulations, which in essence repudiate such testimony

to remain in the record of these cases,

AHEREFORZ, defendant requests:

1. that the Commission enter an order directing the stipulations

filed by the petitioner in Docket No, 22A on May 4, 1959 be expunged

and stricken from the record in these cases.

2. That pursuant to Section 22(a) of the Commission's Rules of

Procedure, an oral hearing be held hereon.

Respectfully submitted,

PERRT 4. MORTON
Assistant Attorney General

i11iam H. Lundin
Attorney
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I hereby certify that on the /1-7 day of May, 1959

one (1) copy of the above and foregoing motion was mailed to

each of the attorneys of record in the above- captioned caws

as follows:

Docket No. 22A Guy Martin, Esquire
910 - 17th Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Dockets Nos. 354, Darwin P. Kingsley, Jr., Esq.
355, 356, 357 and 230 Park Avenue
358 New Tork 17, New Tork

am . din
Attorney

126
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txtuarr, 0-
Wail TEE AVIAN MAINS cati=aai

TEL aurazu AN= MBE CV
TS! JICARIIIL SPA= LKD*AN
Izzarra Ica, NEW mUlco,,

Patitiansr,

T.

Isz UNITED STITES a AKERICA,

Demadant.

TE3 PEIT131,0 a? TAGS,

Petitioner,

7.

THE STASES OF ANTAICA,

Defendant.

Docket No. 22-A

Dockat $0. 357.

11RDIN AMOS= STXPUIATICU

Coming on for consideration the Stipulation between the attorrugrs
at the pgrties to the above =Wowed sod entitled csuiss filed herein
au Noy L, 1959 which Stipulation has beau approved 4r the Commissioner
ot Indian Affairs, as Shown by lunar dated July 10, 1959, addressed to
Martin and Burt, Attorneys st Lir, (rogr of which is tiled with this
Cammissian); and this Commission being of the opinion that said StipuLttion
should be appromad;

ly IS =EST MEM AID DIM= that said Stipulation by filed IS
a part of the record in the above asuses and that some ba and it is

hershr in all things allowed and spprorsd.

Dated at Nrilshh4ton, D. C., this ?1st dgr at :1117, 1959.

rat; S. Witt
comsailonorl,

Ulu M. Solt

127
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...;..
._ 7 'I. ;

STIPOZATIMO

It is hereby atipulated and agreed betweem the neer/1U erode tribe

of the aoarilla Apses* lemervatime, Sew Mnaloe, Fekittseer is

Docket Sean end the Pueblo of Saute Domingo, Petitioner in Ceekst 3551

(a) that the northern bounden- lloo of the lead elate assorted by

the %able of Sante Malmo La Casket RC. is defined In relevant pert

as follows.

From therein% where Permits Canyon intersects the south
boaster, of the Canada de Cochiti Orant, saw 3S0LC1131/ 3,
1E0761 V, glom Perelta Cams is Is Jars Spring, near
35%21 3, 106°3211 VI theses moutbeeetesl to Sear Spribli
at a point as the math beendary of the Caned' de Cookiti
&set near the intarsoottost of the Sias of 35%013), I with
the line of 204°35# V.

(b) that the southern and outman boundaries of -th land alai* asserted

by the Pueblo be defined in rolevakt part es follows.

?lees a point near 39231 1f, 106°201 V enwthesterly to
point near 3512161 Y, 100121:0W, tnzedistaly north of Colden,
thence northeasterly to a point near 35028130' I, 106°8' 14

It is further stipulated and agreed Wit the Jicerilla Apache Tribe

of the acarilla Apache radian Reeerration diaelaiwa err area lring

innedistell mouth at the line defined weeder (a) aed Imwetiateir north sad

west of the line defined under (a) lad that the ?sable of Santo Dimino

disoleime any arse lying earth of the defined line ender (a) and south

and east of the line Waned under (b) cram ether erase still olaleed

by Petitioners in 2ocket De. 21A and it is fliwther agreed that copies of this

stipulation 041 bo filed in libckste Sas. 22A and 35f, respectively.

et DDT KARTS?
=mut=
Attar:who* Petitioner* in DOckat No. 22A

al DARWIN KINDBUY,

Attorow for PstItiossr to Docket We 355
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IJIMT3 3TATI3
CrIPAIMIT NM=
Berens of an Affairs

Wash:thetas* 2, D. C.

Martin and ibrt
Attorneys at Law
gam
Washington e, D. C.

elentlemen

TM: reitpoods to your letters of June 3 and 23, con-
cerning the ad ivrtrant of claim, of the Jleart lla Apache ?Ws*
ineolvrd in Decks& 22-A titters the Wien elsINIS

151 79=1° letter of June 3, yen stated that the area
eiained hy the steartllas cows apprectimately 46,4300,CCO acres of
lard and that certain other trAtee in their petitions tried before
the Coerriselon allayed that certain peelers of these lands were
ri ghtftilly theirs either by enelsaire sae and occupancy or It,
virtue of title grunted by treaty. Serail of these overlasgrit
nous will here to be decided b the Coneission on the basis et
wtitence "striitted before it. Too state. hawewer. that flee
relativel7 wall tracts of land within the lamer territory have
bean by serious Pueblos. The tracts are it on a
map which yes enclo-ed with your letter. The Pueblos have been
loined as mart/stain Docket 22-A for the purpose of consiaering%
these overlapping clams.

Tear letter of June 3 also advised that the alarm's
for both the Jicarilla Apache Tribe end the Pumblos have fully
zonstiered all the facts pertaining to these overlapping areas and
that you have mutually reached certain conclusions which are
deemed to be the best Interest of both "romps. Theme conch-
es:Jos have been embodied in five etipolattons between the Pueblo
and the Jicar illa Apache Tribe, wbereb the arleinal claim of the
said Apache Tribe has been redefined so that certain mull areas
are released to the Pueblos. Copies of the stipulations accem..
period your letter. The stipulations were filed with the lzdian
Claims Cmmmismtnn, but the Doverrment memmd to vacate raid
stipulations on the theory that the attorneys for the Jicarilla
Asaches are orchillted by their attorney contract from making
ans. compromise, settlement or adjuatsent of any claim of the

29-6so
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tribe. The Indian Distils Commiscrian requested that you submit the
stipulations for the Comeissioneri approval.

The tertian of the attorney contract in gnoetion medal

wOmmornsItes' The said Attornoy shall make no ccepreel**,
settlement, or Westmont of any claim pending on bebop' of
the Tribe. or that maybe brought under title contract; nor
shall the Attorney agree to a termination of any claims
prectedire At in imtermdetiate stage without this approver of
the Coreeissioner of Lefton Affairs."

In concluding year letter of June 3, you stated your belief
that it in in the beet interest of the JicarIlle roach* Tribe to
muicute the sttrolationa ee that res may be ershled to proceed with
the C25 vithoutithis slcment of conflictublebotherwlse rimy
the proceedings for several years.

Its your letter of lune 23 and at a confer ence of the same
date in the orrice of the Otputy Solicitor for this renarteent, you
indicated the substantives reasons why Toe have ettemluded that the
boundaries of the .71J:wiliest claims should he redefined In
aceorlanee 'A the stiptslations. 3asliet11,Y, these are that research
slide after fillne the retition in Doe'ret 2P-A disclosed that the
Jicarillem have no oedema which .can reaeorebly re eeTected
prvail ev.r the evidence of nee and occupancy which the Pueblo,
can show 'or the relatively er'e11 areas which them slain within the
-apprerinatelm. 11,,^O(.°' r scree rlesed 'zir the Jirar4rtse The
associate Attorney of the attorney employed by the Pueblos in
letterrtated June ?3 has sobstentiated 7eut- lrfnr-attion es to the
nature of the evidenre of use and °cc-marry lob/ Mh the Puehloe bore.

Trsn letter of Tare 23 WI 41,(4719,1tri. 9:".. a .4.statorsent
signed IT, ih-eo 7,ersons elateire to ronstitnte a maim-It-7 of the
?"leacutive Co-msittee of the Jicarilis Apache Trihn. 'ids statement

to the effeet that the emery have discus%sr the stimuleleins
with you rni aro satisfied that they are in the hest interest or
the K rn'.rs approve the esektation moo nung of the
stiTmlaticne In 2o6:ort 22 -A. Ton estate -in ;tour letter that a
formal rrenlution vorrrrir.o; the stirulatlons on the rant of the
tribe itself will M fantarried in the rm ar Nture.

On the basis of the foronvitte information. we have no
ohlection to the .ortt fieitdOrt of the Jicarillas. claim in Docket 22-A,
as provided in the stipulations enolosied with your letter of Jona 3.

130

Sincaroly yours

s/ *bones M. Itaid
Assistont Corictoolonal'i
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THE PUE3L0 CF TAGS.

Pirelli° Ler,

v.

THE UNITED $T.ITY.5 OF A)44:ile..A,

Deleodant.

THE 1PUZ3I..0 CF NAMBE.

Petition

v.

THE UNITED STATES OF .04=1C.441..

Defendant.

Docket No. 357

Docket No. 358

CSPONSE or PETITIONZ.R. S. THE JICAFULLA
APACH.r.: T3.131:. TO DZFENDANT5 MOTION TO

VACATI: 3ITIPUL.VIICAM

Petitioner, the Jicarilla Apache'Tribe, by its attorIneys

movie this Corn:nisei= for an order denying in full D4111111114)12111 motion

to vacate stipuiatione filed May d, 1959,

1. Conferences with attorneys for the Pueblo tribes indicated

that there is a reasonable doubt as to the exclusivenesa of the Sicarilla

use and occupancy of the lands to which the stipulations involved here

relate. It should be noted that the Pueblos were an agricultura.1 tribe

as contrasted with the Jicarillam, who were hunters, and an said deter-

agouti= at their respective boundaries one hundr later is not

poesible. For this reason the export testimony on behalf o the Jloerillai

Docket No. 22A, all to these partici:tar lands in question. necessarily

deliaeated the boundaries with a broad brush aad with an acknowledged

lack of precision,

2. The stipulations in question ailed, lice than 1% of the t

he Jicarilla's claim in Dcititet No. 22.A, This is in no s:nse
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A -o;r O.? LSI int .)r adjuotnlerit rf the c cia rirYt. becauee

that Lacits.iv .:Ipplids in c a.31fir 3mien. suttlornent and adjustment at

the entire claim: and second, becaure the dirnination of in irea to

ch substantial dwlit hs-hien riiaed is rtzt A compromise. sett's-

ar Adj{.1StFrilllt rust 3 rifilgtenlerli the basic claim. indeed. 'this

Is 412 il'Arrn...tiv resFonsibility ccurzsel LA their procedirsigs

It y.s the thzuiiht the parties thrt the stipulations would facilitate

disposition )f the proceedings and that they would be of 3111iii3nC to

this C31113:rlaei4g3 to ita ulthreate resolution of the basic i sues involved

in this claim.

3. The Government's argument would lead lo 4 conclusion

that h commissinner 21 Indian Afters would be required to avprov

the Tribe's ,ornelaict Any sinsadrnants. Any stipulations credo in open

inhis b.:fore tan L."..:.cr.rniseiwa. ar..ny dIC:bil by the attorneys which

rr.ight r t e tiit SA the loss :1 C ampensation 1i arnall, portiarss feral
.=-

Such intr;.ret itiots is inconsistent *ith An y's duty to his client.

4. V rssi.sctfully submit that the riafortd.Int'i :notion to strike

the stii.u1..,tlons Is frivolous 4 Ad SA 0141d be eumsnorily denied.

1)y T. y :',l -y

N-60 IG

Guy Martin
Attorrey for Petitionrs

T.
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C-::.1TIFICATZ OF SZ:1V CZ

1 hereby :artily that Jo the 2Cth day a May, 1959

one copy .71 the abov foregoing FLaivose to Cefandants
Motion *4: Je livered by hand to William Lundin. repartonent

Justic, Attorney for Zelenciaot, and to risrwin P. King lay,
Jr. Esq. , c, a Richard L:chater. .1ttarney of Record in Docket
Noe. 354, 355, 356. 357 and 355.

c),

Guy Martin

13 4
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which erases raised by exception should be
sent directly to trial, as to whoh issues the
parties should be directed or permitted to
fur motions far summary judgment, wh.ch
issues should be clarified by further filings
or submissions by plaintiff of defendant
and, if motion to dismiss or for summary
judgment is allowed to be filed, whether
trial judge or court should initially decide
that d:vpositive motion Indian Claims
CoronOs-,on Art, § I et seq., 25 1.1S.C.A
§ 70 et ta-q

2. United States essl05
01.;retivt claims

litigation should always be to cone ude liti-
gation as speedily and simply as feasible,
without needless or burdensome st,^ps or
complications Indian Claims Commission
Act, $ I et seq 25 SCA. $ 70 et seq.

3. United Starr eroloa
Thtr mat he an end to the fil:ng of

evrept4 ns Is existing acroJnt-eg reports in
ht-rounting cases. thus, supplernen-

Lal fired before judge must be
the last Ir.dian Cla:rne Cyr- .mission Act,
§ I et see , 2.5 S CA E 70 et seq

Thr NAVAJO TRIBE OF INDIANS

v.

The UNITED STATES.

No.. if. 297 and 353.

United Stales Court 0( Claims.

28. 7980.

Ti. ..ndr the Indian Cl., -r,s
Act %lit rt,;*ct 14, acrour-. ng

rlre.7-.! of the Netsjo 'rte, parties ne.oht
rev 4. of 'rill judge, r..,lings. The Curt
of held that (I) trial
court properly decided that certain claims

dismissed as barred by limitat;;_ns
and projerly ruled that die missed els:ms
could not t asserted as part of general
srceunting Maim, (2) trial judge's loviition
on aopitcation ff fiduciary relationship to
AC ..rtng claim.' was proper. (3) truss re-

Istoeen Crovirr.-4,1,t and
tril Ault on Gt, rr-Trt:nt's 'Qr. to
arr.,...rIt for it rr.kongtrorrit Of tribe's
1,er. ,t c:,,d,r11; .rr-Nuntinr for ;It-rival of
*aka of f:ri-daniaged t!mlier, (4) .tr.to
roar o'C,r Cr 17, tO1K.f treat) Co.
14,r.r1 trial ;wig< acted within his
docri Iron run.:ruing I' Crtain !lea \cage
lion IF request for accounting. (G) rerraind
as repaired for ComOri. ration of cla
uith respect to Gov er-nms.nt's (+ligation to
mile travel fund, productive either by de-
hositing the m in into:relit-1K aring account or
Gt inesting them friitfully. (7)

rrrtent'4 aunt, under iffac Treaty to pro-
vide triuration for Naiajot lasted fur no
more than ten veers: and (5) ether
require-a reronsidrntioe,

Fa rr and( rt

J. United States 0.105
In Indian aorount;ng (dies, once plain

tiff has filed eviviit ions to an ounting, trial
judge should not inochaniralty allots dr.
fendant to file notions to dismiss or to
sinke, or for more ApIlifIC 'tali went, rat h.
rr, tnal judge should dtcide in each in-
stance, Isrhaps sifter pretrial conference.

981

4 United States owl05
In loigatior. under Indian Claims Corn-

mirs'ion Act relating to accounting claims of
tiaiajo tribe, trial judge properly dismissed
certain claims and ruled that they could not
be asserted as part of another general
accounting claim. Indian Claims Commis.

ct, $ I et seq , 25 U.S.C.A. VliPet seq.

S. Fraud DSO
F:vietence vel non ry refs-

ship ran be inferred from nature of
trensaction or activoy.

S. Indians cosi
Where federal Government takes on or

has control or supervision over Indian tribal
monies or properties., fiduciar) relationship
normal), exists otth respect to such monies
or properties unless Congress has provided
otherwise, even though nothing is said es-
pros]) in authoriring or underlying Minute
or other fundamental document clout trust
fund or trust or fiduciary connection.

V
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7. United States 40..165
Application of fiduciary relationship

was proper with IVflOtt to S0001.1111ille

CLA'rlts Or Navajo tribe under Indian Claims
mission Act. Indian Claims Commis-
Act. S I et seq.. 25 1J.SC,A 6 'TO et seq.

A, Indiana

Trust rel.! ip between Govern-
ment And N1aNsio tribe emoted duty, on
t',.,rnrnent'spart, to account for its man-
arvmrnt of tntir's timber, including IA
accounting for proceeds of sales of fire-
damaged timber Act Mar. 4. 1913. 37 Stat.
10:5. Treaty with the Navajo Indians, arts.
1 et seq., 2, 15 Stat 667

9, Indiana 10+3
('.,nu-art such as Indian treaties should

sgrutmirirt tahother f
. duties of (1,-,i..rr inert wort nek

In I lian Cs-3
In the u.e of Inlian In at funds,

r r.rw --I rs - .infect lo fir jc are ACC,,Unt-
,.r.rwplt-, nth.% of A !.,/ thtr s!,,,rt

Jr. :-. at L-es ra, 1-%

Ili Indira. 3
Wht rr (%, r nrivri!, zrti' at flduc
ha, Ti ch..rgoi w,..-ea to

writ, ihf, Aru:slIt lanrf,ted
C- I r. n. nt nr .,!1 r St.,rri q. or has

''I' nil funds 3pv.pri4ted for
IfIdAn in milliner proi,ded Or

tr.41, cuch Arc prrig.tly et-
Li) Anti mi. lw' rormq std b? an Indi-

an Ir.1K tr.1.4 can only

ft..r .re.; ropyr (.+;ne,turrs to retent
that %h.. I d nfr..ct". to ,111Ch

rti`TA n1 101111 an Claims
rn,ssion Act, 6 2, SC A f 7(14,

12 Iniii4r
(Imre f mire.. hac appropfla ter! muntl

spt cif,rmlly for IndiAn tw:nefit, tribe
has icy.,ntimate right th 1.nom whether any
of t hose apprnpriAlions t crc 4. d to non-

krrwfw-lancs rn rontr.oention
pro;Tatton Act.3

13. Indiana s6
To maser interust or damages for r._-

investment of India!: trust funds, Inchu,
mutt show statutory. treaty, or eonuut
authority eal)ing for payment of interest w
for investment of tri1111 funds-

14. United States 41E1.1435

In litigation under Indian Claim, Cam.
Act with relied to amounting

claims of Navajo tribe,' remand was re..
quired for consideration of estoist of
Government's obligation to make tribal
funds productive either by depositing theta
in inteest-bearing accounts or by imetting
then fruitfully. Indian Claims Conirnitsios
Act, S 1 et seq., 2.5 U.SC.A 5 70 it ail,

15. Indiaqa 043 .

Cot ernment's of :,gatior under IF6F
trvat) with Navajo tribe to ; :et cobJca-

lion fc.4- Na%,tf.os lar,c1 no rr re than ten
)cars Art Mat V, 2i, 37 S-at 561;
Act .temp 24, 1431. 1L-37.

N'eI1 Am C N.41 .

alturity of noun& fr D.3

N M.' 10,r1 W,-
Book.u, N M., oa:-.tv.;r-kcl

11-can Tturt47nort, %Vast.. I) C.,

with whom was Asst Atty G4.r. Jar.* W.
Moor rr,a O. Washington. D C for r. f, nd-
ant Marvin E Sohn. A 1.f MOcur,

Cyt-orge R 1I)de ind Glen R,

tVash,rgton, I), C.. of counsel

Charles A Hobbs, tt-ahirir.(A. D Ce for
The Three. Affi.."41tc Trits.f: of 7
Rcrthnk1 114,4er-%atior, Ar,getc A lifiarols,
'Wokshir.gtori, D C , the Ncz Pove Tribe
of the Nez force P. 4reat,m, J.rrc C
Straus, NVa,hir.rtiin. I C . for tn. Flarkfcrt
and Fort 11..'krai, I, neat,. t .ri FT.01,,

L Horn, Wa4h;rton. D C . for the
Shoshont-Ranni.4-14 Tr '-es of the Fri Hall
Re.scriatiim. amici cu.:ae Cra-

gun 1. IR:arker, Patric,a L Brn.. n and Robin
A-Friedman, Wathinglon, D. C, of 4.1unftl

Hefore Ffili;1MAN. Chief ',wire, and
DAVIS onti
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ON REQUESTS FOR It VIEW OF which is oew before us on requests for
TRIAL JUDGES OPINION review by both sides!

DAVIS, Judge:

perhaps the meet complex and trouble-
jocine of the remaining litigations. under the
if,diaa Claims Gommincloa Act am the
0..cootie( claims af the Navajo 1 rite (Nee
0. ate and 152). Siam the treader of
ewer cease to us from the Gennsision in
parember /Pk the soon has already
passed fire times upon separate aspects of
nor or another of the claims.' The present
weal concerns another very late* chunk
of those a..ouiunting problems.

The nutria of the omit, as it comes to us,
cyclists a aeries of six accounting reports
filed by the Government in ISSI, 1251
and 1961 with respect to these so:ousting
claims -minty in docket No. p. With the
pccmiclior of the Commission. the Tribe

su-retaimly. numerous exceptions to
these reports The exceptions now before
,,. are the supplementary exceptions. The
Government then filed a m-lion to dismiu
rot-el of these supplementary exec). -ions (or
to strike or for a more definite statement),
Li1,-1g its reasons in 115 separate parts of
its motions Trial Judge Berniisrdt has la-
terlously and casrefully considered all as-
pects of this motion in an opinion (filed
sc)ic,mlicr 19, )978) c.! some 168 pages

) Nei eio Tribe L'rlifec Sial04. 211 Ct CI
5J4, F 2d 792 Met 4976). cent denied, 441 1..! S
944, 99 S Ci 2163, 60 L Ed 2d 1946 (1979J.
si an ri b. v United Slates. 220 CI C2,
Sul F 2d 136.2 (April 1979), haiato Th.* v.
L Stains. 220 CI CI 597 F 24 1367
I ril 1979). hetaici Trolly r ringed Store',
77° Ct CI -. 601 F 24 536 (June 1979). (Cl

Feb 79 1910 aiato TrItv i 4.1rw.d
222 CI CI . 610 F 2d 766 (iDec 1979)

2 7'ie ,nil ',Age (flit us Mil the excepouns
and mi-uun Imes br).,rr him 46.preiatiNi 739
pJloes

3 it e Inal s .pinion of September 19,
1978 l,)-w 00 ,ri4,$) C3'1,1 not CD% et number
of alti.tional accountins rapers flIed by the
1._ nrhent n June 1975 rod latet

4 rn. landardia are Al follow./ 111pon a
0., of ettfa-fdinr% rirruleitancs where

ri.(r0,npl. :.,ant ID the said
tut l.ling) wn..i1 ,rrerlrbi, .n)6114.

,- ;to- -tine par( ,Ar atiOn r-anA.'. the e.,...fet trIt COull Or Pi 1te

I

(her first teat is to deer the fieldto
'operate tut the Items which we should
review at this time frees these interkeutory
rulings which are net appropriate for
primal appellate ossmideesties but should
be far review (to the *dent the issues
survive) at the final conclusion of the Trial
Division's determlasties. In Navajo-Tr*,
WPM 2110 CUM. at , 527 F.2d at

(DM), the cobrt decided that it would
automatically review, es of right, decisions
of the Trial Divisios es dispceitive motions
In transferred Indian cases. The corollary
of that ruling is that interlocutory, pm*.
dural rulings of the trial judges are not to
be reviewed as of right unless certified by
the trial judge under Rule 55(ck2)(1). In
the absence of certification. rich procedural
rulings will not be reviewed on an interior.
utory basis unless the strict conditions of
Rule 53(cX2Xiir are satisfied' Those are
the provisions for irclerlocutory review
which govern all non-appeal ones being
handled in this court by s trial judge. No
exception exist* for Indian eases or. more
specifically, for Indian accounting eases

parties In general, the pour). of the coon is
that proceedings before (nil judges will not be
interns-led by appeals to the court for pert.
meal derermiroarboos *oat the court will dead
with the emu" case or a prowl) severed as-
pect thereof. an a single occasion oisly
mere fats that defenning correction of the trial
Judge's alleged MIX to flue court's review al
the trial judge's final decision may lead to a
remand for a new Ina), or for the taking of
further evidence. or for reconsrderation by the
trial ,orige, or may cause deo, in the ultimate
driposition of the case, wlA not be deemed. by
itself, to satisfy the standards a subdivisPon
(u)"

I. The rule that disposorve motions or decisions
torn, automat/cony to the coon 43034 nos en-
compass any sub role that rnterlocutory retat
leis (on other subjects or claims) u hich happen
to he included Hi I he Same opiiiion become
re. .4-t, auto- as of right soopl. ber_sr the re
ma-.4- in the same optoton as a d spoluve rul-

yn a ttp.riale lubJ(C1 or (1-1077

137
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In our view, most of the trial judge's
rulings now brought bzfore us fall into the
category of interlocrtory procedural deci-
sions which do not merit prompt or immedi-
ate review under Rule S3(cX2Xii)' On the
Government's appeal, assay of the chal-
lenged rulings deal with web routine proce-
dural, non-diapositive matters as (a) the
need for a more definite statement of
plaintiffs exception, (b) the necessity to
ite specific statutes as the basis for an

exception, (e) citation of irrelevant or incor-
rect statutes in an exception, (d) whether
Inter filings or submissions by the defend-
ant, or actions of the trial judge or the
court, hose mooted or answered an eicCtpp
Lion by the plaintiff, (t) whether plaintiff
or defendant has better seems to certain
information or records, (f) whether the
Cosernment should hand over or make
as 1314LIV to the Tribe certain records, docu-
ments. or matenals (g) hew far the
Grnernment mutt go in explaining to plain-
tiff its ha neling of trilis' funds or property,
(S) deferral of decision by the trial judge
until further clarification by the partial or

ail a Inter stage in the ;iron cdings.f (i)
hether certain itAdes art more iNirt.pri

Airl% ct:- ,dead in later or ...p.aste pro-
c.t.i.nto, (I) den,al ty the tnwl judge of
part.. of the cieftnriant's motion to cf;srniss
Nr1 c-arrptiun 14 It t.UUt i..rejud,ce to the
Go" rrirnentls later renews: of the WTI!

(h) r',iirns by the Goserriment that
pla,nt,ffs ha'. split a single cause of action,
(1) r ,nsolidat ion of Carious claims, and (m)
rul.r.y.7, on C.aintifrs motion to renew inter.

ores in addition, the dd.( -"lant corn-
en) stal.rients in the trial

t,pfn.on A 1.)ch arecli0Q'y d.rta or
ol,...r.atr.ns rather than firm

tt'e include ,n the sane iligr of
r..!., ss 1,old.r.gs IF a: the facts

At or de .enped per't
cf al, kcni ,i,n at tr;

(trier

1be /nal jutike ea crrnf ,rel nor., of the
s. far, re,ie., po,%1GI, bee aute r r c,n,deed

,..41d tie ,.ed as of ni,n1 by cht,

7. / Ar c I al pdOg Orf,reel dtc;%on
.s... .!Ch hr hc, seit (.,n1/o7;e4

t. Or OW, of Its fowl (et no/ .el At

1138

For its part, plaintiff raises such maps.
rabic procedural, non-dispaeitiee insets as
(a) whether the citation in as eseeptissa
(*rude legislation is reclusive or Multi,.

(b) the amount and detail of govern.
went inforination la which the Tribe is esti.
tied; (c) the amount of specification nlich
may be required of plaintiff at the ramp.
bon gauge of the accountieg proceeding; (d)
deferral of rulings by the trial judge song
later stage of the proceedings: and (e) rsl-
iags (or failures to nit) so burden of pod
and the burden of going forward with the
evidence. Like the Government. the Tribe
also challenges some plain dicta in the trial
11,bdirea opinion.

We see no adequate reason why we
should pass at this time on procedural or
non-dispositive rulings of this type_ They
are truly interlocutory, subject to the trial
judge's discretion, and may "wash out" in
tlht course of the further proceedings. Nor
do they meet our normal standards for im.
mediate, interlocutory review (a.s described
shoe) If we were to review, as of right,
such rulings or staterntn's in Indian
accounting cases, we would be undertaking
an enormous, perhaps impossible, burden
as this case demonstrates conclusivel)
uithout concomitant bc:,efit to the proceed
tags or the litigatior,. We would also be
prolonging these Indian hcceuntings by a:I
the months nerit-d for the submission. ar-
gument, and decision of numerous interloc
utory appeals

Accordingly, we decl.:.ne now to consider
or rule upon all parts of Trial Judge Bern.
hatch's dt-eisnn except those portions spe-

cifically mentioned and considered in tie
frowns ri ,C1:5,i0r11Perts 111-X of this upl.t
ion) Thc group of rulings which we 5bi:1

not Cf.n.:riee McIU/leg, IS %.; ell, the terrier tS

Of the trial judge's Opin:nn to which nellh7
parts has escepted, and in addition erns r.

sued or decided by us al the rime he rtrobrreti
hN elrot/ortpariatu/sry the N4,41)0 rflte
(Vat, supra 215 Ct 9/6 2111 192 in.

*Of, Mc the cosrraer of the 1,,than Clams Clon-
Aci of vin, og orc-rn-g

ito- Auguti IWS
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'z.,,cedui-ai questions with diapositive facets trial judge or the court should
overtones which we deem unworthy of tide that diapositive motion.

eta coreideration at this stage.

la declining to consider these parts of the
voit iodises opinion, Ire do not adopt or
resist to adopt them. Move than that, we
riithwr approve nor reject them, nor inti-
mate any view as to their contents or mer-
it, The trial judge is free to reconsider
awls or to change these as he deems appro.
prim. is view of !star decisions, latel. occur-
r,,,weee in the litigaticisk or changes in his
smaitios.

11

(1) Profiting from the unfortunate ex-
perience on these Navajo accounting claims,
we direct that in the future the Trial Divi-
lion, once a plaintiff has
an accounting should

tow the defendant to file
Of to strike, or for a

emptier* to
ically al-

to dismiss
to state-

ment, etc Instead, in/ rsdian accounting
rases the trial judge should decide in each
Instanceperhaps after a pretrial confer-
ercrr(s) tthith issues raised by exception
should be sent directly to trial, (b) as to
which issues the parties (or one party)
should be directed or permitted to file mo-
tions for summary judgment (or motions to
dismiss) which can be decided separately
from the trial' (c) which Issues should be
clarlftecl by further filings or submissions
h) plaintiff or defendant (including the fil-
ing of an answer to the exception) before
those issues are set for trial or scht-duled
for disposition by diapositive motion, and (4)
if motion to dismiss or for summary judg-
ment u allowed to be flied. whether the

It It n open to the true judge to decode. in his
&strewn,. thai irsen though an owe is lethr1e
tall, Or aubsiansivrit eiirdole for dnoosstion by
s.rninary judgment or IT01.0f1 to 011.1,111S,
should N.% erifieless be trschArd In the issues to
be tried re the acCouattng trail

O. The Coff11714114011 atoned the pilruntill to file
the supplementary excepsiocsa which are the
re,ictsimon of the trial judge's osmoses now be-
fore us. Though use defendant reviews Kt ob.
jerboa So the 1110.41See Of that Ming, no con,
oder is Soo late sn the day. and Ineppropruie at
1-K111 untie, ter go bark ort. or reser'', the Clam-
dvssusn's uder permin.ng the Nino

985

initially de-

(2) The objective shook] always be to
conclude the litigation as spiedsly aid dee-
ply as feasible, withoet wail= se burden-
some steps or complications. Soo Part IV
of Navajo Tribe, supra, 2:31) OLCI. at ,

601 £24 at SIO (1979k rennet Band
of Western Shinbone Indium v. United
Stains. 219 Ct.CL . 593 F.21 Ilk
996-99 Min cert. denied.
100 &CL 09, 62 L.Ed.2d 3119 (1979). As

. Chief Judge Friadmailsaid ia .Nasajo. Tole,
inpra: 'There is a need for ismovative
handling and treatment, perhaps to devise
new procedures that will end the delays
that have plagued these eases for so many
years. We have faith in the ability of the
trial judges to develop such techniques."
220 MCI_ at , 6O1 F.741 at 560.

[3] There its cognate prob/ent to shicls
we must also fifer. In theta Navajo own,
the trial judge commented unitsvoi ably on
the continuous flow of exeeptians and sup-
plemental exceptions from the plaintiff,
and ruled that the supplemental exceptions
then before him "must be the last." We
confirm and emphasis, that holding"
There must be an end to the filing of excep-
tions to the existing accounting reports in
these Navajo cases, sod in other Indian
accounting cases there should not be al-
loosed the successive filings of exceptions to
the same reports which have been permit-
ted in the present cose0

consider those portions of the
opinion which we shall review,

It As Thal hstlge Bernhardt punted out. "it
has been 17 years .mee the filing el the 1061
!Accounting) 1117-ort at which the present sup.
pIrrnental e.Erpt,on* are mined The Errs& of
the suppiernetscal ri.crpoons crude base been
Ned at the titrie the 'anginal ?arrogant were
rate to 11170, and for the most pen (so fat as
we can &lemurs. from a cursor) et/MO/MOO)
resale 10 Ord' manor not raised before Ad-
sent of new- cOsinst1 ma) es lomat but does 001
extenuate, endless second thoughts at to oth.
tuners of the 1561 "Lepers
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are deal with a mparatif mattetioe raised
by both sides at the era tawniest After
the trial judges opinion was iesead, the
owl Aided that claims 1 thieves S sad
claim II in docket N. shoold be dismissed
as barred by lissitathes. Navajo Tribe,
wpm. 220 CLCI. at , Stil Fildi at 6111-40.

is its order detyleg reboring at that
declaim (Sept. 711, 1979), the aeon ruled
that the disedeeed mad net be

:at:as pad el claim 7 in docket No.

sums! accoaating &int sew be-
fore we

At the argument gowentsoat compel
urged repeatedly that many of plaintiff's
exceptions under claim 7 involved the same
subject 'natter or deism as did the dis-

' mimed claims sad were therefore proemial,
under the order of September za, 1979,
from inclusion is general accounting claim
7.

We think that in the breadth of its ap-
proach defendant boa misconstrued the Sep-
tember nth order_ That order was not
meant to delete any (roe accounting claims
already included in claire 7an all-inclusive
claim that asked the Government to
aemant generally and properly for its han-
dling of the Tribe's Monies or property over
which the Government had exercised con-
trol or supers/Woesimply because the spe.
cific item happens to deal with the same
general subject matter (e g, land, oil, gas or
education) as a &missed claim- Whet the
September 25th order did, and was meant
to do, was to privy's' plaintiff front at-
tempting to restate and minvisorate the
dismissed claim, which were net account-
ing claims. in At form. (if not the
stance) of accousting claims in order to try
to bring them now for the first time, under
claim 7. But true accounting claims, hi-
solving the dispositioa of tribal fund" and
property, have always been warp and wool
et' claim 7, and they roan sa If the Wee
is whether the Governmem, as fiduciary,
faithfully managed or used Navajo assets,
claims 7 an.eas the question.

For instance, OM of the dismissed claims
was that the Government failed to provide
edocetiestal sad ether service* to the Nara-

1 0

jos The dismissal of that claim does eat
prevent the plaintiff from urging het de.
headset most account -for the use sad dime,
aiJos of educational modes appropriated
t7Zesognies to sr for the use of the Nos.
jos specifically; the letter aspect is sad Ira
always been folly a peat of the genand
acceunting deign we are sow onside:Mc
Os the ether head, the 'brooder cententies
that the United States Wed. apart free
the obligation of the INS frosty, to appro.
palate or leek' available aufficieat funds to
educate the Navajos to the proper level as
is Thee- roper fashieftit -oonthstim she
apparently contaiswei in the dismissed
claimcould sot noir be restated or iota&
ed under claim 7.

4) On this issue of the dismissal of
claims 14 sad 11, the Tribe takes a converse
position which we also reject. It says that
claim 7 is not merely a true accounting
claim, that it !Uwe/ covers any "fair and
honorable dealings" claim tied to a subject
mentioned in the petitionwhether or sot
that "fair and honorable dealing" claim
involves federal management of Navajo
property or funds. On this basis, plaintiff
urges that the dismissed claims 1-6 and I
can all fall squarely within claim 7. This
interpretation of claim 7. however. is obvi-
ously contrary to our decision of June 1979
in Navajo Tribe, supra, and to the rehear-
ing order of September 231, 1979. More

than that, the Tribe's argument stretehes
claim 7 far beyond Its proper accounting
confines. That claim has always been
treated and considered as purely as
accounting claim, and we think that it must
be restricted to that comp.'s. "Fair sod
honorable dealing" claims. not involving the
Government's management and use of Na-
vajo assets, do not come at all under claim

7.

IV

j5) On the Government's request for re-
view, w^e take up first defendant's challenge
to the trial judge's pond diaossioe tie
Part I of his opinion) of the fiduciary mis-

tionship between the United States and the
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Wises" Defendant contends that se ri-
Avesary °Wol= can arise wideas there is
an express provision of a treaty, agreement.
condole order or astute oreatieg such a
von relationehip, and the trust relationship

limited by the precise terms of the disco-
-swot- U by this the Goveninvest mesas
tses the document hes to say is specific
forms that a trust or fiduciary relatiessilap
exists or is created, we camel agree. The
exieteece vs/ son of the relationship cam be
inferred from the nature of the transaction
ee activity.

IQ In particular, when. the Federal
Government Likes pre er has control er se-
pervisaos over tribal rlsonies Or properties.
the Fiduciary relationship noneally esiata
with respect to such monies or properties
(unlace Congress has provided otherwise)
/vie though nothing is said expressly in the
authorising or underlying statute (or other
fundamental document) about a trust fund,
or a trust or fiduciary connection. See
Seminole Nation r. United States, 316 U.S.

296-300, 62 9.Ct 1049, 3051, 1056, 86
Ltd. 1480 (1942); Menominee Tribe of In-
dians v. United Stowe 103 Ct.<2. 10, 18-20
(1944), Menominee Tribe of Indians v.
United States, 102 CIO. 555, 562 (3945);
Navajo Tribe v. United Suites, 176 Ct.C1.
to2, 507, 364 F.2d 320. 322 (3966); Chey.
esne-Arapaho Tribes v. United States, 206
Ct Cl- 340, 345, 512 F.2d 1390, 1392 (1975);
Coast Indian Community v. United States,
213 CLCI 329, 152.-54, 550 F.2d 639, 652-53
(1977). In Menominee Tribe, supra, we held
explicitly that a special jurisdictional stat-
ute making ordinary fiduciary standards
applicable to the United State*, "arid(s) lit-
tle to the uttled doctrine that the' United
States, as regards its rieslings with the
property of the Indians, :s a trustee." (em-
phasis added) 101 Ct Cl at 19. Likewise,
/Car* Trite.. supra. 176 Ct.C1. at 501, 364
F at 322, observed that Iniumerous
cases have expressed the not* that., when
dealing with Indian property, the Govern-
ment may be acting as a 'trustee.' " (em-
phasis added).

Thoweh th,t ,sane don not ans, in tRe coo.
ten of a clipos,tive ruling (to Pact I of she teal
114.r.* °primp) Ike conwler Ft now torcouss we

The same principlethat for Indian trib-
al peepers, there used not be express desig-
nation of special statueis reflected he olio'

opiaipes. logamer r. United States,
261 US 219. 43 S.C1 342. 67 I. Ed. 622
(1923), the Supreme Court voided a federal
land patent which had granted lndian-oceu-
pied lands to ranney. Relying heavily on
the trust relationship with the Indians, and
the national policy protecting Indian land
occupancy, the Court found that the gener-
al untFtory authority. °Maud
issue land patents eras limited, even though
Indian occupancy of the lands NA} sot ex-
pressly protected by treaty, executive craw,
or statute. Id. at 227-29, 43 S.Ci at 344.
The Court stated that "Mk* fact that such
[Indian] right of occupancy finds no ramp
nition in any statute or ether formal Gov-
ernmental action is not conclusive." Id. at
229, 43 S.Ct. at 344. See also, Lane v.
Pueblo of Santa Rosa, 249 U.S, 110, 113., 39
S CL 185, 186, 63 LEd. 504 (1919) (even in
the absence of a treaty or statute protect-
ing Indian lands from sale by the Govern-
ment, the court could enjoin the Gob ens-
ment from treating Indian lands as public
lands and disposing of them under public
Sand laws). Manchester Band of Porno lndi-
ans. Inc. v. United States. 363 ?Stipp. 1239.
1246-46 (N.D.Ca1.1973) (the duty to make
trust property income productive arises
from the trust relationship between an In-
dian tribe and the United States; it exists
men in the absence of a specific statute).
Cf. Pp-amid Late Paiute Tribe of Indians s'.
United &Ito& 334 F.Supp, 262. 257 (T) D.C.
1973). rev td On other grds., 499 F 2d 1095
(D C Cir 1974) (although no treaty or stat-
ute was violated by the Government's ac-
tions relating to the diversion of water
from an Indian reservation to $ federal dam
and reclamation project, the Cos ernment
was enjoined from proceeding with the di-
version because the diversion would be in
violation of the Government's trust respon-
sibility to the tribe).

sir* * as seminal qutspow for all of she
further proceedings m taws accounims and *a
other Clames Cornissmn Act abCt 644,44%

141
Me
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OR the other hand, if ise tribal 'may er
property is involved and the question iii.fge
instate*. whether the United SUMPS line a
genera Fedor Wry obligation to educate Lodi.
ens, the r4iiitIMMI of the specie] relatieledelfe
for that purpose deem* upon` the peeper
interpretation of the tome of some Mho-
rale. document (a g. statute, treaty, exec-
otive order). Gag River Piera- Markup "m-
asa Couur&aity v. thaw States, 190
Ct 4X' 790, M-91, 427 rat Hec not eat
dvaied. 4103 U.S. 329.91 &Ct. 27.27 Luta!

-441974 - -
(7) The present accounting claims all

deal with the management and disposition
of Navajo funds and property. Defendant's
insistence on express or statutory terms of
trust is therefore irrelevant to these daises.
Nor it the court required to fired all the
fiduciary obligations it may enforce within
the express terms of an authorizing statists
(or other document). tee general law of
fiduciary relationships can be utilised to the
extent appropriate. Cf. cases cited above
and Duman v. Unita*. States, 220 Ma.

597 F.2d 1337, 1344 (1979), remanded
by Sup.Ct. for reconsideration, April 21,
1980, and we Part V of this opinion infra.
This does not mean, however, that all the
rules governing the relationship 'een
private fiduciaries and their be le:lariat'
and accountings between the
apply in full Ins claim
by an Indian ago the united
States. We refer to rules as the prin-
ciple that once a breath of fiduciary duty is
merely charged (without any supporting
material), the beneficiary is entitled to re-
cover unless the fiduciary affiimatively es-
tablishes that it properly discharged its
trust, and the theory that failure to render
the precise form of accounting required
may be tuff eicnt, in and of itself, to estab-
lish liability. In each situation, the cretins
scope of the fiduciary obliptioe of the
United States and any liability for breech
of that obligation must be determined is

it. Defendant's argument is based on its WISP
prfiation of "ceded Indian fonds." whis.11 At-
tendant contend/ 14 as not intended to cover
plaintiffs lands Ste IS Cana )tee 11047 01114

142

light of the nelatioashipe bases the
Goeernment sad the particular tan

.

aeceoegly, we reject defendant's milled
act this point, and affirm, Ire gesenal, she
trial judge's position ea the appliesties
the fiduciary relationship is them assesses.
leg

V
Our holdieg in Part IV, so" of sAis

opinion leads its directly to dramatise id
the trial judge's ruling raJactiat_tkfusi.

V. tisetIoei to -dinsilelskilltifft- siiiili,
sante' exception ii (Part XIX of the trial
Judges 007194 That exception suss
that the Inc:eating report, prepared I. 19114
en. the Nair* Tribe faila-to amount fir
sake of finedamaged timber on Weal leads
pursuant to the Act of March 4. 1913. a
165, 37 Stat 1013, 1011 The act authorised
the Secretary of the Interior to sell fine
damaged timber located on public and ced-
ed Indian lands.

Is anowd with its Immoral 'taw/ (we
Part IV, sups), defendant takes the posi-
tion that plaintiff is only entitled to as
accounting based on a specific Statute, trea-
ty, agreement, etc. and that the particular
statute relied on by plaintiff in requesting
an accounting of sales of fire - damaged tim-
ber is inapplicable to these Navajo lands.'
We need not reach the difficult question of
whether the statute cited by plaintiff sp.
plies to plaintiffs lands since, as already
indicated, we agree with plaintiff that de-

' fondant must account for its handling of
plaintiff's timber, esen in the 'Mena of s
specific statute requiring its sale or fruitful
disposition.

The treaty of June 1, ISM, 15 Stat. 667,
between the Navajo Tribe and the United
States, while it did not specifically speak to
plaintiffs timber rights or defendant's re-
aponsibilitits for them, did create a migra-
tion for plaintiff, in Article II. From the
creation of this reservation, certain rights
and responsibilities emerged. One of the

12. The trial judge rejected defendant's tottrprs-
mains of "ceded Indian lands." and found Oat
piatntiffs nrstwatiao lands mere cotorrI by
the 11113 Act.
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rights which plaintiff obtained seas the meat of trm property." Come ladita
ht to timber ee its tribal reservation Cimaresir'iy, sort 213 Ct.C1. at 153. 550

Sisal See Omits Tribe of Indian of Wis- rid at 852. A "Unmet, is trader a duty to
d un v. 11'644 Stagok165 CLQ 417. CIO- the beneficiary I. keep and render clear
in ter: Senn d, 373 US_ 946,115 SCt. 441, 13 and accurate ecomeata *Jib respect to the
;Ad cd1 544 (11114); Usiged attar v. She adrusiMatratiee of the WM." Restatement
owe Trite, 301 U.S. 111, 111 -11 fi S.Ct. (Sewed) of Meets 6 172 (UM). Sae Woo,
79a. 797, 791, 12 121$1197{). Show Emu Trait of holism v. Maid SWAIM 101S
tort** right WV proper 954b*, fir a- Ctq. 724 ICA it FAIN, 311, 331, tort

tinder the India' Claims Commission &Died, 237 US Kt r &Ct. 1045.13 La!-
Oneida Tribe, supra, lib ,pLo,_,At----rne- oink kraikti---.1--a---Cniii-rewinr

00-91 Tribes, so" 32 IntaConsal. at Lk In
Biackfett the Indian Claims Cosamisliaa
specifically found duty on the Coverts-
nitent's part, to ewxotrat fee its effort& to
salvage timber dusted by a catastrophic
fire. Id. at 111.

Vin We find therefore that the trust re-
Istionship between the Government and the
Navajos creates a duty, on the Govern-
ment's part, to account for its Management
of plaintiffs timber, including an account-
ing for proceeds of sales of five damaged
timber. This duty exists independently of a
statute r.-quiring the sale or disposition of
such timber. Accordingly, sas affirm on
this ground the trial judge's ruling denying
defend.int's motion to dismiss plal...tifrs
1.appli.ar ti-eption ii

As she hast said, the Covernmest may
not a% °id iac responsibility toward plain-
tar, timber by arguing that the 1W trea-
ty did nal t xprrsey create a fiduciary

p between plaintiff and the United

492- The relationship between defend-
Stat-i. Oneida Tribe, swpre, 115 cta. at

9
ant the Indian tribes is one,
see 1- disr;:stIon in Part IV, supra, and
from sE . r=Lionsit.:tiati stem where
the r, crr r-r-it has cor*.rv! and supervision
c.cr -opert) (:)-(411 Tribe, supra,
:ENS r. 01 a' 493, F,m, r ra'a irirt. atom
21f,1; = at 97.a2SCt at 1049-1054. S6
L Et' Navajo Tribe supra. 176 Ct CI.
E : .$4 F 2.1 at 322 Ti;'. special trust

shit- and the re.. nalhaitki it cry-
..r sl:, ,c14 to tit, nrl to
'.rrt,,,^ ,7iria .upra.

r: C.; 31 '-' X'ar-Af.-et & Gros !Torres
T: S'-ifs, 32 Ir.,i (71 Co m

65 Al r. .-fc med. 34 Inel CIr, 122 197014 Mor, (Ace, this sivcial
r,r 'atior A hurn

f . I. r rtnvnirrtnt
nti': %:4.a Tr with r,-^pte.- to

. ) Tr44*. go;.ra.
17c a '417, V-4 a: :ez."2

14.y41 f.

nr
.1 ...Andarti

t thi n..inage

4. T' 4.4 `rfArlis t 5',,;.11,ons to. aid
nasr b11,.., 410 Fee pnic.iar

cc rtat` )4.1 4. re
a r:.

; Ind CI ,.mm it

VI

Next, we consider dderdant's rtloest
that tie rev,ew and resent. the trial jvdge's
ruling denying dismissal of pla:ntiff3 sup-
plemental e %rep:ion 9 (Fart CX of the trial
judge's oi r.on) That t%Cei=1.1011 CrOSS dis-

ally" Ance of certain dirhJP-4 ir.ents of r.nds
th. JAnt 1, lErS tr. at) .1 tt.cr, the

'Ss% no Tr a and the l.',n,liNel Slates 15

9:at fr; pt vin 4 cnn-
. ., t inns, ,each of hch

Ir ;,e
pAr.d 1,) Gin( ral A is

The d.11.7.-. m4. nu nrItl,

15 1).-frn..!.0$1 6150 14-ths ftiro of thr frill
s 16,111 sesi-,-.-1 to crrolo of 11%,14.

1.4.4.:rrn,r,:r% est, phori 9 EA
.r cc.fat if. 1...$ Pan VI or

P+r-1 VII of o.t r et-.1,
rCf in Pla -e Ake t!t If

, n ;#4 iris Lime

143
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which the Tribe a/leges ware net maie he
amass stipulated is the treaty, were for

Anterior er wrmaitable two.. or ware sot for
the benefit of the Navajo,. We affirm the
trial judge's &Wel (in Part CX of kis 'pat-
ios) of defendaat's males to dismiss sup.
plenrentary tampion t

The diaburemsesta which plaintiff merits

to disallow in this *sorption were node by
the Government in an attempt to fulfill
partially its obrigatiisait wader the I= trea-
ty. "In carrying oat its treaty obligations
with the Indian Tribes, the Government,

Ili) Judged by the meet visaing
fiduciary standards." Seethe* Nation, Su-
pra. 916 U.S. at '296-97, 62 &Ct. at 1049, _

;VA, 86 LEA. 1430; ihrited-Sotes r. Ma-
son, 412 U.S. 391, 396, 93 S.C1. Z312. 23r,
37 L Ed.2d 22 (1973); Navajo Tribe. supra,
176 Ct CI at 307, 364 F.2d at 32 This
fiduciary relat..mship creates a duty on the
part of the United States, b trustee, to
aces unt foe its performance of treaty obli-
gattoris. Sioux Tribe of Iridium, supra, 105

CtC1 at 802. 61 F SupP at 131. Ottawa-
Chippru a Tram. v United SUati, 35 Ind CI.
Comm 335, 105 (1974 liracifeet E Cros
Ventre Tribes, supra. 32 Ind CI.Comm. at

65.

Defendant contends nesertheless
plaintiff is entitled only to recover s
Agee in the 1868 treaty obligations in a
breach of contract action, and cannot, have
sn accounting, or recover in an acenonting
for, those expenditures from the treaty
fund which are shown to be improper, so
long as total treaty obIttions are met.
This argument is based a number of
wes in which this court' and the Indian
Cla;rn Commission stated that the Govern-
ment's failure to meet treattproeisions is a
breach of contractual obligations rather
than a breach of trust. United Status
,Ifealero Apache Tribe. 207 Ct.CI 369,

408119, 518 F.24 1309, 1333 (1975). rert
denied. 425 U.S. 911, 96 S Ct. 1506, 17
L Ed 2d 761 (19'76); Confederated Salish
Kaotenia Tribes v. United States, 175 Ct Cl.
451, 454-55, cert. denied, 385 U.S. 921, 87
S Ct.-228, 17 L EAU 145 (1966); T.1foak
Rinds v. United States. 31 Intl Cl Comm.
117, f,40-42 (1973). This language occurred,

144

however, in the context of reject*, it
claims foe interest, which was at-aribi

os money is trust funds, as 1,..a w
aieney set aside to fulfill treak, - ,ought
See, e g. Tie-Yost supra, 31 Ind-atom.'
at 5410.42

is) In Otteura-Chippeira, etc" ult.-

Consetlasion waa fated with an agewsta
very simiilu Ss that made by &landau ie
this case. 'Mere, the Government argued
that it bad iso duty to aoment fee aorta.*
Questioned treaty expenditures since plias.
tiffs claim was for breach of contract rath-
er than equitable accounting. 4S lada
crpol.. at mits. Defendant relied ea irk%

Moak as its authority. The Comm/Wes
refused to interpret the language I.
Musk, regarding the treatment of shortages
in treaty payments as'breachts of contrao

obligations, to mean that the United
States did not have a duty to make a
fiduciary's accounting for its performance

of treaty obligations ." Id. at CI&

In rejecting defendant's arg.:ment, the
Commission relied on af language in Scan,
mole Nation, stating that when it is 'cam-
ing out its treat) obligations si :th the Indi-
an tribes. the Government is something

more than a mere contracting party." 3/6
U.S at N6, 62 S.Ct at 10A. Rather, the
Government's conduct must be judged by
high fiduciary standards. Id at ar. 62
SCI. at 1054. Contracts such as treaties
should be scrutinized to determine whether
these fiduciary standards err met. Ott..
waChippova, supra, 35 Ind.C1 Comm. at
405. The Commission found that the claim
in Ot we-Chippewa for res-overy of
amounts 'rnprorek evpended under the
applicable treaty was a demand for an
accounting, and that no other remedy
would be re-ponsivr to the i:aim. Id at
406. We aa,-ree with the Ca,mm anal-

ysis in atawaChippi as. and apply it to
this east.

(10) Here. as in Ottaiva.Ch;ppeari, the
Tribe has disputed certain iiivb_r,ernints of

Navajo funds on tht grounds that they
were irnyuperl ckiWnded, and scare ?Mg

used for the benefit of the Natajos The
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oceptions are related to treat accounting. somehow receive a double recovery for the
eat only to breach of coalJact, end we challenged disliersentems. slum various

with the Commietion that remedy neriemouriting claim is other aches if
ievolvial a ridociarY Ilemootioll is 'Mow. the Navajo caw o also raise issues relatkry
pee to such claims. Ia its two of treaty la the tea treaty. In oder to premmt
fends, the Croveremest 'abject to potgetiej multiple recoveries, defendant
sap metnistiot PritoriPloar roironnos at _asks that we cassolidate the eWisi present-irteebee shortages in treaty feeds may aha id by oupplornontsty eseeptims with &A-be termed contractual breeches

ei-No. 229 in which plaintiff seeks to way-
_ply_iEttent thoGoventaten-seting es ar additioaal compensation for_cessioes of

firkrcierY. hot Improperly charted RePseres land under the ISIS treaty. It is said that
to the Indian when they actually benefited this is necessary because the obligations of
the Government or other third Parties. Or the treaty were the consideration foe plain -
has faded to exiled fund' APProSsistod for tiffs land cessions.° Amodio; to defend-
lb° benefit of the Indians its the roololor ant, proper expenditures may be deducted
provveled for 1y treaty. those am000teore from the fair market valtie of plaintiff's
properly exorPted to. and may hoslehovered., lands in determining any addi award
by
Tribe

,Imr,Lafi tribal nelrw. ,Rivsr constituting fair consideration for theTrine of iruware r. United Qt./ tlIK 106 lanai, but improper expoiKuturoo may not495, 550. S52. 64 F SuPe, 339.343-44 (1046)/
be deducted. The Government also Amelia

Seminole A:stiOn United States, 302
thctCi 56S, 629-31, ct.er denied, =S& at plaintiff is attempting to claim that
the now challenged expenditures are not719. 66 S Ct 24, 9(1 L Ed. 426 (1945), sew
properly to be considered : ..cket No. 219ever. plaintiff can recover only for improper
(thereby precluding a deduction from thetreaty tviwnlitures to the extent that they

to wany offc-eeff sets which defendant is vali:e of the ceded lands) and is also s. -thing
at the name time to obtain a reroicry in.nutted See, Rogue li1.er. supra, .10S
this docket No. 69 for the alleged failure toCI O Et 552, 61 F Supp at 343-44. See
fulfill treaty obligationsthus obtaininga/Ao. 25 SC § 701 Defendant will there-

fwe he the opportunity to that it the effect of a multiple rep:leery.
male sufficient proper exi-,nditures to can. We are faced with a situation where
eel out any improper charges, and thus that there arc several separate, but potentially
its treaty ob:lationi were fulfilled 'ten overlapping dockets. all relating generally
thot,O. Lertccin eyertditurti art- disallelsed. to claims by the Naajo Tribe against the
This rotision for offset.' will prevent the United States, In thcte circumstances, de-
i rid 'rouble ri,,,,very defendant prod:ets fondant might have a legitimate eontern
will 9,c47 if s4lre:crnentAr.,.. fAcvlawn 9 IC about clout-11 recotery, except for one sig.
11(,1 11.411'.:!,Id

nificaint fae!-,.. A s.rgle trial judge will
l f. 'lint's f.+1,1713 Lt, ar.,r hear all of thect related dockets, ;,rd %,qt fir

from isp;.f,:htr.cn that the Indians will able, item nocessary, to :q4.1.-pri3te
la Th- ch. Ay is -f in. act 17, 1.4,ntiff c Malfrnm dq %os 29.4 and 3' i the stde n fur d, dam's pat

ad .%14JU 7.456 rnentt Lindfl the IM,. 'r.-At. I I, ,An of
r 1 nord Siates 31 Jr 5 el Comm 40, r.9 pla nlrIPs atMilyma1 land} P1 ...111f1 4,410141473, and }tparaed parr, dither 69`.. non that Oho 11 G.-Third in 114 fa.ar, mCorm in 'VA, 4)0 Tutu a Lanied Uhrfh f,P Tunimlidolion .vold nun lrr aPProSutra. 35 In ,1 CI Cr mm,,Int. 311 (1975) In prime. einTr docket .c 279 deals nttlt .11h.44,1,01.., there is r.n.."-opr .1,ng behyre Olt} C6nsoirsh,,r, 101 land cessions under the ihrall

duckei N.ci .J29 h.eras !;r3 69 (lairns arras, nr31 ,A.th C611.11.'1..1'11 of 1469 treat> oth
6 Ai terslairtrng tar nrI. u{nur,sini E01."4, r....111%. a. PPIPMC01/1/): rreP1)47001 ft* (.41p114; No G9 +it dimitarG1,. 9 for 5.4',1J. imam Tr,i)e of.11 o Intv. q.ua 11u I 1.4 ' r Jr t third STatra, JO Ind CI C,rrsrn

516 11973)

145
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steps such as setoffs to avoid any doable
recovery which might otherwise sewer. The
trial judge it clearly aware of defeadant's
expecerts, as evidenced by his opinion now
under review, in which he states several
times that double recovery enll aft moor es
a reach of any pcsaRtle overlaps be pisad-
ivy We believe that the trial ledge will
have no difficulty preventing plaintiff from
recovering more thin once far say improper
expenditures- We therefore reject defend-
ant's requrst-foreonsolitlatimisisst. law at
this stage of the proceedings, because the
expenditures questioned by supplementary
exception 9 are properly part of the email-
dated accounting claims of this docket No.
69. and because we believe the trial judge
will be able to ovoid double recovery with-
out the ateessity of further complicating
this use with additivell consolidationim
The trial judge is free, however, to order
ci.nsolidatiun at later step in the proceed-
nags if he considers that remedy called for
by the status of thcgirtigation at the subse-
quent time.

In connection with its cuntolfdAtion argu-
ment. defendant now contends, in addition,
that the ',set-IA:on eclat*, to the dismissed
clarits in (If rket Nn 69, rather than to the
Accounting claim in this docket, which was
nut i1,5rni-.rd, and therefore that supple
rc. r :any r xteptiiiei 9 mustAliiiiithltered un

Yx..jo Tribe, supra, 710 CA,C1. --, 601
V S:iG We has e considered that problem
in Part 111 <this opinion, supra, and hold

that an issue in general accounting
1141/71 7 can and may peci,;Airly fall within

et . Sail (ciAdered and et
rt.cf ririrtArns ,eni 1! :r c,,n,c11,dalinn

the 7dee',es ba. pr.-armed
..,-int..41 et.C nit o- du, Net rr:Jor.s

v. t.1 popoel, of t mid, to 1,,lf,n
1,,jt% Ira r r,frrie and

,, ,an at 1401 I r.r.
of fa, And it not

rrvarn it further t ilden this Case
wUL adtlitionatLe!Aol.es in form

IV In ,'Ves,,e, Tray t Cridtd Stairs, 34 Ind CI
r.o.nai (32 (1974), Inv !nden Curr.mt
stor. irjerteri deft near! a ,Irg.:rni that I par.
I. rlLf1 4% 1,1,4 alid r..^1,11.oe it rrITI

t r!J MI 5 of 11,1,11.1rs otwrIal pennon in
dot NI, ,0

f Pi and lei (,fr,1 end tr47.4)
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the mope of that amounting claim, eig sip.
passed to a somaecooating claim deagoir
with subject matter similar to that mai
pawed by the accounting claim. Sea is the
ease hem where soppleaseitary estoeptio 9
lie directed specifically at diabumemeets es
tribal funds listed is s GAO accounting
repot This report was submitted by as,
fondest is ceder is cemply with plaintiff',
request for an accounting under claim 7 jihad
the other savant* claims in the dockets.
The exception,. as an eaccPliam Is geniis
6,gal-1-expenditures listed in that iceboat,
ing report, relates to claim 7, which is 44
independent and timely filed request for a
full equitable accounting of defendant's
Itranagenient or plaintiff's trust preperty
and mrey. Claim I therefore gives this
coort 'jurisdiction over matters coming
within the scope of the accounting, includ-
ing this exception. To the extent that
there is any overlap of claim 7 and claims 4.
5 and 6, they may be considered alternate
pleadings. and voluntary dismissal of some
does not require dismissal of the othi:rs."

VII
In the preceding Part VI of this opinion,

we denied defendant's request that we dis-
miss all of supplementary eNieption 9. la
addition to this request for a blanket dis-
missal. Anta44 ij3, has asl,ed us to reties'
certain segments of that eiciption ques-
tioning szorne specific expenditures. We are
conctrned here with %.an exception to die.
bursemi.nts totalling' ti)gla,39.57, appro-
priated fur ed.rational purposes.° Plain-

uh,cn was dellied rn 4,:ort1fri
a,.nelied ai 433 The ex:eom,e1
relined to the ereeiiiiiiin reports lac,ne to
pec,,,ele Lew one e.renatin at:bend ',snout
boores ut le.enue The C4rNrnift KA, found
that the T rrTfgrO0 a all 1,01 11111-Ciutl LI, the
clArms,ai of claim 5 beCAUS-P Il came oitivr, tar
ar rile of the general acCourdinic claim (claim 7)
Id 11 A analstrs is equall valid with crielett 10
defeniknOs a:sumer,' cuixeminit dismissa/ 01
',VPI.merV.ar escrption 9

O. The .4,ritecri AppprrpriTtrorA. al 111.4 Mitt
nice in 1,1:1 seal pro,

.ided rill thrs .ere for the purport of carry-
ini out cu-lic le VI of The IhG8 teeter Ar.rt/t
punt irk-, 0%v 'Itjn order In iroriare the Crolig"'
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NAVAJO TRIES Or INDIANS v. INITED STATIt4 993
QM semi CIMINO 11616)

wood to the 1914-1930 animators. the Una: at issue, or to the statute or map
osie appropriatioes ea being toe the at croatiag the reservation. Id. at

omiceived and eisented, nod set , TM at 1370 (1079). The doctrine
wait of the Navajos. et relative beck could sot be weed to amend

roticadmes mo00 s dismiss wee haled the poetises to iackmle the now claim (we
ea theinistmstioe that ita *kw Wan Mists Cenininiino Rule 13(c) and

1:0;1,,dor
Article 111 of the 1113 treaty Cowl elf Calms We *c)). and It was

ow waked to ten year period from 101141 banged toy the applicable Astute at limit/a-
tgs, end therefore did not extend to the lions contained is section 70k. J. at ,

,,,,peistioss node in 1911--itas. The tai- T.1111: at 1370-71 (1970).
"L round that the Goverstment's obli-
tnas seder Article rl were. in fact, lelian" on that Na"kie Trite decision isJ

misplaomd. because is that instance there
eideo-e:---oree no -nexus between the deism in the

Wins/ and emended petitioaa, and the
mew claim (,faintiff attempted to add.
liege, hsevever. the questioned exoeptioa
had a clesarrrelationship to the timely plead-
ed claim fala general accounting (claim 7),
and relastion back is proper. Soo llsroosai-
me ?raw of Indians v. United Suitt* 102

SM, 564 (1943). The seventh claim
asks foe 3 true and complete accounting of
transaet:.ions carried out by defendant, its
agents. Bind employees with regard to plain-
tiffs property ind assets. It specifically
alleges that difendant has violated its
duties as guardian in that funds approprist
ed by Crimgress for plaintiffs use and bene:
fit have me into defendant's possession as
a result of the trust relationship. and that
defendant: has failed to adequately or cor-
ectly u-_-_ount for such disburs-

als, and dispose/ of such pay.
menu " ." Thus, the language in
claim 7 more than sufficient to encom-
pass the accounting exception now before
us. see, :':avajo Tribe, supra, St Ind Cl.
Comm. ar, 413, especially in light of the fact
that the appropriation figures in question
Isere pro. ided in response to plair.tifrs re .
quest for an *mounting See, .q1acifeet
Gros 14,r:re Tribes. supra, 34 int, CI Comm

be) and :tie ten >est. period fortlooteof rhert+1041
tit the Enemy. since MI We. reel tt.e vial
Judie Vtal PlatrItIrr. sub-e%Cepilide 11 pepper
even in the absence at a treaty oakeation to
nuke the 711113-192$ apprape,atrana Now-ever.
in Pan CI of this opinion. infra I. e cons.d.r the
Tribe's apeal from ihr moat judges reaerslron
Of 'AA pr.ut ruling that Ike c4stigstrdet on

infra lasted no more than 10 years

we are ItOW considering (Part
0%111 of trial judge's opissioal lie fools,
that plaintiff had a right to know whether
Wit the funds expended under the 1913-

ossrepriations way applied to Noe-
sesjo beneficiaries in contravention of the
414f9priitioss acts, end, even though this
wee not speriricelly requested, he construed
tse reception in that way in order to avoid
tlar nerd for amendment. We affirm the
tr..) j4dge's denial of defendant's notion to
4..,-Lo this sub-esception.r,

25 U.S.C. 6 70k (1976), claims um.
Ire the Indian Claims Commission Act had
to le quhmitted before August 13, 1951, or
Ls.s are barred_ Defendant contends that
the trial judge's modification of the sub-ex-

to include a claim under the 3913-
sporopriations is incorrect because
a claim is barred since it ,,as not

Urn. ploadrd under section 7f:A. In reach
mg this conclusion, defendant relies on our
4-ris:on in Nai.ajo Tribe. supra, 220 Cl.C1.

F 2d 1367. There, we rejected the
Trit.e's attempt to amend its peti

t r. tr. dotLts No 229 to state a nea land
rdating to the Bisque Redondo mar-
I.orause, inter ilia, neither the orig-i

rat r.;ir the amended petitions referred to
tare tare In.rfrtris entertna into this 'resit'. Me...isFey at edvcatton admitted *,and Oar Uwited Stales agrees that fa 'shoat.ken.r and teethe, shall be provided for every

ch.tcken)
. The provrsronienrck IP camisole tor no ;ea* than tensars.-

71. In hotel 14 1,r do no need to teeth (ad
s appeal) tie reeve rsi nethert' 4.blwelmt.4 crested kw Artclt VI emend

147
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ay taa-intnerear 141 sa-111.14

i-EVER.AL REPORTE3. 2d &EWES

at 111-42 (ace outing reports are pert a
the pleadfusgs which frame the keno for
hearing, and are therefore admiesioes ow
which plaintiff cast rely).

(121 We agree with the trial Nike that,
owes Cowen bea ipprepsiatad mese, ape-

far plahafra bessafit. as it did It
the 1911-13 2I appiepiatieas. the, &later
has logitimate right to knew whether
any of these apPropriatiess wan applied to
nois-llawaje beseficiaries le coatrooms
of the oppeopriaties ests," Trial
Opinion at 1114; end care cited supra, in-
girding defandanea fiSKiary accounting
duties, and we' hold that 4he trial judge
Acted within his discretion in construing the

s
sub-exceptioe to requelkt such ea account-
ing_ we clink accordingly, that this excep-
tion is properly within the scope of claim

VIII.
The Tribe's requests for review which we

consider involve mainly the extent of the
Covenimient's obligation to make tribal
funds productive either by depositing them
in interest-bearing accounts or by inventing
them fruitfully. Plaintiff challenges a
number of the trial judge's holdings in this
area (Parts LXXXVIII, 1,XXXIX, XC of
the trial judge's opinion) _

1131 The trial judge is crJrrert that it is
the settled law of this court that, to ?vetiver
interest or damages for noninvettrnent, In.
thins must show statutory, treaty, or con-
tract authority calling for the payment of
interest or for investment of tribal funds.
See Alearalero Apache Tribe, supra, 207

Ct CI. at 385, 518 F 2d at 1119; Cheyenne-
Arapaho Tribes, supra, 2416 Ct Cl. 340, 512
F24 1290, Gila kits. Pima.Marrope /lich-
en Community, rupra, 218 et Cl at , 666

F 2d at 216-17 (19711). The problem here is

23. Defendant nrpierna, M citsivroging Mit tub-
recepttott. sell rat of the tam contem.ont we
have rtjeetsd (Si Pan VI al this opinion. swore 1

COhnOC1400 with the Imam rareptIon Our
&woman 'often VI sppieri le Out sulsracep-
ton et we&

it The senior of this spotosan, dissenting In Mrs-
Went. discussed these statutes at some Ienlph.
sad thought Ilwin appicabk. Dui the sta)tirity
of the snort dud not SEM

a
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Ilse eXialande M MA of such authority f*
eatiOtat foods, deposits, and seeming

A. minds( argues strongly that food,
required by isw to be deviated is INN.
aeoeooto at % interest were wooed,
deposited aad held by defendaot to Goa?,
aeseacteraet bearing seseunta (L g. 11M.
or `Ibffitas Array" eestuntat it ta ate;
maid that certain ether Wool feeds (not
repulsed to be depeelkd is httprest-psylog
IMPt. acessoota) serettniuvPitrly e. coo.

- Very to -lawf pieced is commenter oaesame
or totally posolproductive &Troller', or the
intern% was paid to the Govirwmens
For the benefit of the Navajos).

The trial judge doss not dirivoji add
thew points sad we cannot may that the
contentions art frivolous or irinhatansial 0a
their face (or as argued to us). But at the
same tins, we are not In a position to re.
schir these issues. several of which embody
foetus/ component& tVe think therefore

that they should lie inirstigatvd further
and plaintiff stioulMa.proanitt, d to show,
if it can, that loch deposits of trilial funds
in non-interest bearing or ,,,,r4rultful
accounts were wrongfully mad, To that
end we %scat( the trial judge's dlcmIsval of
supplementary exception Sa field pan
1-X XXVIII of his opinion) end rurniirvd for
further proceedings on that

B. The Navajos' separate point that, is
the period before July 1, 1930, tig, Go,erT,_
mint had a duty to inweit p1aintirr, funds
in trust has already been reined (sub si-
Fentia) in large part in Idesc3Ii-ru Apache
Tribe, supra, 207 Ct.C1 39, 51b r2d 1309.
The 11183 and 11337 statutes on v.1...ch plain
tiff now relies were before the sses,,sim
court but were not accepted hi impntint
such a duty to invest or make }..,,,ouct,,c1
Id The trial judge did not err II, full( vi
AN:scalers, in this resect.'

IC On the oiror hand, ti ma, very 'my
the attsrakro roan did not cormar ',pan 2,
of the Act of Mac 35. 11118, th $4. fr, }tat gar,
551. Of the An of Jun, 11. 1934 5.2

Slat 1037 On rer,,and. the pan.. and the
tnal ,ludge mar app....to the Imp.1 of thong
p4r1 es of Ieptlatton To INN r.rtnl pan
LXXXIX of lAt Ins) )i+dgt ,,41414
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CEeeellelf/4111 (NMI

G The third el the TnIses Nestimest"
..jusa is that it ense entitled, io the prim' 11

;imp J1111 I. 1930, to bail the helmet
earned so its tribal fends pieced le Mtorrst-
kaariK mounts or otherwise lesestml pew

ddctivai. messakin, held that .-yarn/
interest is net allowahle in

hich
the abeam of

statutory permissive (w dem sat exist
in this Wiener) and, se the authority et
that deciehmk we inset reject the claim that
inteVeit *road ea tribal fends absehl hoes
been deposited, wheel 'armed, in tetanal-
bearing areatlailL M et 1101, 211 P.M at

1331.

(14) As for a operate obligation to in-
vest tribal fired* productivelywhether
those funds be eariwd interact or .thee trib-
al fundsthe matter is eat at all dear at
this stage, sod does not seem to have bees
sufficiently canvassed at the trial lewd.
The presentation, based on Congresakmal
enactment& made to us on this plat by
plaintiff and by the brief ansicus curiae is
substantial We think, again, that the
problem deserves funds*r consideratioe, and
we remand the issue to the trial judge in
that he can reconsider it in the light, not
only of Mescafetv, but also of Cheyenne-
Arapaho (which was not overruled by Afar
re-lore. me Mitchell r. United Sutra, 219

CI , 561 F.ti 1300, 1306 a. 21
(1979), revil on other groveds. U.S.
--. 100 S.Ct. 130.14- LE42s1 607 (1960),
and the pertinent legislation which was not
rejected in Mesoakre (see supra) - es well
as the relevant facts to be proved. To
facilitate this reconsideration, we vacate
Parts LX X X1X and XC of the trial judge's
opinion to the extent they prevent such
remneideration from taking place.

1X

(15) The trial judge repeated, in pass-
ing, his prior holding that the Government's
obligation under the 1610 treaty to previde
education for the Navajos lasted for no
more than 10 year.. The Tribe seeks re-
view of tisii ruling, and though It Is not
necessary to oormider it in order to deal
with the particular supplementary own-

V-474441 0M4 --11

dome sew before es (sue Part VII of this
*aim. myna we de so bosom the held-
kg is a diapositive sae and may play a
significant tale I. delannialog the DA at-
test of dereadeat's Madam obligation so-
do. the INII Sooty.

Artie'. VI at the ..-witty proidod es M-
imic

ARTICLE VI. Is ardor t hems the
&lima* at the Iodises Merin iw
this treaty, the aosesity et miseetisa is
admitted, espoielly et web el these
may be settled as said aviculterel ports
of this resertatims, and they therefore
pledge themselves to compel their dill-
dress, male and tome* between the ages
of en and sixteen years, to attend selsoil;
and it is hereby mode the dsty et the
agest for said Wiese to see that this
stipulation is 'strictly complied citig and
the United Slaws agrees tint, for every
thirty childless between said ages wise
can be induced or compelled to attend
school, s house shall be przided, and a
teacher competent to teach etI elementa-
ry branches of an English 'dui:atlas shall
be furnished. who will reside among said
Indiana, and faithfully trim:barge his or
her duties ma e teacher.

The provision of this article to contin-
ue for not less this tee years.

We agreeivith the trial judge that, in the
atimoce of very strong materials suggesting
the omirsry, the secood'paregraph must be
take. literally to men that the defendant's
obligations under the Article ware not to
continue for more than 10 years. In fart,
Congress made tee consecutive priests
for Navajo education, beginning in 1271
and ending 1810. The tenth appropriation'
espremly said: "Fee last of Pen lestell.
~is, for pay et two teachers per Oath
Article of treaty of Jesse first, eighties
hundred and sixty-tight, two Unmated dol-
lars ." Act of May 11..16160.
Id, 21 Stat. 111. III irmybeen died).
There were no further appesprietiens fr
jaw* education until 191S.

149
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Mr. HALL. 'Whoever is next, please ,identify yourself for the
record, and put your statement into the record also.

Mr. Bo'n. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Nty name is Thomas Boyd.
We strongly feel that the education claim is the far most impor-

tant of the clairps that are before the U.S Government, or that has
been judged by the U.S. Government.

We tel that because educati,on is recognized by all the Navahos.
It is an area where we are mostNeriously lirilited by the Govern-
ment's failure to honor its promises within the 'treaty of 1868. We
hope that a recovery on our claims will help to offset the lack of
education, opportunities that had handicapped the past generation
of the Navaho people.

We strongly feel and are urging this subcommittee that we have
our day in court ot1 aurimportant education claim, and we are con-
fident that you people in the Congress intended us to have a fair
hearing on the merits of all claims properly pleaded in our original
petition.

The bill will give us an opportunity,. and will fully protect the
Government against the relitigation of any claims already heard or
presently pending before the U.S. Claims Court.

, Thank you.
Mr. HAIL. Thank you very much, sin
The statement of Mr. Boyd follows:

PHEAkED ST/art.:mi.:NT ON lirnAL,r o N4VAHo NATION

Mr Chairman My name is Thomas Boyd. I am the Tribal Councilman from Crys-
tal Chapter and a member (4 our Claims. Committee. I want to emphasize Mr. Gor-
man's remarks euncerr.ing the Government's duty to protect the Navaho Tribe from
the unjustified dismissi41-. of its fair and honorable dealings claims. Our second

,ataan net contutct wataa iutea,a;;-;.' en nrevent the result of the Court of Claims'
decision in 1979. It specifically required both 'Iniaa! and Secretarial approval of any

nortirmise. settlement. or other ad,justment- of the claims originally pleaded by
our first attorney in Ii 4I That provision was intended to fulfill.the duty imposed
on the tiecretary of the Interior by §1Sa to supervise tribal attorneys and
protect the Tribe against their mistakes.

Wt didn't know in 190 what our second claims attorney was doing on our claims
lie never reported his proposed amendment of our `original Petition to the Tribal
government Isis letter of July s, 1983. to the Chairnian of this committee indicates
that he did not intend to dismiss our -fair and honorable dealings" claims and the
Tribe certainly had no intention of disassing any claims covered by our original
Petition Particularly. we would never have dismissed our claim based on the Gov-
rnmnt's failure to provide education in accordonie with its ISIlS promises and
t'ongress later recognition of its special obligation

we
educate our children. Educe-

'ognized by a w;Ill Navaho as the area where e arq most seriously limited by
Tntnent's failures in honoring its promises. We hope that a recovery on our

is will help to offset the lack al educational opportunities that handicapped
past generations of Navaho people

The Department of 'Justice attorneys should have asked the Secretary of the Into.
nor to approve the 1!in1 amendment of our original Petition as an "adjustmetit- of
Ita dropping all elinms based on the Government's failure to deal fairly and
honorabl with the Tribe In the ease of the reduction of the ,Jicarilla Apache
Tribes' claimed :di-original area stipulated by its attorney, the ,Justice Department
refused to accept the attorneys' action until the Commissioner of Indian 'Affairs had
approved, as required by the attorney's contract I lqwever. the Jicarilla

contr.oa to the Government's interest. while the amendment of our Petition
was in thy tie vernmetn's favor The Navaho Tribe thus suffered the loss of valuable
Haim, laa-ruse the Government had failed to supervise its attorney's dismissal of
claims based on fair and honorable dealings. The Government's present position
that it was not required to protect the Tribe's interest under the Claims Commis-
sion's niling in the Jicarilla case Is not applicable because our original claims Peti-
tion had not made an mistake in claiming lands owned by others. Our second at.

sig
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1 me n, eve ,.n , ht. was attempting ter consolidate our ciaints and did not intend to
thsids, any. claims in the Petition Since "withdrawal" of claims W ELS ambiguous---
t does not suggest a "mistake"--the Department of Justice should have

demanded Tribal and Secretarial approval.
Enactment of the bill is needed to reverse the Government's regrettable failur to

lalfill its duties under 25 U.S.C. §Slat and our attorney's contract. We very much
;Int our day in court on our important education claim. and we are confident that

Congress intended us to have a fair hearing on the merits of all claims properly
pleaded in our otigell Petition. The bill will give us that opportunity, and it fully
protects the Govern. nt against relaigation of any claims already heard or pres-
ently pending before the U.S. Claims Court.

Mr. HALL. We will now hear from Mr. Plummer.
Mr. PhymmER. Thank you very much.
My name is Marshall Plummer. I am a council delegate to the

tribal council.
I get a feeling that you are a little bit confused about what we

are trying to present here, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to
verify that a little bit.

We have had treaties with the U.S. Government I don't know
whether any of you have heard about our plight, but we have been
done wrong by the U.S. Government in many ways just because of
the treaty that we agreed to back in 1868. One of the agreements
was specifically on education. I guess most of you are aware that
the Bureau of Indian Affairs is responsible for many of our re-
sources. included forested areas, range management. education,
social welfare. et cetera, et cetera. These are all social programs.

Some of the different things that we want heard in the courts
are related to these areas. One major one is education. And this is
what Mr. Gorman and Mr. Boyd were referring to in their testimo-
ny.

Just to give you at4 idea of what we are talking about, the effects
and the conseAuences of the failure of the Government to provide
as to the agreement we made back ; 1StiS, what has happened--
just to give you an example of th--first of all. we, as Indian
people. have had to adapt ourselves to a foreign lifestyle. I am sure
many of you are aware of that, as you hea d Mr. Gorman speak.

Mr. Gorman has had limited education, whereas I, being the
st member here representing the tribal council, had gone to

can speak probably better English than he can, but
the Sarni.' concepts in my head. It is difficult to adapt
estyle,

h s resulted is that the Government's failure to provide as
the'' stated so in the agreement in IS6S regarding education, what
has happened is that there have been many social factors, native
social factors. that have surfaced. Today we are facing S5 percent
unemployment on the reservation not our fault. Every year, the

Npf ortwriaft, million to us specifically for welfare pro-
These people Out there have a limited education. They just

don't have the opportunities.
These are some of the things 'hat we want heard in the courts.

Hat based on the decision that was rendered in 1979, we did not get
I hat opportunity. This is all we are asking fOr, that these cases be
hrHul.;111 hack si, that they can he judged based upon their merits,
!lot on seine technicality This is what we are here for, and we ask
kir our assistance.
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We le that. rf we Are given the opportunity, we won't have the
same situation years from now as it is now, We signed an
agreement 115 years ago, and look at us. We are dependent upon
the Federal Government, and that is not what we want. We want
to become self-sufficient and not have to come to Washington to
argue points of this sort. So we are asking for your assistance to
give us that opportunity for the case to be heard in the courts.

I would also like to invite each one of you to our reservation, to
visit with us, to see the plight of our people.

Thank you very much.
The statement of Mr. Plummer follows:I

PREPAKEP STATEMENT ON BEHALF' (I); NAvAtio NATION

Mr Chairman My name is Marshall Plummer. I am the Tribal Councilman from
'oote k.:triyon Chapter and the youngest member of the Claims Committee

Mr Gorman's statement has covered the terms and effect of the bill, and I will
not elaborate on his remarks. I want to focus the Committee's attention on the feel-
ing, of the Navaho people concerning education. Throughout our Reservation there
has been a sense of betrayal and loss because the Govertunent failed to provide edu-
cation yur as its ISGS agreement promised.

We Are fully aware of the fact that under Article VI of the IMit4 treaty the Gov-
it promised to give us the "advantages and benefits- ' of "civilization" and

0I) sh education ' At the same time. the Government took our land, and our
lead ) 'hot we could survive as a people only if we were able to achieve
the because' we no longer had our original land base. We,
therefore, re :Idlly agree to the Government's terms in Article VI of the Treaty.
Almost inimdiately after the Treaty was signed, our ancestors began to petition the

lo%rriment to live up to its promises by providing educational facili-
I le- and tea, her, for All of our children Those pleas full on deaf ears in Washing-
ton. w here under the United States own laws we wore not allowed to seek judicial

until int"'"W' if the Indian Claims Commission Act in The Navaho Trtbe
pramptl filed a claim under Section 2 of that Act U.S.0 § Thai based in part on
the Goernment's failure to deal fairly and honorably with the Tribe in meeting its
Aucation,11 iomentinents Despite the contentions of the justice Department that

some parts id our claims survive the 111611 "withdrawal," the tact rornams that our
for and he dealings education claim will never be' heard on its merits
ithout le gislat kin As lI R
W were appalled to learn that the Court of Claims dismissed our 'lair and him-
,ibic dealings" .laiins bo0tis of the unnuthonted action of our attorney This is 0

the Goernment s taking Advantage of our attorneys mistake in the
law of ttr itot, Under n SA* * la to pi-ottict us against such unwarranted action
In oppf,Ing this hll. the government is still taking advantage of the Navaho Tribe

lune id the. coon marked the One Hundred Fifteenth :amiversary of the
N.liatio l real, Recoie.0 of a technicality and the Government s OWII failure to mon-

cetaract III ;11)1ir).-cd, svc ;Iry still waiting for MAI- first dot in
,)(11 na 1 an Ouut, ,tt claim that it did not honor its :tile kJ( the bargain. I ask

thc ,eminitly0 to a jr1 rie llie loll

\Ir. f IAl.1. \Vher is your reservation located? Wher d-
quarter cif Where do you live':

Window Rock, is the heaclqw and
ix!vnd:, into \rirona and New :`,1exico and Utah.

:11r. HALL. How many people are in that area.
NIL l'I,tMMER .Approxim:itely 10000 people.
Mr IIAi.. Aml you say there Lis 7:-) percent unemployment at this

Mr PIA NIN1114 Eigl

1
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Mr. HALL, Eighty-five percent at this time.
Mr. PLummEit Yer; and the welfare roll is $31 million right now.
Mr. HALL. The 15 percent who are employed, are they employed

on the reservation or off?
Mr. PLUMMER. On the reservation, generally. There are some

border towns such as Gallup, Farmington, Flagstaff, and areas like
that, where a limited amount of our people are employed. But a lot
of our people who are employed are employed by Government pro-
grams that put out these social programs.

Mr. HALL. The 85 percent who are not employed, what do they
do?

Mr. PLUMMER. What can they do?
Mr. HALL. Are they educated at all? Do they have any type of

education or schooling?
Mr. PLUMMER. Right now, the average level of education on the

Navaho Reservation is about 9.5.
Mr. HALL. When you say the level of education, are you speaking

of high school or grade school.
Mr. PLUMMER. The grade level is 9. 5, which is a freshman in

high school, 9th grade.
Mr. HALL. All right.
We will now hear from the gentleman representing the Attorney

General Mr. Liotta.
We will ask questions of all of you after we have finished with

the other testimony.
Bill, thank you for coming. I know you have a schedule to meet.

We appreciate your being here.

TESTIMONY OF HON. ANTHONY C. HOTTA, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENERAL, LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVI-
SION. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES
BROOKSHIRE, CHIEF OF THE INDIAN CLAIMS SECTION, DE-
PARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Mr. LiorrA. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce Mr. Jim
Brookshire, the Chief of our Indian Claims section, and, with your
permission, he will stay here.

Mr. HALL. Yes.
Mr. LiorrA. Mr. Chairman, also with your permission, I have a

statement and I have a summary of the statement, and, if I may, I
would submit the statement for the record.

Mr. IIMJ.. It will be made a part of the record.
Mr. laorrA. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it is a

pleasure to appear before you and speak on H.R. 3533, and I thank
for the opportunity.

)apartment of Justice opposes passage of H.R. 3533, which
Ear jurisdiction on the U.S. Claims Court to hear certain

s of the Navaho Indian Tribe, previously filed and voluntarily
drawn in October 1969 by counsel for the tribe.
1979, the Court of Claims ruled the withdrawal valid that was

made without the knowledge of the tribe or the Secretary of the
Interior, The Department also opposed passage of a legislative
predecessor of FIR, 3533, which I believe was H.R. 4445, which was
not favorably acted upon,
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The Department then belieyed that Congress should not reverse
the clear holding of the court and set a precedent for reviving
claims for which the statute of limitations has long ago run. We
opposed H.R. :3533 for the same reasons.

Moreover, the language of H.R. 35:33 is even more general and
imprecise than that contained in the prior bill. Since it allows re-
submission of withdrawn claims which have not been considered or
decided on their merits, and which are no longer pending before
the claims court, and have not been previously determined on the
merits by the U.S. Court of Claims, this circular language, I
submit, invites further confusion by merely referencing prior
pleadings and hearings in this very complex and protracted case.

That is the completion of my summary, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the committee. I would be pleased to answer any questions
to the best of my ability.

(The statement of Mr. Liotta follows:(
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PREPAEED STATEMENT OK ANTHONY C. LIOTTA, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENICRAL, LAND AND NATURAL %SOURCES DIVISION

1 am Anthony C. Liotta, Deputy Assistant Attorney

General for the Land and Natural Resources Division, of the

Department of Justice. Thank you for giving the Departient

this opportunity to present our views concerning H.R. 3533,

which would confer jurisdiction on the United States Claims

Court to hear claims of the Navajo Tribe of Indians which were

previously filed with the Indian Claims Commission and volun-

tarily withdrawn in October, 1969 by the Tribe' counsel of

record, and which have not been considered or decided on their

merits.

As you may be aware, I testified before the Senate

Select Committee on Indian Affairs in November, 1981 in

opposition to a similar bill (S. 1613), which was eventually

rejected by that Committee. A copy of my statement on that

occasion is attached to my present statement for your reference.

I have also attached to today's statement, letters from former

Assistant Attorney General, Carol E. D. itins and Assistant

Attorney General Robert A. McConnell to Congressman James V.

Hansen, in response to questions raised by the Congressman and

Counsel for the Tribe in regard to the subject of this legisla-

tion. Those letters explain in detail the Department's reasons

for opposing passage of H.R. 3533 and its companion bill.

The Department of Justice is opposed to passage of

H.R. 3533 for three basic reasons. First we believe that counsel

fo'r litigants in Indian Claims cases, as with all cases, must
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be recognized as having the authority to conduct the prosecution

of a claim, and that the subject claim' were duly withdrawn by

counsel for the Navajo Tribe. Second, the Tribe has been and

is being given a full and fair opportunity to present its

claims under the Act of 1946, to dispute the validity of the

actions of its counsel, and to litigate all remaining claims

under remaining counts of its various petitions. Finally, the

Department believes that the Congress should not directly

reverse the decisions and orders of the Claims Court regarding

claims voluntarily withdrawn, and allow by special exception

the litigation of claims which would otherwise be barred by

the operation of a statute of limitation.

The apparent purpose of this bill, as it was with

S. 1613, is to allow the refiling of claims which were asserted

in the Tribe's petition in Docket No. 69 (claims 1 through 6

and 8), originally filed on July 11, 1950. Those claims were

voluntarily withdrawn nineteen years later, when the Tribe's

counsel filed an amended petition asserting only the seventh

claim of the original petition. Since then, his actin has

been the subject of extensive examination and second - guessing.

in 1979, the Court of Claims ruled that the attorney had

authority under his contract to withdraw the claims, notwith-

standing any lack of knowledge or consent by the Tribe or the

Secretary of the Interior. Navajo Tribe of Indians v. United

States, 601 F.2d 536, 539 (Cr. Cl. 1979). The Court found that

1 6
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his action was "a tactical decision similar to those attorneys

constantly must make in the conduct of litigation. The plaintiff

is bound by the actions of its att
y.ii

The trial judge' initial des lion was clarified in an

order of September 28, 1979, which was ustained by the Claims

Court in decision finding that if the surviving seventh

claim did not include certain claims, those claims may not

be reasserted because of the statute of limitations. I have

attached a copy of the trial judge's clarification and would

be happy to furnish copies of the opinions of the Court of

Claims to the Committee, if you desire.

The Department's second concern is that this bill would

expressly overrule a decision which was arrived at after fair

and full hearing by a court of competent jurisdiction. As is

evident from the extended period over which the issue of claims

withdrawal was considered and by the number of decisions and

clarifications which were precipitated by that consideration.

this Tribe has received its due process -- to provide it with

additional opportunities will be to delay consideration of

the claims of others which are still to be considered. All

claims which they have properly prosecuted under the Act of

1946 have either been legally withdrawn, settled, considered,

decided, or are still pending on an extremely complex and

detailed docket. The bill would expressly contradict an unequi-

v,cal finding of the trial judge and the Cotrt of Claims by

declaring that prig: claims "were withdrawn without required
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approval by the Tribe and the Secretary of the Interior," and

would severely complicate the pleadings in a case already

characterized as "byzantine" by the Court. Since the bill

does not specify what specific claims would be allowed and

simply refVrs back to prior petitions and hearings, it invites

whole new layer of disputes over the scope of the bill

itself. . . a dispute which would hardly serve the interests

of justice and the public.

Finally, the Department believes that the passage of

H.R. 3533 would set an unfortunate precedent, and could invite

similar future petitions for relief from the operation of the

statute of limitations for claims under the Act of 1946. Since

the right of the Tribe to present additional claims under the Act

has been litigated and denied, the passage of the hill would

constitute the granting of a special exception to the operation

Act's statute of limitation -- thus frustrating a major

purpose of the Act and encouraging similar untimely requests

for private relief on behalf of others whose claims have been

withheld or denied in similar circumstances or who may argue

some other justification for an exception. A similar incident,

involving special relief from the operation of the defense of

res ludicata and allowing the relitigation of a claim by the

Sioux Nation, has been followed by the allowance of three more

exceptions to other tribes. Sioux Nation v. United States,

15S
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220 Ct. C. 442 (1979), aff'd 448 U.S. 371 (1980). I have

attached a list of those cases to my statement.

In conclusion, the Department is opposed to H.R. 3533,

because it expressly reverses the 11wOul actions of counsel for

the Tribe, as fully and fairly con ad and sustained by a

court of competent jurisdiction, because its languag ague

and will only serve to hinder the fair and prompt resolution of

the underlying dispute, and because it sets an unfortunate

precedent which may well lead to similar requests for relief

from the operation of a Lai.. and reasonable statute of limitations.

1 r 9
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otte, Deputy Asa Att orney

General for the -Land and Natural Resources Division. As the

Committee is aware, S. 1613 would confer jurisdictionon the

United States Court of Claims to hear claims of the Navajo Tribe

of Indians which were previously filed, with the Indian Claims ..

Commission under Section 2 of the Act of August 11, 1946 (60

Stat. 1050, 25 U.S.C. 70a) and dismissed by withdrawal in

October, 1969, by the attorney of record for the Navajo Tribe.*/

The claims that were withdrawn were Claim 1 through 6 and 8

in Docket No. 69.

In the bill the claims are rather generally represented

* * * claims that (1) Navajo Reservation
lands were tan by the United States tr
disposed pf tOtthers without payment of
adequate compensation; (2) the United
States failed to fulfill Article 6 of the
Treaty of June 1, 1868, 15 Stat. 667, and
to deal fairly and honorably with the
tribe in providing educational facilities
and services through August 13, 1946, and
(3) that the United States teismansged the
lands and resources of the tribe: *

We wish to point out at tne outset that the description

of the claims in S. 1613 is entirely too broad and imprecise.

Nevertheless, each category of claims warrants attention since

In 1979 the Court of.Claims ruled that the Tribe's attorney
possessedoauthority to withdraw the claims in question and

stated that the "decision to withdraw . . . was a tactical decision
a

-5
similar to those attorneys constantly must make in the conduct of
litigation. The plaintiff if bound by the actions of its attorney."
See Navajo Tribe of Indians 4. United States, 601 F.2d 536, 539
(Cr. CI. A979).

t-

1 Gi
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*mac 'this. legislation would have very serious consequences

with respect to thL conduct of ongoing litigation in several dockets.

As to the first category of claims, it is the Governrent's

position that the Navajo'Tribe has not asserted any claim for the

taking of reservation lands in Claims 1 through 6 and 8. There'

is no good reason to grant the Navajo Tribe jurisdiction to file

any such claim now, More than thirty years after the juriselictonel

bar of Section 12 of the Indian Claims Commission Act. (Act of

August 13, 1.946, 60 Stat. 1049, 1052,,25 U.S.C. 70k).

The second category of claims may contain two matters.

The first is a claim for the failure of the Government to fulfill

Article VI of the Treaty of June 1, 1868 (15 Stat. 667). This

claim fpr the nonfulfillment of Article VI of the 1868 Treaty is

currently being :itigated under Claim 7 of DockeiNo. 69, in the

Court of Claims. The second of these two claims is the alleged
Y.

failure of the Government to deal fairly and honorably with the

tribe in providing educational facilities and services through

August 13, 1946. If this is meant to be a claim based on some

obligation beyond the terms of the 1868 Treaty, then the Govern-

ment submits that such a claim has never been previously pre-

sented. Furthermore, if this second claim is based on some

general obligation to provide adequate educational facilities,

instructors and instruction, then to grant jurisdiction to the

Court of Claims would be to give the Court jurisdiction to enter-

tain a claim that is' not available to other Indian claimants.

This was the holding in Gila River Indian Community v. United
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States, 190 Ct. Cl. 790, 801 (1970).

The third category of claims include allegations that

the Government mismanaged the lands and resources of the Navajo

Tribe. Claims for mismanagement of lands and resources are

already being litigated in Claim 7 of Docket No. 69, and in

Docket Nos. 299 and 353.

In conclusion, it is the Department's position that

enactment of S. 1613 would create confusion and prolong litigation

on clai:Ls that are already before the Court of Claims. Moreover,

to the ex.ent that these claims are inlluded in Claim

should be pointed out that the United 'States has relied on the

dismissal of Clai-7.1s 1 through 6 and 8 ana has framed its litigation

strategy accord:11y. Reopenint these issues would not only

duplicate prior litiEatioh, it would undercut the Government's

position. Consequently, we ngly believe that there is no

justification whatsoever for enacting S. 1613.

Furthermore, enactment of this bill would be contrary

to the Foicy stated in Section 12 of the Indian Claims Commission

Act (Act of August 13, 1946, 60 Stat. 1049, 1052, 25 U.S.C. 70k)

which provides that all tribal claims which arose prior to

August 13, 1946, had to be filed within five years and that no

claim not so presented "may thereafter be submitted to any court

or administrative agency for consideration, nor will suph claim

thereafter be entertained by Congrets." We have repeatedly stated

that the erosion of this rolicy will lead to many applications

for spcfcial jurisdictional acts to allow,the lititic4.1 of

f ;,0 t t C the relitifotion of previously adjuc!ic,,:

therufore uiie the Cor..71ittce not to sancticn the

furth&r eresion of this policy.
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Honorable James V. Hansen
House of Representatives
UashinEton, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressoan Hansen:

Re: Navajo Tribe v. United States, Docket
)cos. 69 and 299, before the United
States Claims Court,

your letter of May 1E, 1943 requests explanation of the
peps:want'. actions in seeking dismissal of Navajo Tribal
Clair. 1-t endl in Docket No. 69 after such claims had been
voluntarily withdrawn by plaintiff's counsel without the

' apparent knouledte or approval ofthe.Havajo Tribal Council
or the Secretary of interior. You suggest that swab action .

bay be inconsistent with a position taken by Department
counsel in an earlier case (Jicarilla Apache Tribe vl United
States, Docket No. 22-A), and,ilik whether such earlier action
should not etrve as a precede4 to alloii such clalosTto be
reinstated by legislative action. Ybu further ask whether the
dismIssrd claiss 1-6 and 8 are still pending in current docket.
before the United States Claris Court. Briefly summarized,
the facts' are as followis

The'original petition consisting of claims 1 through P was
timely filed in Docket No. 69. Thereafter, and before the filinp
deadline-of August 13, 1946, plaintiff filed three additional
dockets, ounbered 229, 299 and 353. Docket No. 229 was an
aboriginal land claim duplicating allegation, pled in Clain. 1
and -2 of Docket No. 69. Docket Ho. 353 was an accounting chair
for mismanagement and breach of fiduciary duty regardinvoil and
gas resources. Docket No. 299 is an accounting claim for elm-
usnageuent and breach of fiduciary duty regarding all other
resources. These resource claims had been generally elleped by
claire 7-of Docket No. 69. Accordingly, these accounting claims
were consolidated for trial.



On October 1, 1969, former Navajo counsel, Harold Mott, filed
a First Amended Fetition which withdrew,from consideration non-
acco..nting claims 1-6 and El of Docket No. 69. In 1974 s sub-
seque.t Navajo counsel, William Schaab, filed a Second Aiended
Petition in Docket No. 69 which purported to reformulate and
restore nun - accounting claims 1-6 and 8 to the case. The
Commi.sion allowed this amendment on the ground that it was
based on facts contained on claim 7 of Docket No. 69 which had
not been withdrawn, and otherwise concluded that the attempted
withdrawal by Mott had not been effective because the attorney
contract then in effect required tr:bal approval for any
"adjust".ent" of the claims. (35 Ind.C1.Comm. 305, 307,
Ailnualy 23, 1975).

071 iu-ly 3, 1,V78, Derart,nent counsel filed a motion to dismiss
1-t a',c 8 of Loci,.rt No. 69 on the ground that the "reformula-

ti,in" hrippene'd after the statute of limitations (25 U.F.C.
run. The Commission transferred the cases to the Court of

(ufwer F.1. No. 94-465, 90 Stat. 1990 (1976)) without rulinK
on this motion. The cases were assigned to Trial Jude Bernhardt

the Commission's,earlier ruling that said claims
rel..ted to the original petition. On appeal the Court of
(141ms r.v.ssed this ruling and dismi.wed these CaiMb. (220 CICI.
3AC. (1'175), 601 F.2d 536 (19.79)).

C.,utt ruled on appeal that the withdrawal of c11 1-6
N t9 by former Navajo counsel Mott did not

rec;-,Iire ttial or Secretarial knowledge or app.oval. The Court
c(77')!,Lrued the rcleva-.-)t paragraph of the attorney's contract (i.e.,
par. 6, Gpmromises and Settlements) as requiring:

" tribal and secretarial approval only
of compromises, settlements, and similar
adjustments of claim., i.e., the termina-
tion of claims in return for some copsidcra-
tion given if exchange therefor. 'Paragraph
6 did not limit the attorney's authority co
withdraw certain claims, several of which
probably were duplicative of those in other
dockets, for what he perceived to be sound
tactical or strategic reasons. That was
precisely the kind of decision the attorney
would have to make in carrying out his duty
under paragraph 2 of tree contract "to
diligently pr,secute the claims and to exert
his best efforts to satisfactorily conclude
the within the term of this contract."

f;
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Indeed, an attorney crYild not effectively
conduct such a major Indian claims case
as this if he had to obtain the prior
approval of his client and the Secretary
before he could take such action.

Consequently, the Court held there was nothing before the Commis
sion to which th- 2nd amended petition in 1975 could "relate back ",
and the situation stood as if the withdrawn claims had never been
filed. The Commission thus lacked jurisdiction to hear them.
(rages 360-367 of the Court's opinion.)

We agree with the above conclusions and the result. We
oe not fin; this view inconsistent with the Commission's inter-
pretation of the attorney's contract in the Jicarilla Apache case.
There, the Commission had ordered a consolidated hearing L31 --the
at.oriNir:al land claims of certain Pueblo Tribes in the areas and
to the extent these claims overlapped the similar claims of the
Jicarilla Apache. The Commission's order of consolidation further
fJevided that any petitioner who would disclaim any interest in
the ar. -a by the Jicarilla could avoid the consolidated
k.,,rinK et the Jicarilla Apache land claims. Thereafter, five
stipulatiens e,re executed between the Jicarina Apache counsel
and the scali,tc c(A)-)sel of five Pueblo tribes. Department
ceuhsel perceived this action as an "adjustment of claims'
requiring apireval of the tribe and the Secretary. The Commis-
sion recogniLed the validity of the contention that such
epproval shoul6 of required where historical boundaries we -re
being adjue'ed in aboriginal land claims (12 Ind.C1.Comm. 439,
476-477 (1963)). The Commission found, however, that there was
absolutely no evidence of historical overlap of bordering claims,
but that Jicarillo Apache counsel by "siotake and oversight" had
erroneously claimed Pueblo lands. The stipulations whico served
to correct the mistake did not constitute an arbitration or com-
promise of a controversy between them since none had ever existed
and there was only a mistake of pleading. The Commission concluded
(Id., p. 478):

* *Tn., correction of an error in pleading
made by counsel's inadvertence in failing to
exclude lands claimed by subject Pueblos is
not difficult to distinguish from a situation
where a historic boundary dispute between
adverse Indian groups or tribes is sought to
be settled by arbitration and compromise.
Here there was a mistake in the pleading of
the description of Jicarilla Apache's claimed
latios ono its correction.

a
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We have aLckptzd the Commission's correction of our mistaken
perception of the Jicarill Apache transactions and see no
precedent which would support legislative revival of the
dismissed Navajo claims.

It is our view that the dismisced claims of any substance
are the subject of claim 7 in Docket 69 or in Docket Nos. 229,
299 and 353, either presently before the Claims Court or for
which judgte -it has Vern entered.

Claims 1 and 2 sought declaration that the Treaty of
June 1, 1868 was invalid and a judgment for the fair market
value of Navajo aboriginal land. These claims were the subject
of a judgment in Docket No. 229. A judgment of $14.800.000.00

to the ':avajo Tribe on September 18, 1981 for the
fair market value of their aboriginal lands.

Claim 3 complains of the adequacy of the agricultural land
provided under the 14;13 treaty and contends that the government
is liable for the damage which allegedly occurred from overgrazing.
The management of all lands on the reservation is the subject of
iciultv .rider claim 7 of Docket No. 69.

Clay:: 4, subtitled "Education; Schools," alleged that the
United States failed to ensure the civilization and education of
the !;avajos under the 1868 treaty. Trial Judse 'aernhardr ruled
that tn.! obligation to provide eaucat on extended foi JO years
only. Th.- Diarc of Claims affirmed t &is view. (224 Ct. Cl. 171,
197-199 (1980), 624 F.2d 981, 995-996 (1980)).

Claim 5 alleges a breach of fiduciary duties by the United
States with respect to the Tribe's nst.:ral resources and other
tribal property. These claims are ala7 the subject of claim 7
in Docket No. 69 and in Docket Nos. ":99 and 353. Oil and gas
mismanagement claims, as well OS for wrongful disburse-
ment and handling of tribal furata snd the failure to fulfill '
Article 8 provisions of the '668 'treaty, were the subject of a
judgment sward of $22,0000.00 to the Navajo Tribe in Docket
No. 353 on June 8, 1982. Similar claims for mismanagement of
copper, vanadium, uranium, sand, rock and gravel resources were
tried during February-March 1983 and are pending on briefs to be
filed before the Claim. Court in Docket Nos. 69 and 299. Other
resource and property claims were scheduled for trial in these
dockets by the Trial Judge's order of March 24, 1982. Trials
have been thus set into 1985 (e.g., timber and sawmill claims -

October 24, 1983; coal, water, rights-of-way, mission sites, etc.
Hay 15. 1984, and grazing lands - January 10, 1985).

1 Er/
I
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CI im 6 allec, mit,,cellaneous facilities provided under

the 1868 Treaty were e 'ate and delayed. To the extent that

such facilities were r_aladt:inistered or mismanaged, the claims

are pending uncer claim 7 of Docket No. 69.

Claim 8 allekes breach of an agreement in 1886 to return

NhVdisit) hoelands in return for services by individual

Navajes as scouts and guides during the Apache war. Claims of

individuals arc not justiciable under the Indian Claims Commis-

sion Act. The claim for aboriginal lands was the subject of the

judge.ent in D.,ckcr No. 2.."9 as noted above.

It is the ;x:sitlun of the DepartIzent. that the Navajo Trihe
!--,n the yictie of any injustice and in the dismissal

of the clalf:s nc legislative remedy is rec;uired.

ely,

Ci,rol E. Dinkins
Assistant Attorney General
Land and Natural Resources Division
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U. S. Department of Justice

Office of Lcgisiative Affairs

offs-, of Awflani A I loom> &mini livert.sji 4.4.D C MID

Honorable James V. Hansen
Nouse of Representatives
Washington. D. C. 20515

Deer Congressman Hansen:

Thank you for the opportunity to present our comments on
Hr. Schaab'a letter of July 12, 1983 and S. 1196. We did not
have a copy of S. 1196 at the time our letter of June 14, 1983
was being prepared. We accordingly directed our remarks to
specific questions posed in your letter of May 18, 1983.
Although we agree that tribes must have & fair opportunity to
present their claims. we remain opposed to the bill and
appreciate this further opportunity to supplement and elaborate
upon our pnsitioh.

In sum, we oppose the bill on four grounds. First, the
legislation would define the details of a particular attorney-
client relationship. Second, we view the relief as unnecessary.
Third. the bill is ambiguous. Fourth, legislation of the sort
proposed portends new requests for jurisdictional authority by
Indian tribes who have become dissatisfied with results obtained
under the Indian Claims Commission Act (60 Stat. 1049, 25 U.S.C.
i 70, et seq.) (hereafter, the Act.)

First, the proposed language of S. 1196 plainly reverses the
Court of Claims holdin that a voluntary dismissal of certain
tribal claims by tribal counsel was proper and binding on the
client, even though without the prior knowledge and consent of
the Tribe and the Secretary of Interior, Nava o Tribe v. United
States, 220 Ct.C1. 360, 601 F.2d 536 (19795, nguage in
S. 1196 which concludes that claims were withdrawn without the
"required" approval of the Tribe and the Secretary accomplishes
this result. As we said in our letter of June 14, 1983, we
believe that the Court of Claims was correct in supporting the
validity and propriety of the tribal attorney's action in that
case. An ever- present legislative "requirement" of knowledge
and approval of the Tribe and the Secretary would impost- serious
restrictions on tribal counsel's actions during the normal course
of litigation, making it virtually impossible for that counsel to
act with dispatch and efficiency in the handling of complex
Indian claims. Courts and litigants must be able to rely and

169
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act upon representations of counsel in litigation. In their
capacity as defense attorneys, this Department's lawyers would
act at their peril to rely upon tribal counsel's representations
without assurance in each instance that approval had been
provided. Inordinate delays in the disposition of-chase suits
would be the inevitable result.

Present counsel also argues that the Department of Justice
has, or had, some fiduciary duty under 25 U.S.C. S 81a "to pro-
tect Indian tribes against the unauthorized or imprudent actions
of their attorneys." Letter of May 31, 1983, at 4. It is the
breach of this duty which is said to justify the proposed legis-
lation. Id. This proviso would alter the role of defense lawyers
and judges involved in adversary proceedings under the Act by
adding an overriding obligation of assuring that tribal counsel's
strategy, tactics, and actions were not only authorized but also
prudent and, presumably, likely to succeed. We do not understand
that to be the role which Congress intended for this Department
when it established a tribunal for the litigation of Indian claims.

Mr. Schaab's July 13, 1983 letter principally focuses upon
the Court of Claims dismissal of "fair and honorable dealings
claims" allegedly contained in Clauses 1-6, and 8 of tKe original
petition in Docket o. 69. He reasons that the dismissal of those
claims precludes any further consideration of them by the Court of
Claims. As we discuss 12 some detail below, most of such claims
are clearly riot precluded. Mr. Sdhaab's proposition, or one very
similar to it, was proffered by the government itself to the Court
of Claims in Uavalo Tribe of Indians v. United States, 224 Ct. Cl.
171, 181, 624 F.id 981, 9S6 (1980). In the 1980 opinion, the
Court described Claim 7 as "an all-inclusive claim that asked
the Government to account generally and properly for its handling
of the Tribe's monies or property over which the Government had
exercised control or supertTision." Id. Plaintiff's exception to
the government's accounting report, we argued, sought to, reassert
claims which had been dismissed in the 1979 ruling. We submitted
that the earlier dismissal precluded the reassertion of the
"fair and honorable dealings" claims. The Court rejected our
proposition, reasoning as follows;

'The 1979 order) was not meant to delete any
true accounting claims already included in
Claim 7 * * * simply because the specific item
happens to deal with the same subject matter
(e.g., land, oil, gas or education) as a dis-
missed claim. What the [19791 order did, and,
was meant to do, was to prevent plaintiff from
attempting to restate and reinvigorate the dis-
missed claims, which were not accounting claims,
in the form (if not the substance) of accounting
claims in order to try to bring them now, for

1 ti
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the first time under Claim 7. But true account-
ing-claims, involving the disposition of tribal
funds and property, have always been warp and woof
of Claim 7, and they remain so. If the issue is
whether the Government, as fiduciary, faithfully
managed or used Navajo assets, Claim 7 covers the
question.

224 Ct. Cl. at 181-182, 624 F.2d at 986. (Emphasis in text.)

The Court offered an example of how dismissed claim
could remain viable in Claim 7. It pointed to the government's
alleged failure to provide educational and other services to
the Navajos and concluded that dismissal of that claim did not:

prevent the plaintiff from urging (in Claim 7)
that defendant must account for the use and dis-
position of educational monies appropriated by
Congress to or for the use of the Navajos
specifically; the latter aspect is and has always
been fully a part of the general accounting
claims we are now considering.

Id. In contrast, the Court indicated that a "broader conten-
Ton" apparently within the dismissed claims, i.e., the
United States' failure to appropriate or make available suffi-
cient funds to educate the Navajos, could not be restated in
Claim 7. An analysis of the-specifics of the claims becomes
essential.

One of the bases for'our opposition to the Bill, in fact,
is that it generalizes regarding claims which have been de-
scribed by the Court of Claims as "byzantine in complexity."
Navajo Tribe v. Unite4,States, 220 Ct. Cl. at 362-364. 601 F.2d
at 537-538. Even though some clarification might be obtained
by reference to the 1979 decision, the present status of the
dismissed claims would still not be apparent. Consequently,
we undertook, in our letter of June 14, 1983, to up-date the
status of the dismissed claims in the context of their pendency
or disposition in other Navajo dockets. Because that analysis
demonstrates, we submit, that the relief sought in the Bill is
unnecessary to assure that the Tribe has had a fair opportunity
to litigate its claims, we restate it here.

Specifically, Claims 1 and 2 sought a declaration that the
Treaty of June 1, 1868 was invalid and judgment for the fair
market value of Navajo aboriginal land. These claims were the
subject of a judgment in Docket No. 229. That judgment awarded
$14,800,000.00 to the Navajo Tribe on September 18, 1981 for
the fair market value of their aboriginal lands.

1 7 1
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Claim 3 complained of the adequacy of the agricultural
land provided under the 1868 treaty and contended that the gov-
ernment was liable for damage which allegedly occurred from
mismanagement through overgrazing. The management of all lands
on the reservation, however, is the subject of inquiry under
Claim 7 of Docket No. 69.

Claim 4, subtitled "Education; Schools." alleged that the
United States failed to ensure the civilization and education
of the Navajos under the 1868 treaty. Trial Judge Bernhardt
ruled that the obligation to provide education extended for 10
years only. The Court of Claims affirmed this view. 224 Ct.
Cl. at 197-199, 624 F.2d at 995-996.

Claim 5 alleged breach of fiduciary duties by the United
States with respect to the Tribe's natural resources and other
tribal property. This claim is also the subject of Claim 7 in
Docket No. 69 and Docket No. 299. In addition, oil and gas mis-
management claims, as well as claims for the wrongful disbur,e-
ment and handling of tribal funds and the failure to fulfill
the provisions of Article 8 of the 1868 Treaty, were the sub-
ject of a judgment award of $22,000,000.00 to the Navajo Tribe
in Docket No. 353 on June 8, 1982. Similar claims for misman-
ageme,t of copper', vanadium, uranium, sand, rock and gravel
resources were tried during February-March 1983 and will shortly
be pending on briefs before the Claims Court in Docket Nos. 69
and 299. Other resources and property claims have been
scheduled for trial by the Trial Judge's order of July 1, 1983.
Specifically, trials have been set into 1986, including: timber
and sawmill claims, January 23, 1984; coal, water, rights-of-
way. mission sites, and related claims, May 15, 1985; and.
grazing land claims, Janus y 10, 1986.

Claim 6 alleged that mi -ellaneous facilities provided under
the 1868 Treaty were inadequa c and that their construction was
delayed. To the extent that such facilities were mismanaged,
the claim would then be pending under Claim 7 of Docket No. 69.

Claim 8 alleged the breach of an agreement in 1868 to re-
turn Navajo aboriginal homeland, in return for the services of
individual Navajo Indians as scouts and guides during the Apache
war. Claims of individuals, however, are not justiciable under
the Act. The tribal claim for aboriginal lands, or the other
lands, was the subject of the judgment in Docket No. 229 as
noted above.

From this discussion, it is evident that the "dismissed
claims" of any substance, i.e., those addressing the Govern-
ment's handling of tribal monies or property, are also the sub-
ject of Claim 7 in Docket No. 69 or of claims presented in Docket
No. 299 and are therefore still viable. Specifically, Claims 3,

re
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4, 5, and b Are, in part, the subject of Claim 7 in Docket 7o.69, Claim 5 is the subject of Docket No. 299. Indeed, Claims 12, 5 and 8 have, in part, been the subject of substantial judg-
ments already entered in favor of the Tribe in Docket Nos. 229and 353. Claim 4, to the extent not available in Claim 7, is
addressed on the merits in the Court of Claims 1980 opinion.In these circumstances, we would submit that the proposed
legislation is unnecessary to provide the Tribe a fair oppor-
tunity to pursue its claims. Further, the proposed language
inaccurately generalizes regarding "claims" which are, as the
Court of Claims said, "byzantine in complexity."

Finally, affording an independent jurisdictional grant
where judgments have already been entered, merit rulings made,
and claims otherwise presented or prer.-Alred, promises to un-
settle and further protract the resolution of these claims. Thegrant could encourage other tribes to seek jurisdictional au-
thority to reopen results already obtained under the Act when
those results are later thought unsatisfactory or, with new
counsel, to present entirely new ideas and theories of their
past or current claims with the hope of greater success beforethe current tribunal.

For the reasons discussed, we continue to oppose both the
relief sought in the Bill and the proposed language. The Office
of Managemvnt and Budget has advised us that there is no objec-
tion to thy p:,.-.1ission of this report from the standpoint of
the Administration's program..

Sincerely,

Robert A. McConnell
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legislative Affairs
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September 28, 1979

ORDER

ON FI.AINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
CLARIFICATION

The plaintiff has filed a motion for clarification of our
opinion of June 13, 1979, in which we dismissed claims 1
through 6 and claim 8. In so doing, we stated that "This
dismissal is withevt prejudice to the plaintiff's assertion of
any of these claims in other dockets involving the plaintiff
if those claims in fact are present in those dockets." (Foot-
note 1). Plaintiff now asserts that in this footnote we con-
templeted the possibility that the dismissed claims still might
be asserted as part of claim 7 in docket No. 69. a.weral
accounting claim that has been con !dated with the accounting
claims idocket Nos. 299 and 253, d which therefore was not
before pe-.

'laintiff is mistaken. Footnote 1 was intended to make
clear that despite the dismissal of claim's 1 through 6 and
claim B, those clAims could be asserted in the other pend.ng
dockets (Nos. 229, 299 and 353) if in fact they "are present
in those dockets." The determination whether the dismissed
claims are so present is a matter for the trial judge.
Obvibusly, we would not have dismissed clirims 1 through 6 and
claim 8 in docket No. 69 if we had contemplated that all of those
claims could be fully pressed under claim 7 its thae docket. To
the contrary, we held that the plaintiff's previous withdrawal
of claims 1 through 6 and claim 8 in docket No. 69 precluded
plaintiff from subsequently reasserting those claims because at
the tim of reassertion the statute of limitationi had run on
them. The plaintiff may pursue these dismissed claims only if,
and to the extent they are also part of the claims asserted in
the dockets other than docket No. 69.

SI
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DICATA DEFENSE
7

CONGRESS

Assiniboine Nation, et al. v. United States, Docket No.

10-81L (Order of August 1,3, 1981).

Juducnt - S16,394,625.16.

Blackfeet, Tribe of the Blackfeet Reservation v. United

States, Dock0t. No. 649-801. (Order of June 19, 1981).

Judgment - $29,357,453.00

Three Affiliated Tribessof the Fort Berthold Reservation

v. Dr,ited States, Docket No. 54-81L (Order of September 30, 1981).

Judgment - $22,690,625.00

Mr. HA1.1.. Thank you
I notice in looking af this record that Harold Mott, who was the

attorney back at that time, according to Mr. Richardson's testimo-
ny thatjhe filed with us, filed an amended petition which deleted
several of the originally pleaded claims, that the attorney contract
with Mr. Mott required approval by both the tribe and the. Secre-
tary of the Interior for any compromise settlement or other adjist-
ment of the claims.

What about that?
Mr. LarrrA. It is my unde anding that is somewhat mistaken.

The contract that the attorney had, in our review of it and my esti-
mation, provides for the approval by the tribe and the Secretary of
the Interior of any settlement.

As indicated by the claims court in 1979, the attorney, under
other provisions of the contract and as part of his employment, had
to make certain decisions. That is part of being an attorney. That
court held that he did not need approval of the Secretary of the
Interior or the tribe to withdraw claims.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee would submit
that if this was so, that if any attorney representing anyonelet's
say the tribeshad to go back to the Secretary of the Interior or
the tribv for various facets of the litigation, the courts would be to-
tally submerged and encumbered and the case would never be over.

The contract. I submit, provided that the attorney use his judg-
ment, and he used his judgment.

Mr. HALL. Do you hate a copy of the contract entered into be-
tween Harold Mott and the claimants here?

Mr. ',form. I don't know whether I have a copy of it, but the---
Mr. HALL. Do we have a copy or the document that you hold in

your hand?
Mr. SUHAAH. This is exhibit A to Mr. Gorman's statement in your

pr ckets. If you would turn to page 51--A, this is a printed petition
for certiorari to the Supreme Court, but it contains all of the rele-
vant and underlying materials. And 51-A is a copy of the Mott con-
tract
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The particular lin nige section li, Mr. Liotta
has also referred to section 2 which is on page :)1-A.

Mr. laorrA. BasL:ally, Mr. Chairman, in the 1979 case, the judge
pointed to article VI, which says any compromise of settlement or
other adjustment of the claims shall be subject to the approval of
the tribe and the Secretary of the Interior. We recognize that.

In the same case, the court pointed to the kinds of the decision
the attorney would have to make in carrying out his duty under
paragraph 2 of the contract, to diligently prosecute ibe claims and

assert his hest efforts to satisfactorily conclude them within the
is of this contract.

Mr. HALL. When they started out with this ,attorney, arold
Mott, how many claims did they plead in this suit, seven"

Mr. la(rrrA. Well, sir, I think there was more than at. But I
think what the subject of this proposed legislation is, claims 1
through ti and claim S.

I think it might be helpful if I go through sort of a litany here to
show you what has happened as to those claims and what is hap-
pning as to those claims. It might be helpful to you. I think there
were other claims within the purview of that suit.

I would like also preface my remarks by indicating that this
case is now in Kid terms :3:3 years old.

Mr. II, t.. Supreme Court refused a writ in July 19SO,
Mr. laorrA. Pardon me, sir?
Mr. HALL. The Supreme Court refused a writ in I9SO, according

to records I have here.
Mr. LarrrA. That may be so.
Mr. SIIAAH. That is correct
Mr. laorrn. Also, I would like to point out that the claims were

withdrawn in 1969, and I think action took place b3' another attor-
ney sometime in the 1970's.

Mr. 11A1.1.. But when did the claimants find out that these seven
claims had been dismissed and amended pleadings had been delet-

Nir 1.14rrn. I don't know. 1 would assumeI really don't know
the answer to that.

But as their attorney, and if I was the Alttorney-in the case, I am
sure that there must be discussions going back and forth. I am
sure. as they are here. they must have been in the courtroom. I
can't contradict what anyone said %I don't know the answer.

Nir I IA1,1., Are there aro people today who were parties to that
original contract between Motthere is a Raymond Makai. Is he
still living?

SnAAa. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Makai was chairman of the
Nasaliu Tribal Council at the time the Mott agreement was made,
and he signed the agreement in his capacity of tribal chairman. So
far as we 11:(' rt. aware. Mott made no report io any component of
the Navaho trihal governinent, to the tribal council, or the chair-
man of the tribal council,

Mr I IA1.1, he still living?
Mr. S4HAM4 Nit)tr.) \'es, he is still lining, lie caccs ire Fort Smith,

Ark. Written a letter, which is exhibit o Mr. Gorman's
state nn rat it 's in your packet giving some explanation of why
this ;IfIlt filed in 190_

1'



Ilis explanation is that he was induced to do it by Ralph Barney.
tie ho was Genera) Counsel lot the Indian Claims Commission at
that time, in order to simplify the form of the petition that 141ott's
predecessor. Norman Littel, who had prepared this petitionthe
petition is on page 12 of this petition for cent, 12-A. It has the
index of claims.

Since the chairman is an attorney, I am sure your practiced eye
can take a Iluick look at it and tell that it is a rather complex piece

Ling.
: irding to Mott's letter in 19S3 to Chairman Andrews of the

Senate Select Committz.e on Indian Affairs, Mr. Barney, the Gener-
al Counsel of the Indian Claims Commission, suggested that Mott
should reorganize this pleading, this petition, filed in 1950, by with-
drakVing seven of the' eierht claims and leaving everything under
the seventh claim. Mott says he thought .that was what he was
doing. Ile didn't intend to drop any claims. He did not intend vol-
Nntarily to dismiss any claims.

Mr HALL. What kind of an education did Raymond Makai have'.
ticl(AMk. Raymond Makai.

Mr. HALL. Yes.
Mr. SellAAB, I don't know. Perhaps Mr. Gorman knows.

s chairman of the tribal council between 1962 and 19
Ile served iwo terry.

Mr, HALL. Was he an educated man in any Had he been to
schoof.'

Mr. GokmAN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Makai was the chairman of the
Navajo Tribe at that time when Harold Mott was the general coun-
sel fur the tribe. Mr. Makai. I am rather sure that he has a high
school education plus more. but I don't think he has a degree. But
he has enough knowledge, as far as being the chairman of the
Navaho Tribe.

Mr. IIALL. My time has expired. Let me pass this on over to Mr.
Boucher fur quest ions.

Nlr lioireneat. The Assistant Attorney General who spoke indi-
cated that perhaps adoption of the bill in its present form might
extend the jurisdiction beyond what Mr. Richardson had intended
and create an unfortunate precedent for doing that.

I'erhaps i have misinterpreted your statement. If I have, I hope
%oti will set the record straight. If I have not, I wonder if you
%,ould ,oet!e,..1 ways to amend this bill to restrict the jurisdiction
we 1/4ould coll:Hr to that which in fact was requested and no fur-
her'

1.i,,TTA. Nu, sir. I would like to address that, if I may:
I would liken c'rrecct something first,. though. Insofar as the

ki tor- ot Mr Mutt. 1 refer the' committee chairman to the 14tter
anti pi )i nt Brut trait Mr. Ralph Barney was the chief of our Indian
Haim, section. he was nut with the Claims Commission. I -think
hal Important. So there war.; no representation made by any

(1! ht, Com Mission. I am sure it waS an error.
That i, cfirrtct. It was an error.
.11-o. if you 1( wk within the purview of that letter,

hing niterestine. sonic, 01 the t,hintrs Mutt is saying. Ile says.
ina%.
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..4.r %mil .1, flit E ;111,1111 tor Ih Navajo Indians, Hall) ey. un
,atorni tut the Department .t1 .Justice in charge of Indian claim,. retiuea
Once ..oceasions to consolidate the ireveral clajj-n't hen pending before the lndia n
laim, Commission In particular. his argument to nip war that the -covert-al cc

plmtd of c:d Docket No. 7, was sufficient to provide appropriate relief
all the Nro,aiii counts

1 hid no- asse-tant reassess the clan s and certain consolidations were made.
MI Sill:1i ,and has many times'asserted,

111,11 No 7 doe, it; t:ict cover the Nay:6 cli mns, yet to he of full protection
tor thy Navaio `frihe, he w, e;nes the claims consolidated to be uneanitolidated.

Now, -or, if I may. I think it is important to turn my attention to
these claims as I understand them and what has -happened to
them, As I indicated, there were seven claims, claims 1 through
and claim S. As indicated in our submissionand I will do this
quicklythat claim 1, for example, suit for the fair, market value
of aboriginal lands as allegedly protected by the treaty of Guada7
lupe.. Hidalgo lls.161 and the treaty of 1S49, ratified by the Senate
on September 9. 1Sr,0,

These wore the same faits as alleged for the basis'of a claim in
docket Ni, 229. which was pending.

'lava 2, the alternative claim for aboriginal lands, was a suit for
the fair market value of aboriginal lands by fraud and duress
which Indian title claim was extinguished by the invalid 186+
treaty,

Claims 1 and 2 were subject to a judgment of $11,S00,000 in
diicket No 229. This docket is now closed. Those are twb of the
claims that they want You to reopen.

Claim :i is a suit tP.1- inadequacy of agricultural lands provided
under the treaty of 1SliS. and for 'damage to treaty lands by over-
grazing. A claim for mismanagement of grazing and other lands is
included in claim 7 of docket No. 69 and in docket No. 299. The

id date on that claim is set for January 10,
As 11, claim 1, the suit for failure to provide educational and

ather- services under article VI of the 1S0S treaty, the Court of
Claims sustained the trial judge's holding' that the obligation to
provide ciilization. education, extended for 10 years only, or until

As to clairla it is a suit for breach of fiduciary duty by the
l'inted States by exploiting and allowing others to- exploit the-
trin s oat ara rf-sourCes gas, vanadium, timber. et cetera

t adequate consideration. Thi,s claim is also included in
locket N. 1;9 and in docket No 299.

id gas case, along with claims for wrong-ail disbursement
ds and failure to fulfill terms of article VII of the

wore subject to a judgment for $22 million in docket
) Docket No 35;i has thus been closed, and

'smanagement of copper, vanadium, uranium,
sand. rock. and gravel were tried in 19s:i and are pending plain-

hriel in docket Nos, and 299. I believe the claim is foil: $1:-9
million 1 wit rd that

Tniiher and sawmill mismiinagetnent claims are' set for trial in
1;inuar 1H Coal, water. its-of-way, mission sites, and rt.:-
lated claims are s qi for triaal on May 15, 19S5, (' :caning land

coker area of '25.000 square miles. is set trial in

1 S



duk,1 Na., 69 ;tad '2.99 01. Janlia . believe the gra..
claar r

will be finished in a moment, gentlemen. I am sorry to hold you
ut this takes a Utile time.

t; is a suit for violation of the 1StiS treaty by failing to pro-
equate corstruction of buildings and shops. This Tinsman-
t of property claim is pending under claim 7, docket No. WI.

has not been scheduled for trial.
it is the suit on breach of an agreement in lStiS to

1,.sti)re * lands in return of services of individual
Navahos in the Apache wars. The aboriginal lands were paid for in
tin, judgment of :s13.s million covering claims 1 and 2.

I point that out to give you the history as to what has happened
here

Nio.ti in rsimins sir. In pan' 1011, I think that I cannot rec-
itnmend any atlternattIVO to what is proposed. I will tell you why. I

think that first of all. this bill, if it is passed, will lead to many
more proposals coming for you to open litigation of this time.

Youlii suggest to you that the case has been pending fo
th.,- it is time for litigation to end. There have seen ay-

inlits made here and many orthese claims are pending.
Mr I Let me interrupt you on that point.
Mr ',arm% Yes. ,;ir.
Mr li,)vc ni,:a. it is rrry understanding, based on Mr. Richardson's

saitnint and the statements made by the other gentlemen who
testified that all that they are seeking is to have the Co art. of

some seven s that were voluntarily dismissed by
the attarn- for the NavaaLos. Under that definition, they cannot

'riding today.
So what are the claims that are presently pending? And if they

are enarnpassad within any of these seven, is there some way that
we could redraw the bill to more narrowly define those that are
not pendini!.-7

Mr. laorrA. It is difficult to know under the present bill, may I
say. as to how far they could go. I mean that in good faith. I am
ant talkilig about anything pejorative or anything of that sense.

I have indicated to you tt,e status of the present cases. I think
:hal probably as to the education treaty, they want to go beyond

they want to go beyond what the treaty has provided.
I am sorry to sayperhaps this gentleman can--but I

cannot ike any suggestions as, to how you could pin this down a
little closer. But a think that, as it stands, and anything close to it
would open the cases wide open. b. would suggest to you that they
have had their day in ~court or they are having their day in court.

Mr. lii)utivs. Let mecdireet your attention to page 2 of the bill,
beginning on line 5, where, as one of the qualifications for the con-
feral of jurisdiction on the Court of Claims for any particular
thin. it must have been a claim which, and 1 quote. "to have been
vrffirritority dismissed by the tribe before being considered or decid-
ed on,, thvireinPrits:'

The many cases to which you previously referred that are pres-
pending would not have been cases that were voluntarily di-,-

by he tribe before being coNAidered on their merits. So you

79
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are not IS we would be opening the door to consider-
ation of 'those claims in the Court of Claims directly, are you?

Mr. LarrrA. These very claims that I discussed are tile very
claims that they want to reopenclaims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and S.
Those are the very claims that I understand they want to reopen.

Mr. Bouoma-t. You are saying that those claims are presently
pending in some other forum?

Mr. torrA. Sonic of them are still pending in the courts; yes.
Mr. Bouctitiat Why would they want to reopen them if they are

presently pending? I don't understand that..
Mr. BARBER, May I speak to that?
Mr. BOUCHER. Yes, sir, please.
Mr. F3A FIBER. My name is Pau Barber. I am one of the counsel

for the Navaho Tribe.
I think what counsel for the Department of Justice is trying to

du ,is confuse the committee as to what is pending and what isn't.
Simply stated. claim 7 never withdrawn, and the court has
held that there clearly are oome overlapping parts between the
withdrawn claims, 1 through 6 and 8, and claim 7 which was never
w °ithdrawn.

Counsel lor ,Justice. in summarizing what each of claims 1

through 6 and s were, when he went through that rapid succession
at summaries. attempted to describe them in terms that met the
overlapthat is, he described them in the terms that may overlap
with chiirn 7. the remaining claim that is still, for the most part.
pending in the claims court right now

In fart, there are other parts to ,those claims which are lost for
ever without being heard on the merits.

Mr. KINDNESS, Could we hear about them'?
Mr. iiAlnifeW Well. I think the committee of the tribal council-

men icidressed the education claim. Specifically, claim 4 of the six
c lairns is el` utmost importance to the members of the tribe. The
clan) rm. education is a claim based on the failure of the United
States to deal fairly and honorably with the Navaho people in ful-
filling their treaty promises, and in honoring the appropriations for
education in the time after the treaty, for a period of' several years.

The court specifically heldand the citation to that is part of
Mr. Gorman's testimonythe court held that claims based on fair
and honarahle dealings that are not specifically tied to the reserva-
tion or some asset of the tribe are gone forever. Fair and honorable
dealings is a unique section of' the Indian Claims Commission Act.
It was passed in 1946 to give a very broad scope to the jurisdiction
of the Indian Claims Commission.

In fact, the Sec-etary of the InteriorI think it is pertinent to
understand what went on before the Indian Claims Commission
Act. Prior to 1946, tribes, when they wanted redress for a wrong
dOne by the United States, had to come to Congress and get a spe-
cial jurisdictional act to allow them to sue. They were barred from
suing the United States without a special act. In 1946, Congress
said we are going to set up a commission and hear these cases once
and for all, and we no longer want them to be thrown out- of court
on technicalities, we want them to be heard on the merits.

1b9
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Mr. KINDNESS. What are the claims.' What are the claims? That
is the problem.

Mr. BARRER, This claim is an education claim.
Mr. KINT.NESS. I mean. beside that one, are there others?
Mr. BARBF.R. Yes; there are seven of them.
Mr. KINDNESS. I mean the ones that you are referring ti, that

have not been described in the testimony previously.
Mr. SCHAAli, Let me make one comment on that.
Mr. l,iutta suggested that. one of the purposes of the tribe in

seeking enactment of this bill is to reopen matters that are covered
lw the two judgments that he referred to in docket Nos. 229 and

scsS)0I1.
this is House Report No. WO of the
'he late Honorable Henry M. Jack-

t

-oder,ati
previ011-41
Whatever is c(

correct. The language of the bill expressly bars con-
the court under the legislation of matters that have

determined on the merits by the Court of Claims.
'red by a judgment already of record disposing of

t he abori rural land claims, which the docket No. 229, the judg-
ment of 21l9. or the oil and gas claims, 35:3those had been dis-
posed of and they will not be reopened.

The only matters that may be revived under the bill in the first
six claims of the original petition are what are called fair and hon-
orable dealings claims. claims based not upon breach of contract,
breach of treaty provisions. or breach of equitable (4uties as a trust-
ee holding assets. reservation assets, reservation re.;ources---

Mr. KINDNESS. What are those? Are those known at this poi
Mr SuliAAII. The fair and honorable dealings claims?
Mr. KINDNESS. Right.
1 atn sorry--I am on the gentleman's time.
Mr SA-HAAB. They are not known precisely, and we are not pre-

pared to make any specific enumeration of. what claims they are.
The education claim is the one that

uportant. And that is what the
That is the one that makes this

practical importance.
Mr. KINONEss. Will the y
Mr. 13(wHEIt. I will yield. subject to

tardy
Mr. KINDNESS Thank you.
just wonder if we could narrow what it that is being presented

to the subcommittee? Wotild there be a. time in the future when
those additional claims could be identified and be disclosed to the
subcommittee so that we know what we are dealing .with?

Mr. BARBER. The claims are known in the sense that they are all
stated in the original petition, and that is part of the record, claims
1 through and claim 8.

Th t. difficulty is in trying to summarize these claims without
giving up something on behalf of our client. The difficulty is in
trying to decide, and we think it is for the court to make that deci-
sion, what was lost and what hasn't been lost, We are reluctant to

at this time to condense those claims 1. through f and S. They

we do know about, and it is
tribal representatives spoke
bill a matter of considerable

.old f
reclaiming my time momen-
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are exactly wlurt they say they are in the petition, but it is for the
court to deeid wh at they are, what was lost and what wasn't lost.

Mr. SCHAAli. There is another factor also that deals with the
Government's handling of tribal property. The Government has not
yet completed its accounting to the tribe of the transactions relat-
ing to dispositions of tribal property.

We can't, until the Government completes that accounting, raise
issues, And it will be when that accounting is completed, that we
will then have to file exceptions to the accounting and raise these
issues that you arc now asking us to specify. So it is premature in
the course of the litigation tbr us to do this, because we haven't see
their accounting report yet.

In addition, just as a matter of frank. disclosure of where sire are
h the case, we simply haven't identified them yet with any par

ticularity.
Mr. ScuAmi. Again. the language of the bill contains safeguards

t. in raising such issues at a later stage in the litiga-
reooen matters that have already been determined,. and we

intrude on matters that are already pending.
I was wondering if language which amends this

clarify that any claim which is pending in any forum would
subject of jurisdiction conferred by this legislation on the
'learns would he amenable. first to the Attorney General's

second, to the counsel here before us?
ndment which 1 would propose would be. sintlply. on
e s. at the end of line 7, strike before the Court of

t would simply provide that it is clear that the ju-
conferred does not relate to any claim which is

pre!,tllt ly pen( 1
Mr. SCIL1Afi, 'Ch are no !onger pending,

Which are no longer pending; that is correct.
1)0 you have arav prohlems with t hat?
NI r BARBER. I think the fear that it overlaps with ething

th,it g is misplaced. If we file this suit -and we
this act to file the suitit would be filed

same court where claim 7 is still pending. That is the U.S.
Is Your there is any overlap at all, the cases will be joined.

and the judge will ake care of it. It will cost no economic loss, no
addition al burden. 11 is only the chance that we" have lost some-

, that we are afraid of. Obviously, if we hadn't lost something,
we wouldn't be seeking the legislation.

The Government is here trying to say that we didn't lose any-
thing. If they really believed that, they wouldn't be opposing the
}e# laation.

Mr. BOUHER, Let me ask the Justice Department if the suggest-
ed amendment improves.the measure from that standpoint?

Mr. Ltorm. t would have to address it this way. First of all, I
:would have to study it. But let me say that must take exception
to what counsel was saying. Our purpose in heir we are here for
tt good purpose. We want to he fair.

What I am suggesting to you is the recitation of what has hap-
pened here indicates that these folks have had their day in court
and have been paicL or they are going to be paid, or it comes under

',7h7T-



claim 7. They were represented by an able attorney apparently,
and he made certain decisions.

It is obvious to me also from what counsel said that they are not
sure at this point as to what they are talking about as to what
would happen and what wouldn't happen. I would suggest that it'
this is reopened, we are going to start a number of years hack and
they are going to get into a number of things.

I don't know exactly what the meaning of this language would
be, "pending," and "has not been previously determined on the
mr!rits.- I am not sure of the ramifications of that before the court
as to what that would let in or not let in. I would have to look at it.

I gather that these fair and honorable dealings claims, or what-
ever they may be, would be referred back to claims 1 through 6
and S, and I am not sure how wide open that would start this all
over again. I think they have had their day in court is what I am
suggesting.

Mr. Bouch Ea. Let me simply suggest this. I am personally very
sympathetic to the case that Mr. Richardson ind those who have
testified here are making today. I would hope that, if the Depart-
ment of .Justice has any proposed amendments which would place
the bill in better condition and make sure that the jurisdiction con-
ferred is only that that is being requested and no more, that ..lhose
:amendments would he submitted to the committee prior to when-
ever we mark this up.

Let me just ask two additional questions. First of all, are there
any third parties involved in this, or is it. simply a matter of the
Navaho Tribe versus the U.S. Government'? I notice that a state-
ment has been submitted by the Santa Fe Mining, Inc. and by the
Santa Fr' Pacific Railroad Co. Do they have some interest in the
outcome of any of these claims, or does any other third party have
an interest!

Mr. SiliAAH. Mr. Mu vs is 'IP room, Mr. Boucher.
We have discussed their ,.,cerns and are agreeable to the sug-

gested addition of a sentence to the bill.

TESTIMONY OF JEROME C. MUYS, COUNSEL, SANTA FE NIINING,
INC. AND SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD CO.

Mr. MIAs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Jerome C. Muys. I am counsel for the Santa Fe companies.
We have no position on the merits of this legislation. But as my

statement indicates, there is pending in the Federal District Court
in New Mexico a lawsuit, by the Navaho Nation against the United
States. the State of New Mexico, the Santa Fe, and a hoSt of pri-
vate landoners, which seeks to quiet title, essentially, to 1.9 mil-
lion_ acres in that part ..of the State, And, sus to cancel _convey-,
ances and damages for trespass. and a host of other claims,

Our only interest in this legislation is that Congress make it
4.,:,lma.r that, in considering the =0,45 a this Isgiohit,i9n by Congress-
man Richardson, it indicate that it is not prejudging in any fashion
the contentions that are before the Federal District Court. in New
Mexico.

Out there, the defendants, Santa Fe and the State and the
United States, have argued that one of these judgments in Indian
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'orlimission Docket No. 229 is a bar to the claims that are w
made in New Mexico currently. The Navaho Nation attor-

neys have denied that, and there is dispute as to the legal signifi-
cance of an Indian Claims Commission final judgment and what
elf' .:t, if any, it may have on other litigation.

We have suggested language that would just be a disclaimer, es-
sentiallv, that Congress was not trying to deal with that issue and
it is going to leave leg* effect of the judgments we are concerned
about in their status club and not prejudge that issue.

Otherwise, we have no position on the merits.
iThe statement of Mr. Muys follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEROME Mt_' S

name is Jerome C. Muys.
firm of Holland & Hart. 1s7a

n pre., nteci ctrl Est half of Santa Fe Mining, Inc a
Cf inipany. . hot h ed in Albuquerque. New M
pot-tunay to present our vu on H.R.

Santa Fe Pacific holds title to over million acres of fee mineral estates in New
,rid .1rriona which are derived from the original land grant from the United

St,as la the f1t lant lc and Pacifie Railroad as consideration for building a railroad
train l c Hirt to 1',ilifornio. Alter Santa Fe Pacific acquired these lands, it sold
nearly ;ill ho surface estates and retained the mineral estates.

`fh Noaho I vibe is currently claiming title to 1,9 million acres of land in North.
western Na a Mexico in a class action suit tiled on October t;. 192 in the United
State- Ih-ll caurt for the district of New Mexico, A'avaia Tthe Stuff of.Veu.
Mr, (Iva Na *2 11 Is Jfi These lands are a portion of the lands which

h for the claims brought by the Tribe in Indian Claims Commission
which are the subject a s 119b These lands were also the sub-

041 of Haim- for which the Navaho Tribe received $14.S million pursuant to a judg-
iflill! entered in Indian Claims Commission Docket No. 229

In tilt, New Mexico lawsuit the Tribe has also requested trespass darn-
the rm.,lldati ii of conveyances from the United States to third parties. and an

:Hum iigisint further trespass with respect to a large area of Northwestern
Thy. ,irea includes the lands described in the' first. second, and eighth

ltookoi Nn 69 and in the' two counts of Docket No. 22Ii. The United Status,
th. of Now Mvnii. Santa Fe Mining, Inc., and Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Com-
p fr ndoto, in that action. and the alleged class of other defendants in-

aWfleU+ in the 19 million acres subject to that litigteion In addition
ot,e, ,,,tentuini,. Santa Fe and other defendants have moved to dismiss the

; hi ti:g :ic1 Ion nit grounds that the Tribe was previously compensated for less of
tittn lands by the payment 01 the judgment in Docket No. 229, and that that jade-
moat 1. therefore. re-, iodic:Ito of the claims asserted in the pending action. The

,i,,niared this vontentian and has taken the ixisition that the satisfaction
tit ludgmta in Docket Nti 229 does not prevent it from asserting new claims for

dain.ige- nr to actual us aurship of the same lands, All of the title held by
S:111%:i i, tivn%,tqi from conveyances from the United States or grantees of the
United states

6ant-a believe,: that it is imperative that (Amgreas, in legislating with respect to
the narrow issue with, which this bill purports to deal, nuke it clear that it does not
intend its :irt ion to have any effect on the' finality of the judgment in Docket No
2:!".+ or the legal contentions as to its effect in the pending litigation in New Mexico.
Conscquentlyi Santa Fee'praposes that Ow following disclaitaer be added as section

tner in the Washington
eet. VW_ My testimo-
a Fe Pacific' Railroad
Vt' appreciate this up-

2 of the bill:
This Act shall not affect the finality of the judgments entered in Indian Claims

Do, kt Nos 229 :15:1 or later the effect. if any, of those judgmenti;
=Am-04w Ottgattun brought lay the Navaho If-tante Tribe agaiam, the United Mims Of

third paties in other judicial iitocrdimts.

Mr. But:ctivii. You are asking that it' the committee acts favor-
ably on the bill. that it adopt as an amendment the language you
are proposing on page 3 of your statement?

184
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Mr. MUYS. -VI's, we have worked that out with the counsel for
tribe.

Mr. SCHAA.B. It is agreeable to the tribe.
Mr. BOUCHER. Does counsel to the tribe agree that the amend-

ment should be adopted?
Mr. ScHAAR. Yes; we, I guess, would prefer to have it as a state -

merit in the committee report rather than in the bill, but if the
lmittee decided to amend the bill to add it, we would not object.

Mr. BoUCHER,Yoli dotit object to the substance of the sugges-
tion?

Mr. ScHAAti. No; we think that this is not the appropriate place
to ,.go into these matters of collateral, estoppel, or whatever else
may be involved in that other litigation.

'Mr, BoUCHER. Are there any other third parties that would be
affected one way or the other about the passage of this?'

Mr. BARRER. your Honor, We don't think so. The claims court ju-
risdiction is limited to suits between plaintiffs against the United
States, and they are the only parties of the litigation we are in-
volved in

There are other parties to the Santa Fe litigation, but I tnink
this language would make it neutral as to them also.

Mr. BouHEtt, I have one additional question, if anyone can com-
pile this. I am wondering what the total amount of the seven
claims in question are, just in dollar terms,

Mr. SCHAAli In dollars'?
Mr. BoucitEa. In dollars.
Mr. SUHA A question was raised concerning that in connection

with the education claim_ in the Senate hearings this morning. As I
am su. e you are aware, when you develop claims for trial, you rely
on expert witnesses and a lot of documentary evidence. You have
to 'prove liability and you have to prove damages.

The education claim is based upon kind of an unjust. enrichment
theory that the United States should pay the Navahos for failing to
deal fairly and honorably with it on this issue, measured by what it
saved itself by failing to fulfill the treaty requirement of proving a
schoolhouse and a teacher- for every 30 children. The variables are
the Navaho child population of school age.

The amount that an expert witness would develop from that data
hasn't yet been developed. It will probably be several million. In
the Senate hearings, the figure was somewhere between $10 and
$:0 million, something like that. The variable is the population of
the school age children and the cost indexes that ould be used in
determining how much a schoolhouse and a teaches' would cost.

Mr. BoUCHER. Is that the largest of the seven claims'?
SCHAAR. That is the largest of the claims that we are aware

of under this bill.
.The other claims that are not affected by the bill that are now

pending before the court under claim 7, the timber claim and the
grazing claim. are quite large.

Mr. .13omit:ft. We are not concerned about the ones that
wouldn't be affect`ed by the bill.

Mr. ScHAAB.Yes.
Mr. Houcmfai. You said between $10 and $50 million for the edu-

cation clam?,'
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Mr. licHAAH, Probably, based on those variables.
Mr. Botretwa. Do you have a total figure for the other five or six

claims?
Mr. &HAAB. We haven'tin response to Mr. Kindness' question,

we haven't specified, we haven't enumerated, which ones we would
try to bring out of the original petition. We are limited by the bill
to the claims pleaded in the original petition.
'Some of them are discernible, There is a claim, claim 1, for in-

stance, for damage to Navaho tribal property, because the United
States, under the treaty of 1850, which is the Treaty of Friendship,
in which the United States pledged to protect the Navaho, failed to
protect the Navaho-S. and they suffered damage.

Mr. HALL. Of course, that gets into something I don't think is
before us right here at this ,,ioment.

Mr. Kindness, do you have any questions?
Mr. Kisa Ness. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HALL. Mr. Shaw.
Mr_ SHAW. Yes.
The issue that seems to boil down to thisand I would like you.

Mr. Schaal), to correct me if I am wrong --an attorney who is fully
authorized to represent your clients made a judgment to drop a
particular claim. You now, as the present attorney for the Navaho
Nation. disagree with that judgment and are asking this committee
to undo that decision and to require the courts to reinstate that
claim: is that correctly stated?

Mr. SCUAAH. I think that is not quite the way I understand it. I
think that Mr. Mott, according to his letter that Mr. Liotta re-
ferred toit is in your packetMr. Mott didn't think he was drop-
ping claims, lie thought he was reorganizing his pleading. If that is
all.that he did, it certainly falls within the scope of his authority as
the tribe's claims attorney.

The Court of Claims in 1979 held that what he had done was not
reorganize his pleadings, but that he had voluntarily dismissed
claims. That is what brought section fi of his contract into play, be-
cause section t; was designed to protect the tribe against this kind
of action. dropping valuable claims without tribal approval. That is
what brings the matter to Congress.

Mr. Straw. What would be the difference in this particular, or in
any other instance, where a lawyer may have made a mistake in
judgment or where he thought he was doing one thing and the
court said. "Hey, you really did something else?" I cant look back to
when I practiced law and there were several decisions that I would
love to go back and revisit.

Why should this committee go back and mess with 4 decision
that was made by-the attorney and interpreted by the courts?

Mr. ScF1AAH, For about 100 years, there has been on the books
_title '25. United States .Code. sections SI and .Sita.), .which are stat-
utes passed by Corigress.in the 1880's requiring attorney contracts
with Indian tribes to be reviewed and supervised and approYed by
.414.! Sacret4.-try of the Interior._

That system of protection of Indian tribes in connection with
their dealings with attorneysclaims attorneys, general counsel,
special counsel. any kind of attorney for an Indian tribeis subject
to that general Federal supervision. That is why section 6 was in
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Motes claims contract requiring secretarial approval and tribal ap-
proval for any settlement or disposition of a claim in the original
petition.

Mott now says he didn't intend to dismiss any claims. When The
Court said what he did legally had that effectand that is the day
in court that Mr. Liotta was talking about--not on the merits.

Mr. SHAW. But does sections 81 and 81(a), in effect, guarantee
flawlessness in representation?

Mr. SCHAAH. No; it doesn't. But certainly in section is con-
tract, it required that any claim that was going to adjusted or
settled or disposed of be approved by the tribe.

Mr. SHAW. This brings us to the point whereI thinkone of the
earlier members of this committee raised this particular point. Are
any of the individuals that were then speaking for the tribe still
around?

Mr. SCtiAAli. Well, the tribe is like any other government. Mr.
Makai is around. He is not in the room today, and he has not had
any connection with tribal matters since his defeat in 1970.

Mr. BARRER. Could I speak to that?
Mr. SHAW. Yes.
Mr. 13ARBFR- The tribe is governed by a tribal council that con-

sists of S7 members. That is the rulemaking body of the tribe. If its
approval is to be given, it. should go and be approved by the tribal
council.

I personally examined all of the minutes or resolutions of the
Navaho Tribal Council for the period in question, up to the time of
this withdrawal, and the minutes of the advisory committee of the
Navaho Tribal Council, which is similar to an executive committee.
None of those minutes reflect any grior approvalor any approval
at all. as a matter of factof this withdrawal of the claims.

Mr. SHAW. Let me stop you there and ask you a question. Do the
minutes that you have examined appear to be accurate and com-
plete minutes of what transpired. or are they spotty and sketchy?

Mr. BARBER. In my review of them, and we have examined min-
utes--

Mr. SHAW. I am asking for an opinion, obviously.
Mr. BARBER. We have examined minutes back into the 1920's

when the tribal council was first organized. Back then, they some-
s missed things, but they are quite complete. I 'have a lot of

confidence in them. They are transcribed in modern times virtually
verbatim. Discussions are interpreted back and forth between
Navaho and English, and there is a transcript made.

Mr, SHAw.,Let me follow up on this line of questioning for just
one more moment.

Have you gone back, Mr. Schaab, into court and raised this as a
on as to whether the count was properly dismissed without

some type ,of an affirmative showing that the law had been com-
plied with and that Mr. Mott's client had been fully advised and, if

what was the disposition?
Mr. SOIAA13. We argued the question several tunes, first to the

Indian Claims Commission, and the Commission decided in our
favor based on that provision of Mott's contract. The triarjudge in
the Court of Claims reached a similar opinion.

4
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When Judge Friedman became Chief Judge of the Court of
Claims. this was one of the early cases that he ruled on, and I
think he was trying to clean his docket by seeing an area where he
might be able to clean off what appeared to be quite a number of
claims. It came, frankly, as a surprise to me that -the Court of
Claims, in its 1979 opinion, concluded that this fell under the
normal authority of an attorney and was not within the scope of
ieCtion fi. ,41;

Mr. SHAW. Are the appellant procedures still available to you on
that?

Mr. SCHAAH. No; we asked for a rehearing. There was an opinion
on the motion for reconsideration in this petition for certiorari, and
we filed the petition for certiorari, and that was denied in 1980.
Then we promptlythe opinion of the court is on page 9-A on re-
eonsideration.

And then we argued one aspect of it in a .different docket that
resulted in an opinion of the court in May 1980, which is also, I
beliee. in your packets. That opinion said that the Justice Depart-
ment was arguing that any matters within the first six claims
could not be considered as part of the seventh claiia because, under
the 1979 ruling, they had been dismissed.

In 1980. the Court of Claims said no, that. is not correct, that any
matters that are properly part of claim 7 will remain as claim 7,
despite Mott's 1969 amendment. The only thing that is wiped out
hv tin' 19ii9 amendment are claims that were presented in the peti-

as claims 1 through fi and claim that are not part of claim 7.
answer to Mr. Kindness' question of what claims are these,

court didn't enumerate them, and we have not enumerated
. but the way to describe then is fair and honorable dealings

L. The most obvious one is the 1ucation claim. It is the most
it one to the tribe.

e reason why this sticks in the tribe's craw is because ethica-
1 touches the Indian soul. It is something they didn't get. They

were promised it and they didn't get it. Now, because of this deci-
sion by the Court of Claims in 1979, they are denied a hearing on
their claim for it That is why.

Mr. SHAW. I was very persuaded by the testimony of the gentle-
from the Navaho Nation, particularly the gentleman who re-

.d to learning English because he had to in the U.S. Army. I
k that he certainly made it clear his hunger for education.

hat is something that this committee certainly is recognizing.
Mr. Chairman, I think that, before we could take action on this,

we would need mare information. I am not sure that we really
have a sufficient reason to reinstate a claim that the court has
done away with without some of these other questions being an-
swered.

I yield back my time.
Mr. liars.. Were all of the questions that have been raised in a

-very -informal way here today --I know we-haven't kept with the
precedent that we usually folloW. because of the various questions
that members desired to askbut have all of the points that are
seeking to be raised in this bill been previously raised in the
courts?
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Mr. SCHAA11, gliesti I don't understand your question, Mr. Chair-
man.

We argued in the court proceedings on the effect of the Mott
amendment to the basic petition. We argued that it did not have
the effect of dismissing claims, that it was merely intended to reor-
ganize a pleading. We also argued that, because of the way the
original petition was framed, all the claims presented in the first
. ix claims were included by reference in he seventh claim.

Mr HALL. Have you raised the same objections that ;you are
making here today in your writ of certiorari before the Supreme
Court?

Mr. SCHAALL Yes; you have the petition in your hand,
Mr. HALL. I am looking at page 7 of this petition in which it

states that, On October 1, 1969, petitioner's claims attorney filed a
First Amended Petition in No. 69 (appendix E), as follows: 'The pe-
tition is amended by deleting paragraphs 10, 16, 19, 21, 2:3, 25, and
29, thereby withdrawing from consideration herein the first,
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and eighth claims.'

That is on page 7.
Over on page 57-A, appendix E, appears a copy of that first

amended petition. as I just read, addressed to the Honorable Com-
missioners of the Indian Claims Commission, and respectfully sub-

.tted, signed by Harold E. Mott, address Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
('laims Attorney for the Navaho Tribe of the Indians' attorney of
record.

It appears to me just from a cursory examination of these brief's
and what we have heard today that the same questions that you
are raising today and they are being sought by this bill are some of
the same questions that have already been before the court, as
high as the Supreme Court of the United States, when they denied
a writ. Is that a fair statement?

Mr SCHAAR. The issue, of course, was the same. Whether or not
these claims have been dismissed--- -

Mr. HALL. I understand that. But we are talking about issues
here now.

Mr. SMAAH. We are before Congress seeking enactMent of the
bill only because the Court of Claims held that. these claims were
voluntarily dismissed.

Mr. HALL. When you went from the Court of Claims, you went
directly to the Supreme (7ourt, or attempted to?

Mr. SCHAAH. Yes.
Mr. HALL. Did the Court of Claims have these same issues before

it at that time that you are raising here today in this bill?
Mr. &HAAB. Well, the Court of Claims had to decide what the

legal effect of Mott's amendment of the petition in 1969 was.
Mr. HALL. Yes,
Mr. &HAAB. And they held that it was a voluntary dismissal of

those claims.
Mr. HALL Right.
Mr. Sett.AA4. We argued that it wasn't, but the Cu4rt. held that it

was, That is why we have come to Congress.
Mr. HALL. You are asking us to go back and allow; this matter to

once again go before the Court of Claims to consider those six or
seven points that Mott dismissed?

189
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Mr. SCHAAW Yes; because the requirements of title 25, United
States Code, section Slta) were not fulfilled. That is the system of
the tribe's interest-

Mr. HALL. All right. Was that citation that you just recited
raised before the Court of Claims when they tried this case?

Mr. SCHAAB. Yes.
Mr. HALL. Raised before the Supreme Court in the writ of certio-

rari?
Mr. SCHAAB, Yes; and before the Indian Claims Commission.
Mr. HALL. This question comes into my mind. Whyand I am

not trying to judge the merits of this case, certainly notbut why
should this committee take action to reopen everything that the
Court of Claims and the Supreme Court has already said have been
decided?

Mr. SCHAAB. I guess that is the point that Mr. Liotta was trying
to make, that we had our day in court, that we had our court on
those issues.

Mr. HALL. That is my point.
Mr. SCHAAIL But we have not had our day in court on the merits.
Mr. HALL. But you raised the same question in the Court of

Claims on those six elements that you say were inappropriately dis-
missed by their attorney. You raised it in the Court and the Ciurt
didn't agree with you.

Mt'. SCHAAR We raised in the Court the fact that the Secretary
of the Interior and the tribe had' not approved a voluntary dismis-
sal of any claims.

Mr. HALL. I understand that.
Mr. SCHAAB. And the Court of Claims, in effect, held, without

saying so, that it didn't make any difference.
We are asking Congress to decide that there is an underlying

policy in the 1946 Claims Act to have claims disposed of on the
merits and not on a technical issue.

There is also a question of fairness on an important matter like
the education claim that should be presented and heard on the
merits, and not dismissed on this kind of a technical basis.

So that is what it comes down to. We are not asking Congress to
reverse the court's determination. That stands. If the court says
that the legal effect of what Mott did in 1969 was to voluntarily
dismiss the claims, that stands, and Congress has authority to say,
"Nonetheless, you have jurisdiction to proceed to hear these claims
on the merits, because of this underlying policy and because of the
consideration of fairness."

Mr. HALL. Are there any other questions that.any of the commit-
tee members would like to ask?

Mr. Kindness.
Mr, KiNuivEss. Mr. Chairman,. I do have a lino of questioning I

-think may need to be pursued.
It has been stated that there is an accounting that has yet to be

.completed and provided to the tribe by the Government, Is there
any way of estimating when that. is to be completed?

Mr. SCHAAB. It has been ordered for about 3 years.
Mr, BARBER. The final accounting, I believe, is due this Decem-

ber, but the Government has recently by letter asked for essential-
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ly an itnlimited exten So we don't have any idea when it wilt"
actually b,e completed.

Mr.-St:Hooka. This is the so-called property accounting.
Mr. LaorrA. As I understand it from my colleague, sir, it was

scheduled, as Nthe gentleman said, for December. There may be
some delay. We have had` some problem getting sufficient person-
nel an hand at GSA. That problem I understand is now solved. I
would suggest it would probably take a year or a year and one-half,
as my colleague states. It will take some time. But we have had the
personnel problem. They didn't have sufficient people on hand in
some of these instances.

Mr. KINDNESS. Would it be correct to state that, until that ac-
counting is available and studied and perhaps some factual deter-
minations are made by counsel for the Navaho Tribe, you certainly
wouldn't be ready to go to trial. at least, or to go before whatever
the forum might be with the exact claims that would be pursued
and proven?

Mr. SCHAAH. That is correct.
Mr. BAKIWK. If what you are suggesting is that it would be wise

to wait until it is done, I think that is not right. If this bill were
enacted now. we would, within El months, refile claims 1 through El
and 8, and we would move to join them with the existing account-
ing claim.

Mr KINDNESS. I understand that, but we wouldn't know what we
are doing_ 1)o you see? I think we need to have some idea of what is
involved before taking action on the matter.

Mr. Set-IAA/3. You can't, because the court's decision in 1979 was
on jurisdictional grounds, and the -court has determined- that it
does not have jurisdiction to consider any fair and honorab4e deal -
ir,gs olairns. So we would not be able to take any action on the
peoriing case to raise these issues. We have to have the 'II passed
in orclirr to give the court jurisdiction to allow this prop ss to go
forward.

To turn back the litigation clock to where we were in 111711 before
the-----

Mr. KINDNESS. I am suggesting that what this subcommittee, and
the full committee, and the House, and the Senate would, some-
where along the line, someone would want to know on a bill like
thisit has a tough way to go unless the information is available
what is involved. We don't know,

Mr. BARBER. What is involved is a court decision. I submit that
this body, Congress, will never be in a position to make the deci-
sion of what is or isn't overlapping with the other case. That is a
court decision.

What we are asking for is to grant the court the jurisdiction to
make that decision on the merits.

Mr. KINDNESS, What you have previously indicated, I believe,
though, is that you can't state to this subcommittee what the
nature of the claims might be in more specific terms than appear
Were in the 'exhibit to the petition for writ certiorari; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. BAHBR. That is because we can't state them other than is
Stated here without posSibly hurting the rights of our client to
have everything that is stated in here heard. We would never at-

=,.-,
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tempt to state that, -except in arguments to the court. The court is
the proper forum for deciding what does remain, what has been de-
cided on the merits, and what overlaps with the existing cases.
They are stated here in general terms, but--

Mr. KINDNESN. I am sorry to differ-with you, but the on1y avail-
ablii-l'orum is the'Congress. The legislative remedy is the remedy
ixin sought. Somewhat more information is going to be-needed in.
order for us to know what it is with which we are dealing, I think.

I just suggl,!st that as my opinion, There are others who may
differ in that rest)

1141, BOUCHER!' Wopeculd the gentleman yielri to. rue?
Mr. KINDNESS. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. BouctiEft. Thank you for yielding.
As 1, indicated earlier, I am sympathetic with the general thrust

of the argument that you are making. But 4 share Ir. -Kindness'
enth-ely that we are going-have to have some 'listing ot' he

claims that you would seek to have Considered inn the, Court of
Claims prior to our acting favorably on the measure. That states

.iew
lank you.

SCHAAH. This is something beyond what v-e have described
s 'air and honorable dealings claims, clairns<tluit are based on

t at grtrta. d at the Indian Claims` Commission Act' of 194fi, and' we
ha ve ltifieri,t he education claim as the' one tha? is most visible.

The 'ourt ot; Claims, 41 itii.19to opinion that you have. has indi-
cated I halt fair and honorable dealings claims related to tribal prop-
ertv remain as partof the seventh claim. Now those are not cov-
eed by the bill because the bill does not apply to any matters that
are still pending. So you have fair and honorable dealings claims
that are not related to tribal property. That is where it is a little
hard, as a matter at abstraction, to specify what these may be. .What Mr. Barber is saing is we don't think that the committee
should put the Navaho Tribe in the position of waiving the right to
raise issues that might be appropriate in the course of further liti-
gation if this bill were enacted.

Mr. KINDNESS. May I suggest that, other than the educational
fair and honorable dealings claim, there might not be any reason
for the legislation.

Mr. SCHAAH. That is correct. 1. frankly, don't expect to raise
under this hill any other-C:laim than the education Haim.

Mr. KiNoNvss Yet, I don't think we would want to limit the leg-
islation to just that area if there were other claims.

Mr. SCHAAH. I don't think we n be in the pgoosition, and I don't.
think` the 'committee .should put Navaho, rite in the position,

'Lir saying that is the only thing that you,,can raise under this bilk
_The grounds for the bill is ilia ere was 41 petition, filed in MO

that pleaded a variety 'of cSaints.,Some of thok were dismissed ,be-
cause of action of Mr. Mott .that the tribe didn't know about quit
didn't approve. That violated,.T think the statute of superkision of
,L1W. attoruey, contrai.itsi, :Awl that is Congress should do some-
thing about it.

The relief that.the tribe wants is to be able to be put in the same
position in the litigation that it was before 1979. At that time,
there was no enumeration of what claims were covered by Mott's

1()2



1969 amendment. That is, as I understand your comments, what
the committee is 'asking us to do at the present time. We really
can't do it, and I don't see that it is reasonable to force the tribe to
try to do thilt.

The education is certainly the clearest one, and it probably will
be the only one. But I hate to say yes, it v.' the only one, be-
cause we don't know how the future course igation will unfold.

Mr. KINDNESS. I think we are talking the pi, ,ticalities of getting
this legislation passed, and it has a narrow pass through which it
has .o go. I am just suggesting the realities of the legislative proc-
ess in terms of how we can best make the case.

I, frankly, don't understand what comfort there is in knowing
there is only one claim or there are only three claims that would
be open for consideration by the court if the bill passes, as opposed
to some indefinite number. At least you know that all of them were
originally pleaded timely under the 1946 act.

Mr. SHAW. Would the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. KINDNESS. Sure.
Mr. SHAW. Mr. Schaab, is what you are asking to do is to'rein-

state the pleadings as originally drawn without change?
Mr. SHAA13. Basically, yes.
Mr. SHAW. So perhaps that is ,4vhat we are missing here.
Do we have copies of those p endings?
Mr. SeaAmi. Yes.
Mr. SHAW. They are in the court briefings'?
Mr. S<! :. An. Sure.
Mr. .w. These are the original pleadings'?
Mr. SCHAAS. It starts on page 11 -A. It was filed July 11, 1950. It

is a rather strange pleading.
Mr. SHAW. But these are the pleadings that you want'? You are

not looking to amend them further?.
Mr. SCHAAIi. The act would allow us to reassert them.
Mr. SHAW. I know the act would allow you to reassert them.
Mr. SCHAAH. And we would be limited by these. We would be

able to droanything alleged in that original petition that no
lujiger seery& pertinent. But we couldn't go beyond that.

Mr. SHAW. I thank the gentleman for yielding. ,

Mr. KINDNESS. I yield back, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. BALI.. Mr. Shattuck, our majority counsel': is recognized,
Mr. SHATTUCK, This chitty was originally filed before the Indian

Claims Commission under IT.R, Indian Claims Act of 1946.
Mr. SCHAAH. Yes.
Mr. SHATrucK. Then what disposition occurred 'in the Indian

Claims Commission?
Mr. SCHAAR. Well, it was pending from 1950 and, after the peti-

tion that was numbered docket 69 was filed, three other petitions
were filed, 229, 299, and 353. While Norman Littel was claims at-
torney for the Navahos between--

Mr. SHATTUCK. Yes; but what action was taken on this claim,
this petition, by the Indian Claims Commission? Was it Acted upon
by the Coninfission?

Mr. SCIIAAS. The litigation develo ,'the so- called
Mr, SHATTUCK. No; how did it get the Court of Claims, first oi`

all, before the Indian Claims Commission?
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Mr. SCHAAH. How did it get to the Court o Claims? It was trans-
ferred to the ('curt of Claims when the Indi n Claims Commission
was but of existence at the end, September 19 8.

!-
Mr. SHATTUCK. That is what I was seeking.
That legislation went through this subcommittee: Sq. what hap-

pened was the Indian Claims Commission was terminated and, in
the process of that termination,, certain claims weretransferted to
the Court of Claims and the Court of Claims Was given jurisdiction
over those pending claims.

Mr. SCHAAB. That is right.
Mr. SHArrucK. So this was one.of the claims. So the first adjudi-

c.,tion that related to this occurred as a result of all of th0 events
that you have .been describing, and that occurred before the Court
of Claims itself. There was no narrowitvLof the claim or statement
of eaim as a result of an Indian Claims Commission determination.
This is what you sought from the Court of Claims.

Mr. SCHAAH. The Indian Claims Co mission allowed me, when I ,
gr, became claims attorney in 1973, to amend the petition in 1969 in ^-

order to, in effect, change Mott's amendment in 1969.
Mr. SHATTUCK. How was the matter before the Court of Claims

in 196?
ME SCHAAB. I will tell you exa The Commission allowed the

amendment of the petition and, afteN'that was done, the Govern-
ment filed a motion raising a jurisdictional issue, that Mott's
amendment in 1969 had, in effect, dismissed the claims that he de-
scribed as being withdrawn. And.when the (mmission allowed me
to fill, a new petition to, in effect, restore those claims in 1975, this
was after the 5-year time bar in the original 1946 act, and the

. court or the Commission didn't have jurisdiction at that time.
That motion was filed before the 'Commission. It was undecided

by the Commission at the time of the transfer in 1978. It ment to
the trial judge in the Court of Claims and he decided that there
was no jurisdictional defense or objection to this, that because of

' the provisions of Mott's attorney contract, the absence of secretari-
al or tribal approval, that whatever the intended effect of his 1969
amendment May have been, that it didn't result in the dismissal of
any claims, and claims presented in the original petition, having
been given timely, the jurisdictional requirements of the 1946 act'
wore fulfilled and the matter could proceed.

It was on appeal from that decision of the Trial Judge Bernhardt
that the Court of Claims--

Mr. SHArruCK. From there on in, it flows. Thank you very much.
That was the clarification I sought.

Mr. HALL. We appreciate very mileh you putting this thorny
issue before us. We are not taking any action, of course, today. We
have no intention of taking any- action today. In all likelihood, both
the majority and minority staff will be in contact with all of you
gentlemen, including those probably who represent -the; mining
company, the Santa Fe Pacific.'

So Joe appreciate you being here. Certaiply we appreciate Mr.
Gorman, Mr. Boyd, and Mr. Plummer for their participation. We
are glad to see you, and we will be in touch with you at the appro-
priate time. Thank you very much.

Mr. Muvs. Mr. Chairman?
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Mr. HALL. Yes,
Mr. MUYS. May I request that my statement on behalf of the

Santa Fe comp: be included in the record.
Mr. HALL. It w ade a part of the record.
Mr. Mays. Thank yo
Mr. HAIL. Thank you.
Whereupon, at 5:10 15.rn., tie subcommittee prOceeded to other

business.]
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